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PREFACE

^I^HE present state of our knowledge of the properties of Modular

-^ Systems is chiefly due to the fundamental theorems and processes

of L. Kronecker, M, Noether, D. Hilbert, and K Lasker, and above

all to J. Konig's profound exposition and numerous extensions of

Kronecker's theory (p. xiii). Konig's treatise might be regarded as in

some measure complete if it were admitted that a problem is finished

with when its solution has been reduced to a finite number of feasible

operations. If however the operations are too numerous or too involved

to be carried out in practice the solution is only a theoretical one;

and its importance then lies not in itself, but in the theorems with

which it is associated and to which it leads. Such a theoretical

solution must be regarded as a preliminary and not the final stage

in the consideration of the problem.

In the following presentment of the subject Section I is devoted to

the Resultant, the case of « equations being treated in a parallel

manner to that of two equations ; Section II contains an account of

Kronecker's theory of the Resolvent, following mainly the lines of

Konig's exposition ; Section III, on general properties, is closely allied

to Lasker's memoir and Dedekind's theor}' of Ideals ; and Section IV

is an extension of Lasker's rasults founded on the methods originated

by Noether. The additions to the theory consist of one or two

isolated theorems (especially ^ 50—53 and § 79 and its consequences)

and the introduction of the Inverse System in Section IV.



VI PREFACE

The subject is full of pitfalls. I have pointed out some mistakes

made by others, but have no doubt that I have made new ones. It

may be expected that any errors will be discovered and eliminated in

due course, since proofs or references are given for all major and

most minor statements.

I take this opportunity of thanking the Editors for their accept-

ance of this tract and the Syndics of the University Press for

publishing it.

F. S. MACAULAY.

London,

June, 1916.
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THE ALGEBRAIC THEORY OF
MODULAR SYSTEMS

Introduction

Definition. A modular system is an infinite aggregate of poly-

nomials, or whole functions* of n variables Xi,^^, •,Xn, defined by the

property that if F, Fx, F2 belong to the system Fi + F, and ^i^also

belong to the system, where A is any polynomial in d^i, Xo, ..., a:„.

Hence if Fi, F^, ..., Ft belong to a modular system so also does

AxFi + AiF.i+ ... + A^Fk, where Ay,, A^,, ..., At are arbitrary poly-

nomials.

Besides the algebraic or relative theorj'- of modular systems there

is a still more difficult and varied absolute theory. We shall only

consider the latter theory in so far as it is necessary for the former.

In the algebraic theory polynomials such as F and aF, where a is

a quantity not involving the variables, are not regarded as different

polynomials, and any polynomial of degree zero is equivalent to 1. No
restriction is placed on the coefficients of F^, F^, ., Ft except in so

far as they may involve arbitrary parameters u^, 11.2, ..., in which case

they are restricted to being rational functions of such parameters.

The same restriction apphes to the coefficients of the arbitrary poly-

nomials Ai, A2, ..., Ak above.

In the absolute theory the coefficients of Fi, F,, ..., ^1, ^2. •••

are restricted to a domain of integrity, generally ordinary integers or

whole functions of parameters Mj, u.., ... with integral coefficients;

and a polynomial of degree zero other than 1 or a unit is not equivalent

to 1.

* We use the term whole function thronghoat the text (but not in the Note at

the end) as equivalent to polynomial and as meaning a whole rational function.

M. 1



2 THE ALGEBRAIC THEORY OF MODULAR SYSTEMS

Definitions. A modular system will be called a module (of poly-

nomials).

Any polynomial F belonging to a module M is called a member (or

element) of M.
According as we wish to denote that i^ is a member of M in

the relative or absolute sense we shall write F = Q mod M, or

F=Omo&M. The notation i^= Omod J/ only comes into use in

the sequel in connection with the Resultant.

• A basis of a module M is any set of members i'l, F^, ..., Fk such

that every member of M is of the form X^Fi + X^F2+ ... + XkFu,
where Xi, X2, ..., X^ are polynomials.

Every module oj polynomials has a basis consisting of afinite number

of members (Hilbert's theorem, § 37).

The proof of this theorem is from first principles, and its truth will

be assumed throughout.

The theory of modular systems is very incomplete and offers a

wide field for research. The object of the algebraic theory is to dis-

cover those general properties of a module which will afford a means of

answering the question whether a given polynomial is a member of a

given module or not. Such a question in its simpler aspect is of im-

portance in Geometry and in its general aspect is of importance in

Algebra. The theory resembles Geometry in including 'a great variety

of detached and disconnected theorems. As a branch of Algebra it

may be regarded as a generalized theory of the solution of equations in

several unknowns, and assumes that any given algebraic equation in

one unknown can be completely solved. In order that a polynomial F
may be a member of a module J!/ whose basis {F^, F^, •, Fk) is given

it is evident that F must vanish for all finite solutions (whether finite

or infinite in number) of the equations i^i = i^2 = • • • = i^t = 0. These

conditions are sufficient if 31 resolves into what are called prime

modules*; otherwise they are not sufficient, and i'^must satisfy further

conditions, also connected with the solutions, which may be difficult to

express concretely. The first step is to find all the solutions of the

equations Fi = F2 ^ ... = Fk = ; and this is completely accomplished

in the theories of the resultant and resolvent.

* Cayley and Salmon constantly assume this. Salmon also discusses particular

cases of a number of important and suggestive problems connected with modular

systems (Sa).



l] THE RESULTANT

I. THE RESULTANT

1. The Resultant is defined in the first instance with respect to n

homogeneous pol3-nomials F^, Fo, •, Fnm n variables, of degrees k, k,

..., /„, each polvTiomial being complete in all its terms with literal co-

efficients, all difi'erent. The resultant of any n given homogeneous

polynomials in n variables is the value which the resultant in the

general case assumes for the given case. The resultant of n given non-

homogeneous polynomials in n — 1 variables is the resultant of the

corresponding homogeneous polynomials of the same degrees obtained

by introducing a variable x^ of homogeneity.

Definitions. An elementary member of the module {F^, F.^, ..., F^
is any member of the type wi^ (i = 1, 2, ..., n), where w is any power

product oi Xi, Xn, , x^. What is and what is not an elementary

member depends on the basis chosen for the module.

The total number of elementary members of an assigned degree is

evidently finite.

The diagram below represents the array of the coefficients of all

elementary members of {F^, F.2, ..., Fn) of degree t, arranged under

/ \t + n-V^
the power products o>iW^ (OjW, ..., w ''> of degree ^ i /* =

\ If.
1^-1/

Each row of the array, in association with coi^ o»jW, ..., w^W, repre-

sents an elementary member of degree t ; and the rows of the array

corresponding to Fi all consist of the same elements (the coefficients of

Fi and zeros) but in different columns.

Any member F= XiFi+ X0F.2+ • -^ XnFn of degree t is evi-

dently a linear combination Ai^ii^i + X^mFi + ...-»- ^Wpi^^ + . . . + A.p<ijpi^„

of elementary members of degree t, and is represented by the above

array when bordered by Aj, \^, ..., Xp on the left, where A.i, \, .,., X^

are the coefficients of^i, X^, ..., X^, some of which may be zeros.

This bordered array also shows in a convenient way the whole co-

efficients of the t^rms of i^, viz. 2Aa, 2A6, ..., 2AX-.

1—2



4 THE ALGEBRAIC THEORY OF MODULAR SYSTEMS [I

These remarks and definitions are equally applicable to any module

{Fi, F^, ..., Fu) of homogeneous or non-homogeneous polynomials;-.

but the following definition applies only to the particular module

{Fi, F2, ..., jP„).

The resultant R of i^i, F^, ..., Fn is the h.c.f. of the determinants

of the above array for degree t=J+ 1 , where l=li + 12+ + In-n. It

will be shown (§ 7) that H is homogeneous and of degree lil2--lnih in

the coefficients of Fi (i= 1, 2, ..., n).

2. Resultant of two homogeneous polynomials in two
variables.

Let Fi = a^Xi' + h^Xi'~^X2 + . . . + hx^',

/-/1 + 4-2.

The array of the coefficients of all elementary members of {F^, F,)

of degree 1+ 1, viz. x^^F^, xl'~\.,F^, ... xt~^F„ xy^F^,..., xf^F^,
has 4 rows corresponding to F^ and /j rows corresponding to F^, and

the same number Ix + U of rows in all as columns. The resultant R is

therefore the determinant of this array. The array is

(? + !) _(^ + l) (Z + 1)

?, +1
(« + l)

K

-1+2

.h

bx. A

hx.

Mo
.h

.Oh.

' X\ X2 -P 1

=xy Fx
= xl'-^F,

= x. XoF.

X2
ii-i

F,

On the right are written the elementary members which the rows

represent. Thus, neglecting the left hand border, we may regard

the diagram as a set of / + 2 identical equations for

Solving them we have

R<^>y^=AuF, + Ai2F2 (^ = l,2, ...,/+ 2),

where An, A 12 are polynomials whose coefficients are whole functions

of the coefficients of jPi, F2. Hence

rJ^^^^ = mod. {FuF^),
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where w"^^^ is any power product of Xi, .r^ of degree / + 1. This

expresses the first important property of B.

3. Irreducibility of /?. The general expression for the

resultant B is irreducible in the sense that it cannot be resolved

into two factors each of which is a whole function of the coefficients

of i^i, Fo. When this has been proved it foUows that any whole

function of the coefficients of Fi, F which vanishes as a consequence

of B vanishing must be divisible by B.

B has a term ch* a^'^ obtained from the diagonal of the deter-

minant, and this is the only term of B containing a-, '. Also, when

^1 = 0, B has a term (— 1) X-jfti o^'^ and this is the only term

of B containing fitg '

~ ^ when Oi = 0. Hence, when B is expanded

in powers of a^ to two terms, we have

where b s (— 1) ' 1%, bi mod aj

.

Hence if B can be written as a product of two factors, we have

^ = (a/'a/»+...)(a,'*a2'' + -),

where P\ + qi = h and p^ + q^^lj, and either pi or qi is zero ; for other-

wise the coefficient b of a^''^ would be zero or divisible by Oi, which

is not the case. Hence one of the factors of B is independent of the

coefficients of F^, since both factors must be homogeneous in the

coefficients of F^. Similarly one of the factors most be independent

of the coefficients of jP,. i-e.

since the whole coefficient of a/* in B is a, ', and of ttj' is Oi^. This is

not true ; hence B is irreducible.

4. TTie necessary and sufficient condition that the equations

Fi — F2 = may have a proper solution (i.e. a solution other than

^1-^:^3 = 0) is the vanishing of B.

This is the fundamental property of the resultant. If the

equations Fi = F» = have a solution other than .r, = .r, = it follows

from
Bx,'^' = mod {F„ F^), BxJ^' = mod (F„ F,),

that B =0, by giving to Xi, x« the values (not both zero) which

satisfy the equations Fi = F2^0.
Conversely if ^ = we can choose Xj, A.,, ..., Xj+j so that the

sum of their products with the elements in each column of the
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determinant B vanishes. Multiplying each sum by the power product

corresponding to its column, and adding by rows, we have

{Kxy^ + Kx^x,^ ... + h,4'~^)F^

+ {K+ix!'-^+ . . . + X7+2 xt~^) F, = 0,

where K,Ky K+2 do not all vanish. Hence, since Xiir/'~^+ ... is

of less degree than F2, F^ must have a factor in common with F^,

and the equations Fi = F2 = have a proper solution.

In the following article another proof is given which can be

extended more easily to any number of variables.

5. When ^4=0 there are 1+2 linearly independent members of

{Fi, F2) of degree Z+l, and I of degree /. When B = there are

only / + 1 linearly independent members of degree / + 1 and still

I of degree I, i.e. in each case 1 less than the number of terms in

a polynomial of degree /+ 1 and / respectively. Hence there will

be one and only one identical linear relation between the coefficients

of the general member of {Fi, F^ whether of degree /+1 or /.

Let this identical relation for degree / + 1 be

Q+l, Zi+i,Q + Ci^i Zi^i + . . . + Co, i+i Zq^ i+i — 0,

where Zij denotes the coefficient of x^^ x,i in the general member
of {Fi,F^ of degree i+j, and the Cij are constants. Then, if

F is the general member

Zi, •^i + '^i-l, 1 •^l ^2 + • • • + Zq^ I X-i

of (FijFi) of degree I, x^F is a member of degree /+1 whose

coefficients must satisfy the relation above. Hence

Ct+1.0 Zi^^ +Ci,i Zi--i,^ + ... + Ci.j Zo,i = 0.

Similarly Cj, 1 2^?, + c,_i, 2 Zi-^^ 1 + • • • + Co, j+i 2^0, i
= 0,

since x^F is a member of {F-i,Fq) of degree l+\. These two

relations must be equivalent to one only, since only one identical

relation exists for degree /. Hence we have

i.e. Ci+1,0, Cj,i, ..., Co.ui are proportional to oli'^^, a/a2, ••• »
0-2'^^' Hence

the original identical relation may be written

Zui,a ai'*' + Zi^^ a/oa + ... + Zo,ux 03'+^ = 0,

showing that the general member Zi^i,oXi'^^ + ... of (Fi,F.^ of

degree /+1 vanishes when Xi=ai, x^ = o^, and that the equations

i^j = i^2 = have the proper solution (aj , a.^). The theorem being

thus proved true in general is assumed to be true in particular.
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6. Resultant of n homogeneous polynomials in n

variables.

The general theory of the resultant to be now given is exactly

parallel to that already given for two variables, although it involves

points of much greater difficulty as might be expected. Another

method of exposition depending on a different definition of the

resultant is given in (K, p. 260 ff.).

Let Fi, Fo, ..., F^ be n homogeneous polynomials of degrees

k, hj • , h of which all the coefficients are different letters. In

particular, let ai,a.i, ...,a^ be the coefficients of Xi\ xj\ . .
.

,
xj"* in

Fi, Fi, ...,Fn respectively, and Ci,c.i, ...,Cn the constant terms of

Fi,F^,...,Fn when Xn is put equal to 1, so that c» = a». Let

The resultant E of Fi, F., ..., F„ has already been defined (§1)

as the H.c.F. of the determinants of the array of the coefficients

of all elementary members of (Fi, Fi, ..., F„) of degree /+ 1.

We shall first consider a particular determinant D of the array,

viz. that representing (§1) the polynomial

X<»)Fx + XWi^2+ - +X<->)jP, of degree /+ 1,

where JT^^ denotes a polynomial in which all terms divisible by

x^ ^ or a^a ... or Xi* are absent, which may be expressed by saying

that JT^'^ is reduced in Xi, x^, ...,Xi. The polynomial

jr«» i?\ + ^») i^a + - + x<--" F^

is represented by the bordered array

,C+i) ouC+i) 0./*^)tt>I»'*'' <tf2»'

Ax (h bi ^1 =<i>ii^i

ch h k^ =<i>2i^i

^u :

= <^u Fn

where (»i^'^^\ <^^'*'^K •, w^*'*'* are all the power products of ari , ^j, . .
. , a-^ of

degree / + 1, and X, , X,, . .
.

, A^ are the coefficients of X**", X*'', . .
.
, X<"-^'.

That this array has the same number /* of rows as columns .is seen

from the fact that one and only one of the elements aj, a,, ..., a„* (the

coefficients of Xi\x2^, ...,xj* in Fi, F,, .,F„) occurs in each row
and each column. This is evident as regards the rows. To prove

* These are not the same as the ai, a-i,..., a„ in the first column of the array.

The latter should be represented by some other symbols.
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that the same is true of the columns, we notice firstly that there

is no power product w*'+'> of degree / + 1 reduced in all the variables,

for the highest power product of this kind is a;i'~^ x^^'^ ^n^~

which is of degree I <l+ 1 ; and secondly, if we put every coefficient

of Fi, F2, ---yFn, except only ai, ^a? •••, «»> equal to zero, the

diagram will represent the polynomial

X«» «i ^/' + X<') a^ xt + .-- + X("-^) an x^^

in which each power product o)('+^> occurs once and once only, so

that one and only one element «!, a2, ...,«„ occurs in each column

of D.

Thus D when expanded has a term + a-!^"^ a^'^ . . . a/", where fx-i is

the number of terms in X<*~^*, and by saying that the coefficient

of this term in Z) is to be + 1 we remove any ambiguity as to the

sign of D. Also it is to be noted that D vanishes when Ci,C2, ••• , c„

all vanish, for the column of D corresponding to Xn'^'^ contains no

elements other than Ci, Ca, ... , c„ and zeros.

Regarding the diagram as giving /* identical equations for

and solving, we have

Z>co('+i)sOmod(i^„i^;, ...,i^0,

where a>('+^) is any power product of Xi,x.i,...,Xn of degree /+1.

It can be proved that the factors of D other than R can be divided

out of this congruence equation, so that

Ra''') = (imo^{F„F„...,Fn);

but this will not be assumed in what follows*.

7. The number of rows in D corresponding to Fn is the number

of terms in jr<"-^>. But A'("-^> is of degree / + 1 - 4 or

(/i-l) + (4-l)+. ..+(/«_,- 1),

and its terms consist of all the power products in

each multiplied by a power of Xn ; hence the number of the terms is

I1I2... ln-i = Ln. Thus D is homogeneous and of degree Z,i in the

* No proof of this has been published so far as I know. It can be i^roved that

if A is any whole function of the coefficients of F^, F-2, ... , F^ not divisible by R,

and AF = mod (Fj , Fj, ... , F,J, then F = mod (Fj, F2, ... , F„). • Hence from

Dw(W)s0mod(Fi,F2, ...,F„) we have i?w<'+i) s mod (F,, Fo, .... FJ. The

condition that A is not divisible by 11 is not needed if F is of degree ^ I.
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coefficients of jP„, and homogeneous and of degree > Z, in the

coefl&cients of Fi(i= 1,2, ...,n -1). It follows that E, which is a

factor of I), is at most of degree Z„ in the coefficients of i^„ . We
shall prove that JR is of this degree, and consequently of degree Z, in

the coefficients of i^,.

Let D' be any other non-vanishing determinant of the array, viz.

OJj*

a/ bi ki

Oa' b.2 ki

V b^ kfi

This represents the polynomial AiFi+ A.2F2+ .-. + J.„F„, in which

a,,a2, ..., a„ are the (arbitrarily chosen) coefficients of ^1, A^, •,An
which are not zeros. Choose \i,K, ...,k^ in the previous diagram

so that we have identically

X^'^F, + X^')F,+ ... + X^•'-'^Fn = A,F^ + A,F, + ...+A„F,.

This gives, by equating coefficients of power products on both sides,

2Aa.= 2aa', 2\6 = 2a6', ..., 2A.A' = 2aX;'

as equations for Xj, X.^, ..., A^; and they have a unique solution,

since D does not vanish.

Let ( j denote the determinant of the substitution corresponding

to the solution of the above equations for Xi,K, ...,\^ as linear

functions of ai,a.,, ..., a^. Then if we put

2X« = 2aa' = V, 2X6=2a6'=:A2', ..., 2A/- = 2ayl' = A/

we have

by the rule of successive substitutions, or the rule for multipljring

determinants. Hence

Now we can find the solution for Aj, Ag, ..., A^, or the solution of

X^'>^F, + X^'^F, + ...+X^''-'^F^ = ArF, + A,F,+ ... + A„Fn,

in the following way. First solve the equation

FW F^ + F<^> F2+... + Ft"--^) F„., + X("-^) = A,
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for the unknowns F^ Y^'\ ..., F'^-^), XC*"'). This equation has a
unique solution, since the more particular equation

F(«> ^/' + F(^) x^^' +...+ FC*-^) a/;^z\ + -i'*""'' = ^n

has a unique solution (for any given polynomial An can be expressed

in one and only one way in the form on the left) and shows that the

number of the coefficients of F<"), F'^', ..., F<"~'', X<"~'> is equal to the

number of equations they have to satisfy.

Substituting the value thus found for X("~i) in the equation

X^^) F, + X^') F, + ... + JT^-') F^ = A,F, + A,F,+ ... + AnFn,
it becomes

XC) F^ + X(i) i^2 + . . . + X"*-^) i^„_a

= (A, + F<») F„)F, + ... + (4„_, + F(»-^> F,) F^-,,

where F<»>, F<^>, ..., F'^-^* have been found. Next solve the equation

^(0) i?^^ + ^(1) i^^ + . . . + z<»-^) i^„_2 + x(''-2) = ^ «-i + F("-^> i^";.

,

which has a unique solution for Z'"', Z<^), ...,Z<"~% X<"-'>. We can

proceed in this way till X*'", X'), ..., A"<"-^>, i.e. K,K,---,K, have all

been found.

In this method of solving the unknowns on the left are associated

with Fi, F2, ... , Fn-i only and not with F„. Hence f j is a rational

function of the coefficients of Fi, F2, ... , Fn whose denominator is

independent of the coefficients of F^, and the same is therefore true

of Tj =
( ]

. Hence every determinant D' of the array has a factor

in common with I) which is of degree Ln in the coefficients of i^„.

The resultant M, which is the h.c.f. of all the determinants D', is

therefore of degree Li in the coefficients oi Fi(i- 1,2, ... , n).

If we put D=^AR, A is called the extraneous factor oi D. We
have proved that A is independent of the coefficients of Fn ; and it

is proved at the end of § 8 tliat A depends only on the coefficients of

{Fi, F2, ..., Fn--i)xn= 0-

8. Properties of the Resultant. Since I) has a term

ar ••• ^n"" (§ 6) R has a term a^^' a^^' ... a/"\ This is called the

leading term of B.

Since D vanishes when Ci, C2, .••,€„ all vanish (§ 6) the same is true

0/ B ; ior D =AB and A is independent of Cj, C2, . .. , c„.

The extraneous factor A of D is a minor of D, viz. the minor

obtained by omitting all tJie columns of D corresponding to power
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products reduced in n-l of the variables and the rows which contain

the elements a^,a^, •••,«» in the omitted columns (Ma, p. 14). Thus

B/A, ichere A is this minor of D, is an explicit expression for R.

Each coefficient a of Fx, F., .., F^ is said to have a certain

numerical weight, equal to the index of the power of one particular

variable (say Xn) in the term of which a is the coefficient. In the case

of non-homogeneous polynomials the variable chosen is generally the

variable x^ of homogeneity. Also the weight of a^ is defined as p
times the weight of a, and the weight of a^b'^c'' ... as the sum of the

weights of a^, b^, (f, .... A whole function of the coefficients is said to

be isobaric when all its terms are of the same weight.

The resultant is isobaric and of iceight L. Assign to Xx,Xi,...,x^

the weights 0, 0, ...,0, 1. Then the coefficients of F^, F2,...,F^

have the same weights as the power products of which they are the

coefficients. The ith row of the determinant D represents the poly-

nomial WiFj = aiii>x^^'^^^ + biO>i^^'^^^+...+&i<aJ^^^K Thus the weights

of Oi.bi, ...,ki are less than the weights of <t>i'^"*"'\<«s^^"^'*, ...,w^^^^^^

respectively by the same amount, viz. the weight of w,. Hence, on

expanding D, the weight of any term is less than the sum of the

weights of a)/'+^\o>.,^'+^\ ..., o)/'^^^ by the sum of the weights

of <Di,<«>o, ^.., a>^; i.e. D is isobaric. Again, if in D each letter a is

changed to au^, where q is the weight of a, D becomes Du^, where w
is the weight of D ; and consequently if D be expressed as a product

of whole factors each factor must be isobaric. Thus J? is isobaric and

its weight is that of its leading term Oj ' a^ ... a^, which is /,Z„ = L.

The weight of D is the weight of a^^a^ ... a,**", which is also L,

since fJi^-Ln.

The ichole coefficient of a^^'a.^ ... a^-' in R is a^^". For the

coefficient must be a whole function of the coefficients of F^ only of

degree L„ and weight /„Z,, and a, is the only coefficient of F„ of

weight /„.

A more general result (§ 9) is that the whole coefficient of a/"" in R is

RJ* wh^re R^ is the resultant of (Fi, F.2, ..., i^,_i)«,=o. Hence

also the whole coefficient of a/^a^' ...a/^is RJ^^^^"" where Rr is

the resultant of{Fx, F., ..., i^r-i)xr= ..=x„=o.

Since the weights of D and R are the same the iceight of the

extraneous factor A ofD is zero. This, taken in conjunction with the

fact that A is independent of the coefficients of jP„ , shows that A is a
icholefunction of the coefficients of{Fi, F.2, ..., i^H-i)x»=o only.
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9. The resultant of Fi, F^, •••, Fn is irreducible and invariant.

It has been proved that the resultant is irreducible when ;^ = 2 (§ 3) ;

and the proof can be extended to the general case by induction.

Let ^„ = the resultant of {F-^, F^, ..., i^,i-i)a;„=o ;

i''o = the resultant of the homogeneous polynomials F^'*\

F2^''\ ..., F^\ in Wi, 0^2, •,i^n-2,^o obtained from F^,

F2, ..., Fn-i by changing Xn-i, Xn to Xn-^x^, x^x^

;

i^n' = (-^n)x, = ...=*„-2= = Kx^n-X + •• +
11 — \ '" " '"' »

an Xn
In

R = the resultant of Fi , F^, , Fn-\ , Fn ;

Bq = the resultant of Fo, Fn, two polynomials in Xn-i, Xn

;

X/i tj = X/2 12 = = L/ ji-i l„-i = li I2 • • • Iji-l — L'n •

Finally let «!, a2, .-., «», Ci,c», ..., Cn-i denote the same coefficients

of i^i, F2, ..., Fn as in § 6. We assume Bn irreducible and have to

prove that B is irreducible.

Fo is of weight X„ in the coefficients of F^^'^F^^^ ,FJ\ and

each coefficient is a homogeneous polynomial in Xn-i, Xn of degree

equal to its weight in reference to Xo. Hence

where A , B, . . . are whole functions of the coefficients of i^i , jp\, . .
.

, Fn-i
of the same dimensions as Bn. When Xn = 0, Fo becomes the resultant

oi(F^^^n'\.,FJ':Xn=o> viz. Bnx^'^^,; hence A = Bn. Also the

whole coefficient of al^'' a.^"" •••a^^^^ in Fo is «'„r7'> where a'„_i is

the coefficient of xj^-i in i^J!!^ (§ 8), viz.

Hence B has a term X'„_i a/" . . . a^ ""' a^ "7'"^
b, and cannot be divisible

by Bn, since ^n does not involve b. Hence we find that

Fo^Bnxl\^Bx^^l\^Xn^...

where B is neither zero nor divisible by Bn.

Now if B! vanishes one of the solutions of Fn = for Xn~\ : x„ will

be the same as in one of the solutions of Fi= ... = Fn-i = (§ 10), and

will therefore be a solution of Fo = 0; i.e. B' -0 requires B^ = 0, and

^0 is divisible by each irreducible factor of B'. But (§ 3)

i?o = i2„'''an^" + ^'a/"~^ + ..., where 5' = (- 1/"^^'" mod Bn,

so that B' is neither zero nor divisible by jR„. Hence, as in § 3, B^

has an irreducible factor of the form Bn'^aJ' + ..., and has no other
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factor involving the coefficients of Fi, t\, ..., i^„-i. This must

therefore be a factor of R.
Again R is what R becomes when all the coefficients of Fn other

than those of F^ are put equal to zero. Hence R has an irreducible

factor of the form Rj^a^ + . .
.

, where q'^p. The remaining factor of

R is independent of the coefficients of F^jF., , -Fn-i, and therefore

also of the coefficients of F^ when n > 2. Hence R is irreducible.

It easily follows that R is invariant for a homogeneous linear

substitution whose determinant
( ,] does not vanish. Suppose that

^ = and that this is the only relation existing between the

coefficients of F^, F,, ..., F^. Then not more than one relation

can exist between the coefficients of Fi, F^', ..., F^', the poly-

nomials into which Fi, F., ..., Fn transform. Since ^ = there

are less than /i. linearly independent members of (F^, F,, ..., F^)

of degree /+1 and therefore less than ft linearly independent

members of (Fi, F2, ..., jP„') of degree /+1, and the only single

relation between the coefficients of Fi, F.2,, i'V which will admit

this is ^ = 0. Hence ^ = requires R' = 0, and R is divisible by

R. The remaining feictor of R' is independent of the coefficients of

/^\^
Fj, F2, -.-iFn, and can be shown to be ( ,] . A proof that R is

invariant without assuming it irreducible is given in (E, p. 17).

10. The necessary and sufficient conditi<m that the equations

Fi = F.2= ... = Fn-0 may have a proper solution is the vanishing

of R.

In the general case, when the coefficients are letters,

ARx,'^^ = mod {F„F,,...,F.).

Put Xn=\ and change* c, to c, - i^ (t = 1, 2, . .
.

, n) ; then A does not

change, being independent of Ci,C2, ...,c» (§8); but R changes to

R - AiFi - A.Fo- —AnFn , and this must vanish ; hence

R=Omod(F^,F,,...,F„),„=i.

Hence R vanishes if the equations Fi- Fi = ... = F„=^0 have a

solution in which .r„ = 1, i.e. if they have a proper solution.

To prove that ^=0 is a sufficient condition, we shall assume that ^=0
is the only relation existing between the coefficients of Fi, Fs, ...,F^.

There are then less than fi linearly independent members of

{Fi, F.2, ...,Fn) of degree /+ 1. Hence the coefficients =^p„p,,...,p» of

* Called the Eronecker sabstitation.
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the general member of degree 1+ 1 must satisfy an identical linear

relation

^^Pi.P2, ••> Pn^Pi,Pi Pn~^> Pl"^ P-2+ +Pn =1+1'

The coefficients of the general member of degree I also satisfy one

and only one identical linear relation, whether R vanishes or not. To

prove this it has to be shown that the number^ of linearly independent

members oi (Fi,F2, ...,I^\) of degree / is 1 less than the number p

of power products of degree /. If no relation exists between the

coefficients of Fi, F^, ,Fn the equation

X^')F, + X^'^F, + ... + X^^-'^Fn = A,F, + A,F, + ...+Ar,Fn

can always be solved by the method of § 7, where Ai, As, , An are

arbitrary given polynomials. Hence iVis not greater than the number

of coefficients in X<'>\ X^'\ ... ,
X("-i', or in

viz. p - 1, since, when this expression is of degree /, every power

product except ;ri
'"

a^g
"~ ...iTn"" occurs once and only once in it.

Hence N^p-1.
Any particularity in i^i , i^2 , • , -^n can only affect the value ofN by

diminishing it. Hence for the remainder of the proof it will be sufficient

to show that iV= p — 1 in a particular example in which B = 0. Let

i^i= (5^1-^2)^/'"', F,= ia:,-xs)a:,^'~\..., Fn = {xn- x;) x^K
Then ^ = since the equations i^i = i^2 = • • • = i^n = have the proper

solution x^-X2= ... =Xn = l. Let Xx^x?'' . . . xj"* be any power product of

degree /. If jOi ^ ^i change Xx^x^"" to x^
'~
Va*' where Px+p^^lx-l+q^',

this is equivalent to changing x-^^x^^ ...Xn"^ to x^'x^'' ... ar/" + ^ii?\.

Again if q2 > h change x^'^x^^ to x^_
-~^

x-^"" \ and if q^ < 4 proceed to the

first pr'^ 4 and change x/''x'^'^^ to xj''~^x^''^^ . If we coiitinue this

process, going round the cycle Xi, x^, •••,Xn as many times as is

necessary, the power product x^'xf^ ... xj^ will eventually become

changed to ^1 '~
^Tj''" ... a;„"~ . Hence these two power products are

congruent mod {F-i, F,, -, Fn), while neither of them is a member

of (Fi, F2, ...,Fn), since they do not vanish when Xi = ...=Xn = l.

Hence iV^p- 1.

Let F ^^Zq^^q^^,„^q^Xi^'x2^ ... Xn" be the general member of

(Fi,F2, ••,Fn) of degree I; then ^^i^ is a member of degree /+1

in which the coefficient of Xi^X2^ ... xj*" is ^^p,,39j,....pi-i,....p„. Hence

^^PuPi,-,Pn^Pi,->Pi-h-,Pn =0 («= 1> 2, ..., W),

or 2c^,,gr2,...,gi+l «„ ^9i . 92. ••• . 9n ~ ^ [l = 1, 2, . .
. , n).

:-i
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These n equations in c^,,^, ?» are therefore equivalent to one only;

and the continued ratio Cq^+i,q,,...,q^:Cq^,q^+i^„.^q^: ... •Cq„q^,...,q^+i is

the same for all sets of values of qi,qt,...,qm whose sum is /.

Equating to a^: 04 :... :a», it follows that Cp„pj,...,p, is proportional

to a/^'a^^ ... aj** {pi+ Pi+ ... + p^= I + I). Hcnce it follows that

(ai,a^, ..., a„) is a solutiontof the equations i^i = i^a = ... = -^n - 0.

11. The Product Theorem. If F^ is the product of two

polynomials F^, jP,", the resultant R of Fi, F^, ..., F^ is the product

oj the resultants E, E' of F^, F., ..., F^ and F„F.,..., F^'.

For in the general case R and R'' are irreducible, and if either

vanishes R vanishes. Hence R is divisible by RR". Also it can be

easily verified that the leading terms of R and RR' are identical.

Hence R = R'R'.

This result can easily be extended to the case in which any or all

of Fi, F2, , Fn resolve into two or more factors.

If Fu F2, ..,Fn are all members of the module (Fi, FJ, .•,F^)

the resultant R of F^, F^, ..., F,^ is divisible by the resultant R of

F;, F:, ..., F„'. For if ir = then R = 0.

12. Solution of Equations by means of the Resultant.

The method of the resultant for solving equations can only be applied

in what is called the principal case, that is, the case in which the

number r of the equations is not greater than the number n of the

unknowns, and the resultant Fg of the equations with respect to Xj, ;rs,

..., Xr-i (aft^r a linear substitution of the unknowns) does not vanish

identically. When Fo vanishes identically the method of the resultant

fails, but the equations can be solved by the method of the resolvent,

due to Kronecker, as explained later. The method of the resolvent is

also applicable to any number of equations whether greater or less than

the number of unknowns.

Homogeneous Equations. Let the equations be i^i = i^j = • • • =i^r=

of degrees l^, 4> "i 4. where r ^ n. We assume that their resultant

i^o with respect to x^, x^, ..., Xr^^ does not vanish. We regard x^, x^,

..., XrSiS the unknowns, the solutions being functions of Xr+i, ..., x^.

But instead of solving for one of the unknowns x^ , x^, ..., Xr we solve

for a linear combination of them, viz. for x=UiXi + u^x^-^ ... + UrXr*
where Uj, 11.2, ..., «,. are undetermined quantities. Let F^ stand for

X - u^Xi - Wa-Ta - ... - UrXr. Thcu we regard Fi = F«= ... = Fr= F^=0

* Called the Lioaville sabstitatlon.
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as the given system of equations with x^, ..., Xr, x as unknowns, and
their resultant F^^'^ with respect to Xx, x^, ..., Xr gives the equation

i^o'"' = Ofor^.

Definition, i^o'"' is called the u-resultant oi{Fx, F^, ..., Fr).

Applying the reasoning of § 9 it is seen that Fo is the resultant

(with respect to ^Ti, ..., Xr-i, Xo) oH Fi, F^,*.., Fr when Xr,Xr+i, ,Xr^
are changed to x^x^, Xr+iXo, ..., x^Xq, and is a homogeneous polynomial

in Xr, Xr+i, ..., Xn of degree L = IJ2 ... Ir, viz.

Jc = -tlr+1 '^r + . • •}

where Br+i is the resultant of (Fi, F^, ..., -Fr)a;^_^i=...=a;„=o> and does

not vanish; for a homogeneous substitution beforehand between

Xr, Xr+i, ..-, Xn Only would bc carried through to Fq.

Similarly Fq^"^ is the resultant (with respect to Xi, ..., Xr, Xq) of

Fi, F^, ..., Fr, Fu when x, Xr+i, , Xn are changed to xxq, Xr+iXo,...,

XnXa, and is a homogeneous polynomial R'r+iX^ + in x, Xr+i, , x^

where ^V+i is the resultant of {Fi, F^, ..., Fr, Fu)x^^y=...^xn=»- It is

easily seen* that B'r+-y = Rr+i. Hence

i^o<"' -i^r+1 x^+ ..., where Rr+i + 0.

To each solution Xr^Xri of i^o = corresponds a solution (x^i, x^iy

..., Xri) of the equations i^i = i^2= ••• = Fr = for Xi, x^, , Xr (§ 10).

There are therefore L solutions altogether, and they are all finite,

since Br+i + 0.

Similarly to each of the L solutions ^r = ^r^ of -Fo*"' = there corre-

sponds a solution (x-n, x^i, , Xri, Xi) oi Fi- ... = Fr- Fu = 0; and as

regards {xu, cc<ii, , Xri) the L solutions must be the same as those

obtained by solving Fo= 0. Hence it follows that

Xi =^ UiXii + 112X21 + • .
. + UrXri,

where x^, x^i, ..., Xri are independent of Wi, u.2, , Ur. Hence

i^0<"' = Br+l'^{^-UiXu-- UrXri) (« = 1, 2, . .

. , L).

Thus JP'o^") is a product of L factors which are linear in x, u^, i^,

..., Ur, and the coefficients of u^, U2, ..., Ur in each factor supply a

solution of the equations Fi- F^- •- = Fr-0-

Also the number of solutions is either L^lxh-lr 01- infinite, the

latter being the case when Fq vanishes identically.

• By introducing a as coeflacient of x in F„ it is seen that ll'r+i is divisible by

a^ by considering weight with respect to x. Also the whole coeflScient of a'- in

B'r+i is Rr+i (§ 8). Hence itV+i = «^ -Rr+i = ^r+i •
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If Z>M is the determinant for (Fi , i^s, • • -, Fr, F^), regarding j-,, x^, ...,

Xr, Xo&s the variables, like the 2> of § 6, we have 2>» = AFo^'l The ex-

traneous factor A depends onlyon the coefficients of {Fi, F^, ..., i^r)x.=o,

that is, of (i^i, F2, •••, i^r)x^+, = ...=x,=o. Hen^e A is a pure constant,

independent o/arr^.i, ,x^ and o/ui,u.2, ...,Ur,and we may take /)« =

as the equation for x.

Definition. The number of times a linear factor x — UxXu—-- ttr^ri

is repeated in F^*^ or Z>„ is called the multiplicity of the solution

(aii, Xa, ..., Xri). This term has a definite geometrical interpretation;

it is the number of solutions or points, in the general case distinct,

which come into coincidence with a particular solution or point in the

particular example considered.

In the case of n homogeneous equations in n unknowns such that

R=^Q, the complete solution consists of the non-proper solution

(0, 0, ..., 0) with multiplicity L = lik...l^.

Non-homogeneous Equations. In the case of non-homogeneous

equations a linear substitution beforehand aifects only ^1, x^, •., J**

and not the variable Xo of homogeneity. Hence it is possible for J?r+i

to vanish identically, while Fo and i^o*"' do not, no matter what the

original substitution may be. In this case there is a diminution in the

number of finite solutions for x, but not in the number of linear factors

of i^o'"'- To a factor Ui Xu + Mj ^2, + . . . -r Ur .jv, of i^o'"* not involving x
corresponds what is called an infinite solution of Fi — F^^ . . . = Fr =

in the ratio Xu-Xa: ... :Xri. Infinite solutions are however non-

existent ia the theory of modular systems (.§ 42). An extreme case is

that in which Fo'"' does not vanish identically, but is independent of x^

when all the L solutions are at infinity.

It may happen that a system of non-homogeneous equations has

only a finite number of finite solutions while the resultant F^, vanishes

identically. In such a case the method of the resultant fails to give

the solutions.

Example. The equations ^i" = ^a + .Ti ^s = 0-3 -r a-j j-o = have the

finite solution j*j = ar^ = a:, = ; but the resultant vanishes identically

because the corresponding homogeneous e<|uations

Xi^ = XoXi + XiXs = XocTs -!- 0-1X3 =

are satisfied by Xtt = Xi = 0,a. system of two independent equations only.
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II. THE RESOLVENT

13. We shall follow, with some material deviations, Kiinig's

exposition of Kronecker's method of solving equations by means

of the resolvent. The equations are in general supposed to be non-

homogeneous; and homogeneous equations are regarded as a particular

case. Thus a homogeneous equation in n variables represents a cone

of w — 1 dimensions with its vertex at the origin. Homogeneous co-

m'dinates are excluded.

The problem is to find all the solutions of any given system of

equations Fi=F2^ ••• = Fu-^0 in n unknowns Xy, x^, •••, Xn. The

unknowns are supposed if necessary to have been subjected to a homo-

geneous linear substitution beforehand, the object being to make the

equations and their solutions of a general character, and to prevent

any inconvenient result happening (such as an equation or polynomial

being irregular* in any of the variables) which could have been avoided

by a linear substitution at the beginning. In theoretical reasoning

this preliminary homogeneous substitution is always to be understood
;

but is seldom necessary in dealing with a particular example.

The solutions we shall seek are (i) those, if any, which exist for Xi

when X2, x^, ..., Xn have arbitrary values; (ii) those which exist for

Xi, x^, not included in (i), when x^, ..., Xn have arbitrary values;

(iii) those which exist for Xi, x^, x-.,, not included in (i) or (ii), when

Xi, .., x,i have arbitrary values ; and so on. A set of solutions for

Xi, x.i. ..., Xr when Xr^i, ,Xn have arbitrary values is said to be of

rank r, and the spread of the points whose coordinates are the solutions

is of rank r and dimensions n - r. If there are solutions of rank r and

no solutions of rank < r the system of equations Fi- F2 = • . . ~ Fk= and

the module (Fi, F.,, .. ., Fi) are both said to be of rank r.

14. The polynomials F^, F.2, ..., Fk, and also all their factors are

regular in Xi. Hence their common factor 1) can be found by the

ordinary process of finding the h.c.f. of Fi, F^, , Fk treated as

polynomials in a single variable x^. U D does not involve the variables

we take it to be 1. If it does involve the variables the solutions of

i> = treated as an equation for Xi give the first set of solutions of the

equations Fi = Fz= ... = Fk = mentioned above.

* A polynomial of degree I is said to be regular or irregular in x\ according as

the term xi' is present in it or not.
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In the algebrj.ic theory of modules we regard any algebraic equation

in one unknown, whether the coefficients involve parameters or not, as

completely soluble, i.e. we regard any given non-linear polynomial in

one variable as reducible. A polynomial in two or more variables is

called reducible if it is the product of two polynomials both of which

involve the variables. A polynomial which is not reducible is called

(absolutely) irreducible. Any given polynomial is either irreducible or

uniquely expressible as a product of iiTcducible factors, leaving factors

of degree zero out of account. It is assumed that the irreducible

factors of any given polynomial are known. Thus the polynomial D
above may be supposed to be expressed in its irreducible factors in

Xi, a-2, ..., Xn, and to each irreducible factor corresponds an irreducible

or non-degenerate spread.

Put Fi = Btfii (i = 1, 2, . .
. , k). Then ^i , ^2, • • •, </>*: have no common

factor involving the variables, and the same is true of the two

polynomials

Ai^i + X.,«^o 4- ... + Xt<t>t and /ijc^i + /xj*^., + .. . + /xt^t,

where the A's and /x's are arbitrary quantities. Regarding them as

two polynomials in a single variable Xi we calculate their resultant,

and arrange it in the form

where pi, pa, .., pk, are different power products of the A's and /a's, and
i^jW, F2<^>, ..., i^Aj'^' are polynomials in a-g, ^3, ••, ar« not involving the

X's and /x's. Each iP,''' is regular in x^; for [any homogeneous linear

substitution beforehand of .^2, X3, ..., x„ among themselves only would
be carried through to the Fi^^K

Find the H.C.F. />'> of F,^'\ F.}'\ ..., F,}'^ treated as polynomials in

a single variable x.„ and put i^^'^' = I/'^ <f>M (i =1,2,..., k^). Then find

the resultant of

A, </,,(!) + A, 4>J') + . . . + A,, <^,/i) and ,x, <i>,i') + fi.,
<^,<i) + . . . + /z^, 0,/')

and arrange it in the form

PiF,^'^ + P2F,^^+...+P^F^)
as before, where F.^'^K F.P, ... , i^t^'-' are polynomials in .r^, .r^, ... , ;r„,

which may be assumed regular in x^, and whose h.c.f. D^^ can be
found. We thus get the following series in succession :

F^, F,, ..., Fk, with H.C.F. B,

^l, 4>-2, •••
, <l>k,

F,<'\F,^'\..., i^i,<'), with H.C.F. m\

F,^% iP/-'*, ... , F^, with H.C.F. I)^>,

<Ai*^ 4>-2-\ , 'f>kj-\ and so on.

2—2
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Now any solution of i^i = i^a = • • • = ^a = is a solution of i) = or of

<^i = <^2 = • . . = ^A; = 0. And any solution of ^i = ^2 = • • • = <^j; = is a solu-

tion of i^i<^) = F,^'^ =...= i^fc,w = 0, since 2p,i^i(») = mod (2X,«^„ 2/x,«^,),

and therefore a solution of i)W = or of </,jW = c^^O = . . . = <^fc
W = 0.

Hence any solution of i^i = i^a = • • = ^t == is a solution of i) = or of

2)(i) = or of ^i<^* = ^2*^' = . . . = ^fc,(^'
- 0. Proceeding in a similar way

we find that any solution of F^ — ...- Fk=0 is a solution of

DD'^^ ... i>("-i) = 0, since c^j*"-'', <^2"'"'', •••
, tf^*^^ ^^® polynomials in

a single variable Xn at most and have no common factor.

Conversely if 4? ^4, ••• » ^n is any solution of Z>'^* = the resultant

of 2Ai<^/^) and S/Xf*^,*^' with respect to iTa vanishes when .r3=l3, and

2A£</)i<^) = 2)tti<^/'* = have a solution .272 = ^2 when x-^^ts', i-e.

the equations ^1'^* = . . . = ^fc,''> = 0, and therefore also the equations

i'^i'^) = . . . = i^fc/') = 0, have a solution ^0, fs, ^4, ..., ^^ ; and, by the

same reasoning, the equations Fi = Fo = ... = Fk=0 have a solution

^1, ii, 4> Xi, ... , Xn. Similarly to any solution of J9i>'^' ... i><""^' = 0,

say a solution $i, Xi+^,...,Xn of Z><'~^>-0, there corresponds a

solution ^1, 4, •••, ^i)^i+ij ..., .2?» of the equations i^i = i^2 = ..-Fk = 0.

Hence from the solutions of the single equation DD^^^ ... Z>*''~"^> = we

can get all the solutions of the system Fi = F2 = =Fk^O, since

all the solutions of the latter satisfy the former.

Definitions. DD^^^ ... Z)*""^* is called the complete {total) resolvent

of the equations F^ = F^= . . . =Fk = and of the module {F^ ,F.„..., F^).

i>'*"^> is called the complete partial resolvent of rank i, and any whole

factor of Z><'~^> is called a partial resolvent of rank i.

15 . The complete resolvent is a member ofthe module (Fi , F.2,..., Fk).

For Spii'V" = mod (SX^*^,, 2;a;</>,) = ^ SX^*^, + 7^2ft,«^,,

where A, i?are whole functions of x^, x^, •••, <2^n> K, •••> K, H-i, • , f^k-

Hence by equating coefficients of the power products pi on both sides,

we have
Fi^'^ = 0modi<f>„<l>2,-,<l>k),

and DFfi^ = mod {F^, F^, ... , F^)*

or DI)^')<I>P - mod (F,, F.„..., F^).

Similarly i>Z><') ... iX™-')*^/""^) = mod (F,, F^,..., F,)
;

and since the <^t*""^> include one variable only (or none at all) and have

* Not /)2'V'' = Omod (Fi,7<2, ..., i'V) because any common factor of i<\, F.,, ...,

Ffc not involving the variables is not included in D and is left out of account.
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no common factor, we can choose polynomials «j in the single variable

so that 2ai<^/""'> = 1. Hence

Dm ... /)<»-») = mod (F„ F^, ... , Ft).

If the equations Fi^F.-... =Fk = have no finite solution the

complete resolvent is equal to 1 ; consequently 1 is a member of

(Fi, Fi, ... , Fk), and every polynomial is a member.

16. We have seen that to every solution Wi = ^, of />*'"*> = there

corresponds a solution ^i, i^,..., f,, a*,+i, ... , .?•„ of the equations

Fi = F.2= . . . = Fk = 0. It may happen that there is an earlier complete

partial resolvent Z>*^"'> which vanishes when Xj-^j, ... , Xi = $i. In

such a case the solution ^i, ...
, ^i, o-.+i, ..., a-„ of Fi= ..~ Ft^^O

corresponding to a solution of Z)<'~^' = is included in the solutions

corresponding to Z)'^~'> ^ 0, and may be neglected if we are seeking

merely the complete solution of Fi = F.2= ... = Ft = 0. Such a solu-

tion is called an imbedded solution. All solutions corresponding to an

irreducible factor of />'"'* will be imbedded if one of them is imbedded.

17. Examples on the Resolvent. Geometrically the re-

solvent enables us to resolve the whole spread represented by any given

set of algebraic equations into definite irreducible spreads (§ 21). It

has been supposed that the complete resolvent also supplies a definite

answer to certain other questions. The following examples disprove

this to some extent.

Example i. Find the resolvent of n homogeneous equations

Fi = F.2= . . . = Fn = of the same degree / and having no proper

solution.

Since there are no solutions of rank < n the complete resolvent is

/><"-'>. The first derived set of pol>Tiomials i^i<^>, F.:^\ . .
. , i^t.W are homo-

geneous and of degree P, the 2nd set Fi*-\ i^/'', ••• are homogeneous

and of degree l\ and the (w - l)th set F^^"~^\ F.2^"~^\ ... are homogeneous

and of degree /"
. This last set involve only one variable Xn, and

therefore have the common factor xj^ , which is therefore the

required complete resolvent.

We should arrive at a similar result if we changed Xi to

Xi + ai{{= I, 2, ..., 7j) beforehand, thus making the polynomials non-

homogeneous. The complete resolvent would then be (d7„-ha,)

The resultant would be (./•„ + Onf. The difference in the two results

is explained by the fact that the resultant is obtained by a process
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applying uniformly to all the variables, and the resolvent by a process

applied to the variables in succession.

Example ii. Konig (K, p. 219) defines a module or system of

equations as being simple or mixed according as onl}'^ one or more

than one of the complete partial resolvents ]), D^^K • ,
/)<""'* ditfers

from unity. Kronecker (Kr, p. 31) says that the system of equations

i<^j=/<^2=--=i'^fc=0 is irreducible in this case; and the iJncT/. desSc.Math.

(Wa, p. 352) repeats Konig's definition. We give two examples to

show that this definition is a valueless one.

If u, V, w are three linear functions of three or more variables, any

polynomial which contains the spread of 11 = ^^^ is of the form

Au^Bv; if it also contains the spread of m = w = 0, B must vanish

when u = 'w-(), hence B must be of the form Cu + Dw, and Au + Bv
of the form A'u + B'viv; if it also contains the spread of v = w^O,
A' must be of the form C'v + D'w, and A'u + B'vw of the form

Cuv + D'uw + B'viv. Hence a polynomial which contains all three

spreads is a member of the module {vw, wu, uv), and also any member

of the module contains the three spreads. This module, although

composite, is not mixed in any proper sense of the word.

Besides having partial resolvents of rank 2 corresponding to the

three spreads the module has a partial resolvent of rank 3 corre-

sponding to its singular spread u = v = w ^ 0. This last partial

resolvent does not correspond to any property of the module which is

not included in the properties corresponding to its partial resolvents

of rank 2 ; in other words the partial resolvent of rank 3 is purely

redundant.

The resolvent Z>**'Z><^* can be found as follows : Suppose

u = a^-i- aiXi + anX.i+ ...,v = b(j + biXi + b^x.^ + ..., iv = Cq + CiXi + c^x., + ••.

Then the resultant of X^vw + K^vt'' + Kuv and fxivw + /x-avu + n^uv

with respect to x^ , apart from a constant factor, is

{ciV — biw) (a Iw —Ciu) (bi u-aiv)

(c^v-biW (iiW-CjU b^u — OxV 1

its four irreducible factors corresponding to the spreads

v = w-Q, w = u-0, u =v=0,

(Kt^S - Kf^2) U = (A;,/Xi - A1/X3) V ^ (Ai/X. - X.2fXx) IV.

Hence i><'' = (cj v - 6, w) {a^ w - Cj u) {b^ u - a^ v)
;

and <^i('>=(citJ-6,i/;), <^2*'' -(«iW -c,?0, <t>3^'^
= {b,u - a^v),
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from which we obtain

i><'> = (61 Co - ^oc'i) u + {c^ci. - Cjai) V + (a^b^ - OaW m'-

Example iii. Compare and find the resolvents of the two modules

M = (xi\ xi, x^ + xi + x^x^x^,

AI = [Xi , X\X.2, x-^x^, X2 , Xi' + X2 + XiX^Xs).

The resolvent ofW will be found by obtaining the resultant with

respect to Xi of the two equations

Ai^i' + Kxi^Xs + K^iXo- + X^x-i^ + A5 (^1^ + ^^2 ^ j-j^^^s) = 0,

and fi^Xi^ + iHX^x^ + fJ^iX^x? + fiiXf? + /*5 (xi^ + X2' + XiX^Xs) = 0.

This resultant is the same as that of the first equation and

(AiMs) ^i' + (KtH) Xi^Xs + (X3/X5) XiXi^ + (X^/ts) x.;? =

except for a factor Xj^ The roots of the last equation are a^x. , <hx-2, f^x.,

.

Hence the resultant, apart from a constant factor, is

n
{
(Xja^' + Ka? + Xgtt + X4) x.2^ + Xg (a- + 1 + aXs) X^-}, (a = a.u «3, "s)

or X.,^ n
{
(Xitt^ + Ka? + Xstt + X4) Xi + X5 (a^ + 1 + aj-3)}.

Hence the complete resolvent is a*2*, since no values of X2, Xs inde-

pendent of the X's and /x's will make the remaining product of factors

of the above resultant vanish.

The complete resolvent of 31, worked in the same way, is also Xo';

i.e. M and J/' have the same complete resolvent, although they are

not the same module. 31, but not 31', contains the two modules

31" = (^3 - 1, ^1^ + ^1^:2 + ^2^ Xi'^x^ + Xixf),

31'" - (x-i + 1, xi- - .Tiara + .^2', x^x^—XiX^),

i.e. every member of 31 is a member of M" and of 31'". Thus

Xi = Xi (xi^ + X1X0 + xi') — {x^x^ + ^1 .^2*),

•2*2 ~" X2\X\ I X\X2 "^ XffJ •" \Xl X2 ' X1X2 ),

Xi + X2 + X^ X2X3 = {Xx + XiXo + X2) + XiXiiXz — 1).

The module 31 is what is called the l.c.m. of 31', 31", 31'". The

two modules M", 31'" have ^'i = 0-2 = -rj - 1 = and Xi-X2 = x^+\-0
for their spreads, which are imbedded in the spread Xi=X2 = of the

first component of 3/, viz. 31'.

31 is then properly speaking a mixed module although this is not

indicated by its complete resolvent .r./. It has two imbedded spreads,

the points (0, 0, + 1). The complete resolvent should have the factors
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j2^3 ± 1 to indicate these, but it has no such factors. The complete

resolvent may indicate imbedded modules which do not exist as in

Ex. ii, or it may give no indication of them when they do exist as in

Ex. iii.

Example iv. It is stated in the Encyk. der Math. Wiss.

(Wi, p. 305) and repeated in (Wg, p. 354) that if only one complete

partial resolvent i)'""' differs from 1, and i)<'* has no repeated factor,

the module is the product of the prime modules corresponding to

the irreducible factors of i)''"'. The absurdity of this statement is

shown by applying it to the module {u, vw), where u, v, to are the same

as in Ex. ii. The complete resolvent is D^^"* --^ {b^u - a-^v) {c^u — a^w),

and the product of the prime modules {u, v), (u, w) corresponding to

its two factors is («, uv, uiv, vw) =t= (u, vw).

18. The w-resolvent. The solutions of i^i = jPs -=... = i^t =

are obtained in the most useful way by introducing a general unknown

X standing for u^x^ + u^x^ + ... + UnXn, where Ui, u», ..., u,i are undeter-

mined coefficients. This is done by putting
.

Xi = —
Ml

in the system of equations Fi = E2= .. = Fk = 0. We thus get a new

system /i=/2= ... =/fc = in x, x^, x-^, , Xn, where

I
= W^Fi

(^

-—^ "-"
,X,,...,XnJ (l=l,2, ..., k),

the multiplier Ui^i being introduced to make // integral in Ui. There

is evidentl}'^ a one-one correspondence between the solutions of the two

systems, viz. to the solution $i,$-2, ..., in oi Fi=F.2= ... = Fk = there

corresponds the solution ^, ^2) ••-, in of /i ==/,= •••=/* = 0, and vice

versa, where i = Uiii + U2i.2+ ••• + Uni„.

Definitim. The complete resolvent i>„i)/) ... Z),/"-') (=i'^„) of

{.f\i fi, ifk) obtained by eliminating x^, x^, •-, x,, in succession is

called the complete u-resolvent of {F-^, F^, ..., Fk).

Since Fu=0 mod (/i,/2, •.,/[•), by § 15, we have

(Fu)x=.u,x,+...+unT„^0 mod (i^i, Fi, ..., Fk).

Fu is a whole function oi x, x^, , Xn, ih^ ih, •••, w„ which resolves

into linear factors when regarded as a function of x only. The linear

factors of rank r, that is, the linear factors of At*'""'', are of the type

X-U^iy- ... -Urir-Ur+iXr+i- ... - U^Xn
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where $i, ..., 4, ^r+i, •••, •«•.. is a solution of Fi=F.i= ... ^Fk = 0.

For if .r-^ is any linear factor of i)J''~^' then ^ is a root of

I)J''-^) = to which corresponds a solution $, L, , ^r, ^r+i, .••, ^„ of

/,=/,= ... =/i. = (§ 14) and a solution ^i, ^2, ..., ir, ^r+,, -- , ^» of

Fi^F.i=...-^Fk = (), where ^-=?^ili + ... + Wr^r + Wr+ia^r+l + ••• + "n^ii.

The linear factors of Fu expressed in the above form supply all the

solutions of /i=/2= .-• =/k = 0, viz. $, 4, ••-, tr, ^r+i, ••-, -Pn, and all

the solutions of Fi=^ F.2^ =Ft--0, viz. ^,, ^2, •••, ^r, ^r+i, •••, ^n, of

the several ranks r=l, 2, ..., w ; but it is only when ^1, 4. •••> ^r are

independent of u^, u., ..., m„ that we know the solution from merely

knowing the factor.

19. A linear factor of F,, of rank r such as the above will be

called a true linear factor if fi, I2. •••> fr are independent oiui, u^, .-.,11^,

that is, if it is linear in x, u^, M2, .... «».

If a linear factor of F,, is not a true linear fctctor the solution

supplied by it is an imbedded one.

Let X- ^orx-ih^i — ...-u^^g- u^+iXg^i - ... - u^Xn be a non-true

linear factor of F^, so that i^, ^2, ••, ^« depend on u^, u^, -••, u„. Then

fi, ^2, •••, i», ^*+u ; Xn is a solution of F^^Fi^... =i^t = 0, and so

also is T/i, i]<i, ..., r}g, Xg+i, ..., Xn where 771, y]o, ..., r]s are obtained from

$1, ii, ..., ^, by changing u^, u.^, ..., m„ to v^, v., ..., x\. Hence rj, tj^,

..., TJs, Xs+i, ..., Xn (where V = UlV\+--- + »sVs+tt,+l'rs+l+-"-^U^^n)

is a solution of/, -fi = ... =fk = 0, and therefore makes Fu vanish. But

it does not make Z>„'*~''.../>„*""'* vanish since this does not involve

X.2, ..., Xg, and cannot have a factor a- — 7/, where 17 involves t'l, v-i, -••, v„.

Hence it makes some factor DJ''~^^ of Fu of rank r <s vanish. Then

-Ou'*^"'* vanishes when ,r, Xr+i, ..., Xg are put equal to v, Vn^i, •, V*\

and by putting Vi, t\, ..., y, (of which 1JJ''~^^ is independent) equal to

Ml, Mas • ••> Uh it follows that Z^J*""'' vanishes when x, Xr+i, ••., a*, are

put equal to $, $r+iy ••-, $» Hence the solution i, $.,, ..., ^«, ^^^,+1, ..., Xn

is an imbedded one (§ 16).

It folloivs that all the solutions ofF^- F^^^ . . = i^i = are obtainable

from true linear fa^ctors of F^ ; and that all the linear factors of the

first complete partial u-resohent {different from 1) are true linear

factors.

It also follows that if there is a spread of rank s which is not im-

bedded there must be true linear factors of F^ of rank s corresponding

to the spread.
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We have not proved that all linear factors of F^ are true linear

factors*, and whether this is so or not must be considered doubtful.

20. If an irreducible factm' R^ of Fu considered as a whole

function of all the quantities x, x^, , x^, Ui, u.,, ..., w„ has a true

linear factoi' all its linear factors are true linear factors.

Let Ru be of rank r. Then Ru is independent of a',, X2, ..., x,. and

there is a one-one correspondence between its true linear factors and

the sets of values ^1, ^2, ••,irOfxi,X2, ...,Xr (not involving Wi,M2, •••, «„)

for which (Ru)x=tHx,+...+unXn vanishes. Let

where Pi, po, ..., p^ are different power products of Ui, Uo, ..., u„ and

Ri, R2, , Rfj, are whole functions of Xi, x.^, ..., .r„ independent of

Ml, U2, ..., Un. Then the sets of values ^1, t>, •, i,- required are the

solutions of^1= R2- =R^ = regarded as equations for Xi, x.., ...,Xr.

These come from the solutions 4,4, ..., i,-, Xr+i, ..., x^ of rank r of

the same equations in arj, a^a, ..., Xn. Now there is at least one solu-

tion of rank r, since Ru has a true linear factor ; and only a finite

number of such solutions altogether, since i?,, has only a finite number

of such factors. Hence the first complete partial z<-resolvent (different

from 1) of the equations j^i = 7?2 = ...= R^-0 is of rank r, and resolves

completely into true linear factors (§19)

X Mj ^i ... ^ Ui-<cr i^r+l'^r+l • • Uj^Xji.

This complete partial M-resolvent of rank r is therefore R^ itself (or else

a power of Ru), which proves the theorem.

If Fu is resolved into factors of the R,i type (irreducible with

respect to x, x.,, , Xn, Mi, Wg, •••, m„), and these into irreducible

factors as regards x, x.., ..., x^ only, F^ will be resolved into all

its irreducible factors. Hence every irreducible factm' of F^ is a

factor of a factor of the Ru type, and has all or none of its linear

factors true linear factors.

It follows tJmt any factor of Fu irreducible with respect to

X, x-i, •••, Xn, and having a true linear factor, has all its linear factors

true linear factms, and is a whole function oj Mj, u,, •••, Wn-

* Kronecker states this as a fact without proving it. Konig's proof contains an

error (K, p. 210). It is not correct to say as he does that Eff*) X^^) vanishes

when x= f^, but only when x, $1, ^o, .ih ^"^^ P^t equal to ?t, fi'.^jj', ... , f//.
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21. The irreducible spreads of a module. Let B„ be any

irreducible factor of i^„ of rank r having a true linear factor. We
know that

i=d

1=1

i=d
Hence ( S„)x=«,z, + ...

+

u^xn = ^ n
{
u^ (x^ - X^i) + ...+ Ur(Xr- ^w) }.

«=1

To B„ corresponds what is called an irreducible spread, viz. the

spread of all points Xu, ..., Xri, Xr+i, , .r„ in which Xr+i, •••, x^ take

all finite values, and xu, , Xri the d sets of valuer supplied by the

linear factors of B^, which vary as x,.+i, , x„ vary.

The degree d of Bu is called the order of the irreducible spread.

From the two identities above several useful results can be deduced.

It must be remembered that Bu is a known polynomial in x, Xr+i, •••,

^« I Ml, Ma, ..., u„. No linear factor of Bu can be repeated, unless

Xr+i, ..., J'» are given special values; for otherwise i?« and -^ would

have an h.c.f. involving x, and B„ would be the product of two factors.

Whatever set of values Xr+u •••> -^n have, whether general or special,

the d sets of corresponding values of .Tj, x^, ., Xr, viz. Xu, x-a, ..., Xri

are definite and finite, because B^ is regular in x.

From the .second identity it is seen that (^,4)x=M,a;,+...+K,r,. is inde-

pendent of «,.+!, ..., u„, and vanishes identically (i.e. irrespective of

Ml, Mo, ..., M„) at every point of the spread and no other point. Hence

the ivhole oiefficients* of the power products of u^, m.,, ..., Ur in

(Bu)x=u,x,+...+unVK (ill vanish at every point of the spread and do not

all vanish at any other point. These coefficients equated to zero give a

system of equations for the spread ; but it is not necessary to take

them all, and some are simpler than others. The coefficient of m/
gives an equation </> {xr, J'r+i, • ••,•?!•) =AU. (Xr-Xri) = for Xr, whose

roots are the d values of Xr corresponding to given arbitrar}' values of

Xr+i, ..., Xn- The coefficient of Mim/~' gives an equation

Xr-Xri

where 4* is ~- and ^i , or ^ 2 — , is a polynomial in Xr, Xr+i , •••,«:».
fjXf Xf — Xri

* Also these coefficients are members of (Fi , is,, ., Fv\ if fi?«)
^ ' - ' «/ V '•'x=i«,afi+...+ii,,x»

is a member of (Fj , F^ , ... , F^, as it will be proved to be when (Fj , Fg, ... , F^) is a
prime module (§ 31).
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Similarly we have iv.2^' - ^o = 0, . . ., Xr-i^'- 0,-i = 0. The equations

A - n - *^l - ^2 _ </>r-l

V <P 9

are called more particularly the equations of the spread, the first giving

the different values of ^r,. as functions of .r,.+i, ..., a?„, and the others

giving ^,, a-a, ••., ic,-! as rational functions of Wr, ^r+i, •••, ^n- If

a?r, i»r+i, ••> ^n have such values that ^ = <^' = then <j!)i, ^.j, ••, <Ar-i

all vanish and the expressions above for x^,, x«, ..., 0Cr-\ become inde-

terminate. In such a case the values oi x^, x.^, ••, .r,._i may be found

by taking other equations from (i?u)a-=,t,a;,+...+tt„.r„ for them.

22. Geometrical property of an irreducible spread.
An algebraic spread in general is one which is determined by any

finite system of algebraic equations, and consists of all points whose

coordinates satisfy the equations and no other points. Such a spread

has already been shown to consist of a finite number of irreducible

spreads each of which is determined by a finite system of equations.

The characteristic property of an irreducible spread is that any alge-

braic spread which contains a part of it, of the same dimensions as the

irreducible spread, contains the whole of it.

Let F^-F2='-' = Fi: = be the equations determining any algebraic

spread, and Fi = F^l = ... - F'w = the equations determining an irre-

ducible spread. The spread they have in common is determined by

the combined system of equations F^^ F^= ... = Fk = F^ = ...= F'w = 0,

and is contained in the irreducible spread and has the same or less

dimensions. If it is of the same dimensions as the irreducible spread

the complete M-resolvent of Fi- ... =Fic = i'V = ••• = F'^' = will have

an irreducible factor BJ' of the same rank as the irreducible factor BJ
of the complete w-resolvent of F^' -F^ = ...- F'k' = corresponding

to the spread of the same. Also all the roots of Ru" - regarded as

an equation for x are roots of R^ - 0. Hence Ru is divisible by ^„",

and since they are both irreducible they must be identical. Hence the

spread of Fi= ... =^Fk = Fi =^ ...= F'k' = contains the whole of the

spread of Fi ^F^' =^ ...=F'^' = 0, and the spread of F^=F«= ...= Fu=0
contains the same. This proves the property stated above.
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III. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF MODULES

23. Several arithmetical terms are used in connection with

modules suggesting an analogy between the properties of polynomials

and the properties of natural numbers. Two modules have a g.c.m.,

an L.C.M., a product, and a residual (integral quotient) ; but no sum
or difference. Also a prime module answers to a prime number and a

primary module to a power of a prime number. Such terms must not

be used for making deductions by analogy.

Definitions. Any member F oi & module 3/ is said to contain M.
Also the module {F) contains M. It is immaterial in this statement

as in mauy others whether we regard i^ as a polynomial or a module.

The term contains is used as an extension and generalisation of the

phrase is divisible by.

^lore generally a module M is said to contain another M' if every

member of M contains M' ; and this will be the case if everj" member

of the basis of M contains J/'. Thus {F^, F^, ..., i^*) contains

(i^i, i^2, ..., i^t+i), and a module becomes less by adding new members

to it.

If M contains M' and M' contains M we say that M, M' are the

same module, or M= M'.

If 3/ contains 3/' the spread of 3/ contains the spread of 3/', but

the converse is not true in general.

If in a given finite or infinite set of modules there is one which is

contained in every other one, that one is called the least module of the

set ; or if there is one which contains every other one, that one is

called the greatest module of the set. Two modules cannot be com-

pared as to greater or less unless one contains the other.

There is a module which is contained in all modules, the unit

module (1), Also (0) may be conceived of as a module which contains

all modules ; but it seldom comes into consideration and will not be

mentioned again. These two modules are called non-proper modules,

and all others are proper modules. In general by a module a proper

module is to be understood.

The G.C.M. of k given modules M^, M^, ••., Mt is the greatest of all

modules 3/ contained in M^ and M^... and Mt, and is denoted by

(Ml, 3L, ..., 3/t). In order that M may be contained in each of

Ml, 3/2, ..., Mt, or that each of Mi, M^, ..., Mk may contain M, it is
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necessary and sufficient that all tlie members of the bases of Mi, M»,

..., Mu should contain M ; hence the module whose basis consists of all

these members contains all the modules M, and is at the same time

one of the modules M. It is therefore the greatest of all the modules

M and the g.c.m. of M^ M^, ..., M^. The notation {MuM.2, --^Mk)

agrees with the notation (I'\,I'\, ..., Fk), since the latter is the g.c.m. of

J^\, J^\, •, Fk regarded as modules.

The L.c.M. of Jii, Mo, ..., Mk is the least of all modules ilf contain-

ing Ml and I/2 ••• and Mk, and is denoted by [iJ/i, J/o, ..., Mk\. Its

members consist of all polynomials which contain M^ and M^ • • • and

3fk; for the basis of any module M containing Mi and M2 ... and Mk
must consist of a certain number of such polynomials, and the whole

aggregate of such polynomials constitutes a module M which is the

least of all the modules 31.

The product of J/j, M^, , Mk is the module whose basis consists

of all products FiF^... Fk, where Fi is any member of the basis of

Mi{i = \,'2, ...,k). The product is denoted by MiM^'.. Mk, and is

evidently a definite module independent of what bases may be chosen

for Ml, 3I2, ...,Mk. The product 3IiM.2... 3Ik contains the l.c.m.

{3Ii,M,,...,Mk\

The product of y modules each of which is the same module 31

is denoted by J/^ and is called a power of 31. If F is the point

(«!, «2j •••) ^»0 the module (xi — ai,x» — ao,...,Xn,—an) is denoted by

P. If is the origin the module is {xi,a'.2, ...,«•„), and G* is a

module having for basis all power products oi Xi,x.,, ..., x,,, of degree y.

A polynomial F, or module 31, which contains F^ is said to have a

y-point at F.

The residual (L, p. 49) of a given module 31' with respect to

another M is the least module whose product with 31' contains 31 and

is denoted by 31/31'. Its members consist of every polynomial whose

product with each member separately of the basis of 31' is a member

of M ; for the basis of any module whose product with 31' contains 31

must consist of a certain number of such polynomials, and the whole

aggregate of such polynomials constitutes the least such module.

In the case of the natural numbers the residual of m' with respect

to m is the least number whose product with m' contains m, and is the

quotient of m by the g.c.m. of m and m'. It is the same to some

extent with modules, viz. 31/M' = 31/(31, 31') ; for if 31/31' = 31' then

31" is the least module such that 31'31' contains 31, and is therefore

the least module such that {31, 3r)M" contains 31, i.e. 31" = 31/{3I, 31').
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Nevertheless J/ (il/, 3/') is not called the quotient of M by (3/, M')

because it is not true in general that the product of {M,M') and

M/iM, M') isM.

If M, M', jST' are three modules such that M'M" contains M it is

clear that M' c&ntains M/M" and M" contains M/M'. Since 31M'

contains M, M contains M/M'. The module 3//J/' is a module con-

tained in 3/ having a special relation to 3/ independently of what 3/'

may be (§ 26 (i)).

There is a least module which can be substituted for 3/' without

changing M/M', viz. M;(M/M'), § 26 (ii). This module is contained

ia (3/, 3/'), for (3/, 3/') can be substituted for 3/' without changing

3I/M', but is in general difterent from (3/, 3/').

24. Comment on the definitions. The non-proper unit

module (1) has no spread. Conversely a module which has no spread

is the module (1), since the complete resolvent is 1 and is a member of

the module. The unit module is of importance from the fact that it

often 'comes at the end of a series of modules derived by some process

from a given module.

(Ml, Mo, ...,Mi:) and [3/1,3/,, ..., 3/j..] obey the associative law

[3/„ M,, M,] - [[M„ 3/J, M,] = [3/i, [M,, M,]], and the commutative

law (3/i, 3/2) = (3/2, 3/J. Also (3/i, M.„ ..., 3/t) obeys the distributive

law 3/ (3/i, M^)^ImMi, mm;) ; but [3/,, 3/^, ..., 3/*] does not

Example. As an example of the last statement we have

(•i-i , ^a) [QPi, x^), (^1 ^2)] = (^u ^2) (^1* arj, Xi X.?) = {xi x^) {xi , x.y,

while [(a-i , x^) (x^-, xi), {xy,, x,) (x^ x^)] = {x^ x^ {x^, x^.

Given the bases of 3/1,3/2, ..., 3/», 3f, 3f we know at once a

basis for (3/i, 3/,, ...,3/t) and for 3/i 3/, . . . 3/i. ; but it may be

extremely difficult to find a basis for [3/, 3/2, ... , 3/*] or for M/M'.
Hilbert (H, pp. 492-4, 517) has given a process for finding a basis of

[3/1,3/., ...,Mk]; and the same process can be applied for finding

a basis for M/M'. This process is chiefly of theoretical value in so

far a-s it has any value.

We can have (i) MM' = MM", or M/M' = M/M', without M'^M",
(ii) M/M'^ M" without M!M'= M' ; (iii) M/M'^ M" and M/M"^ M'
without M^MM' , and (iv) M^M'M" without M/M' = M" or

M/M" = M.

Examples, (i) {x, , x^ (a?, , ar^)* = {x^ , x^ {x^, xi),

(a?i, x^/{x^, x^y = (ar„ x^f/ixi^ x^^)
;
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(ii) (^1 , x.yi{x^\ xi) = (xi , ^2), while (^1 , x^Y/i^i , ^2) = (^1 , x^f ;

(iii) (x,% xi)l{x^ , ^2) = (^1 , x^y and (x^", xi)l(xi , x^f = {x^ , x^),

while •
(a^i^ xi) =# {xi , x.^ {x^ , x^^""

;

(iv) (x^ , x^y = (xi\ xi" X2, xi) {xi\ x^ xi, xi),

while (xi, x.^^/(xi^, Xi^ X2, x/) and {xi,X2fl{x-^^,Xixi,xi) are both

equal to {x^ , x^^.

25. The product of the o.c.m. and l.c.m. of two modules contains

the product of the modules.

Let 3I=iF„F„ ...,Fk) and M' = (F,',F^', ...,F'j,) he the two

modules and let Fl be any member of the basis of their l. c. m. Then,

since i'i = OmodiV/, F/Fl --0 mod MM' ; and since i^i = OmodM',
Fi Fl = mod 3I3I' ; i.e. the product of any member of the basis of

{M, M') with any member of the basis of [J/, M'] contains MM', or

\m, M') [M, M'] contains MM'.
When M,M' have no point in common {M,M')~{1) and con-

sequently [M, M'] contains MM', i.e. [M, ilf] = MM'. This case is

proved by Konig (K, p. 356) ; although it is to be noticed that

{M, M') cannot be (1) in the case of modules of homogeneous poly-

nomials. Thus the l.c.m. of any finite number of simple modules

(§ 33) is the same as their product (Mo).

26. The modules MjM' and M/{M/M') are mutually residual

with respect to 31, i.e. each is the residual of the other with respect to 31.

Let MIM' = 3T' and M/(M/M') = 3r'; then we have M'"^ M/M",
and we have to prove that 31" = 3113r". Let M/3f" = 3T\ Now
M'3r contains 31; therefore 31' contains MjM" or 3T". Also

M"M"' contains 31 ; therefore M" contains 31/M'" or 3T\ Again,

since M' contains M'" (proved) and M"'3P'' contains 3f, M'M"
contains 31, i.e. M'" contains M/3r or M'. But 31" contains M^"

(proved). Hence M" = M'' = M/3r".

Two results follow from this

:

(i) M/M' is a module contained in 31 of a particular type ; for

M/M' and its residual with respect to M are mutually residual with

respect to M, and this is not true in general of any module contained

in ^and the residual module (Ex. ii, § 24).

(ii) The leust module which can he substituted for 3r without

changing M/M' is M/(3f/3f). Let 3P'' be any module such that

M/M^" = M/M' ; then the product of M'" and 31/M' contains M, and

M'' contains M/{M/3r). Also M/{3I/M') is one of the modules M^"]
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for if M/(M/M') = M"' then MjM"' = MIM\ by the theorem. Hence

M/(MIM') is the least of the modules M*^ which can be substituted

for 31' without changing MjM'.

27. If M', J/" are mutually residual with respect to any mockUe

they are mutually residual with respect to M'M".
Suppose Jf, 3/" are mutually residual with respect to M. Then

i¥'3/" contains M; and if M'M'M'^M", ^FM' contains MM"
which contains M ; hence M" contains MjM' or M". Also M"
contains M'M'/M or M". Hence 31" - 31" = 3I'3I"j3r. Similarly

31' = 3r3I"l3I" (cf statement iv, § 24).

Any module 31 with respect to which iV, 31" are mutuaUy
residual contains [31', 31"] and is contained in 31'3r'.

28. If 31, 3Ii, 31.2, ••, Mt are any modules, then

3Ii(3I„ 31,, ... , 31,) = [3I/3I,, M/3L, ..., M/M,],

and [3I„ 31,, ..., J/J/3/= [3IJ3I, 31,131, ..., 3UIM].

For MI(Mi,3I,,...,3It) contains 3I/3Ii and therefore contains

[31/31^,31131,, ..., 31/31,]. Also 3l[3I/3I„ ..., 31/31,] contains

3Ii X 3/;/3/; which contains 31; hence (3/i, ...,31,) [31/31^, ...,31131,]

contains 31, and [31/31,, ..., MM,] contains 3I/(3I„ ...,3I,). This

proves the first part.

Again [J/i, ..., 31,]jM contains Mi/M and therefore contains

[3IJ3I, ..., 31,131]. Also 3I[3IJ3I, ..,3I,/3I] contains 3/. and
therefore contains [31^, ..., 31,]; hence [J/j/J/, ..., J/j/Jf] contains

[3Ii, ...,3I,]/3I. This proves the second part.

29. Prime and Primary Modules. Definitions. A />^r^m«

module is defined by the property that no product of two modules
contains it without one of them containing it.

A primary module is defined by the property that no product of

two modules contains it without one of them containing it or both

containing its spread. Hence if one does not contain the spread the
other contains the module.

Primary modules will be understood to include prime modules.

Lasker introduced and defined the term primary (L, p. 51), though
not in the same words as given here. The conception of a primary
module is a fundamental one in the theory of modular systems.

Any irreducible spread determines a prime module, viz. the module
ivhose members cmsist of all polynomials containing the spread. That
this module is prime follows from the fact that no product of two

M- 3
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polynomials can contain the spread without one of them containing

it (§ 22) and the module ; and the same is true if for polynomials we
write modules.

If M= (Fi, F2, ..., Fk) is the prime module of rank r determined

by an irreducible spread of dimensions n-r, and if the origin be

moved to a general point of the spread, the constant terms of

Fi, F2, ..., Fk will vanish, and the linear terms will be equivalent

to r independent linear polynomials, i.e. the sub-determinants of

order > r of the matrix

dF, dFy dFy

dF\ dFu dF,

dXi ' dx^^ "' dXn

will vanish, while those of order r will not vanish, at the origin. This

will be equally true for any general point of the spread without

moving the origin to it. Any point of the spread for which the

sub-determinants of order r of this matrix vanish is called a singula?'

point of the spread, and the aggregate of such points the singular

spread contained in the given spread. The singular spread (if any

exists) is therefore the spread determined by F^, F^, ., F^ and the

sub-determinants of order r of the above matrix.

If M=-.{Fi, F.,, ..., Fi) is the l.c.m. of the prime modules deter-

mined by any finite number of irreducible spreads of the same

dimensions n - r, the same definition holds concerning singularities

of the whole spread. In this case the singular spread consists of the

intersections of all pairs of the irreducible spreads, together with all

the singular spreads contained in the irreducible spreads considered

individually.

30. The spread of any prime m' primary module is irreducible.

For if not the complete M-resolvent has at least two factors corre-

sponding to two different irreducible spreads of the module neither of

which contains the other, and is the product of two polynomials

neither of which contains the whole spread of the module, i.e. the

module is neither prime nor primary.

31. There is only one prime module with a given {irreducible)

spread^ viz. tJte module whose members consist of all polynomials

containing the spread.
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Let J/=(F,, F.2, ..., Fk) be any prime module of rank ;•. It will

be sufficient to prove that every polynomial which contains the spread

ofM contains the module M. The first complete partial ?/-resolvent

ofM other than 1 will be a power Ej" of an irreducible polynomial R„

in X, a^r+i, ••,^H- Also the complete ?<-resolvent is a member of

(/n/i, ,/k), § 18, which is prime ; and every factor except Bu"' is

of too high rank to contain the spread of (fi,fi, ••,/b)- Hence i?,."',

and therefore Bu itself, is a member of (/i,/a, ,/k)- Hence

\Bu)jc=utXi+...+ttn-en ^^ ^ member of M, and also the whole coefficient of

any power product of Ui, lu, ..., m„ in (i?B)j;=„,,,+...+K„j;H- ^^ have

proved (§ 21) that

where iAi = -^i«^'-<^, •,ilfr-i = ^r-i<t»'- 4>r-i^ Hence j/'i, ...,i(fr-i, <f> are

all members of J/.

Let jP be any polynomial which contains the spread of M. In F
put Xi = 4*\l4^', ^2 = «^^', •••> -^V-i = 0r-i/^ ; then F becomes a rational

function of Xr, iTr+i, ..-, Xn of which the denominator is <^'', where / is

the degree of F. This rational function vanishes for all points of the

spread at which 4>' does not vanish, and its numerator is therefore

divisible by 4>- We have then

\<f>" </)"
•'

<f>'
' •*" *' V ~ <^''

'

where Xis a whole function of ^r> •^r+n •••> •^«; i-©-

or <^''F(^i , .ra, . .
.

, .r„) = mod (i/'i , . .
.

, i/t-i , <^) = mod M.

Hence F^O mod J/, which proves the theorem.

It follows that a module which is the l.c.m. of a finite number of

prime modules, whether of the same rank or not, is uniquely deter-

mined by its spread, and any polynomial containing the spread

contains the module.

32. If M is a primary module and M^ the prime module deter-

mined by its spread some finite power of M^ contains M.
This theorem, in conjunction with Lasker's theorem (^' 39), is

equivalent to the Hilbert-Xetto theorem (§ 46). The proofs of the

theorem by Lasker and Konig are both wrong. Lasker first assumes
the theorem (L, p. 51) and then proves it (L, p. 56) ; and Konig
makes an absurdly false assumption concerning divisibility (K, p. 399).

3—2
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By the same reasoning as in the last theorem it follows that ./?„'"

(but not ^„) is a member of (/i,/o, •••,/*), and

{Ru'^)x=u,x,+...+UnXn ={•••+ u/-\Uil(/j + ... + Ur-i^'r-l) + «^/<^}'"= mod M.
Picking out the coefficients of m^^*'" and u^'^~'''u^, we have

«/)™ = Omodi!tf, and ^r = X</)mod^/; /. i/^r'- OmodiJf;

and similarly y\f.r''= •=^l'li=0 mod M. Also if i'^ is any member of

3Ii, then, by the last theorem,

Hence the product of any rm^ polynomials F and <^'""™*
is a member of

(./.r', «A2 ,
•••

"A;!"!!, <^"0 and of if, i.e. 31,""' contains if.

33. Definitions. If if is a primary module and ifi the corre-

sponding prime module the least number y such that Mi"" contains M
is called the characteristic number of M.

A simple module is a module containing one point only (Mo). For

example, 0'^=(a^i, a:.2, ...,Xiiy is a simple module with characteristic

number y.

A module of homogeneous polynomials will be called an H-
module. A simple fT-module has the origin for its spread ; but a

simple module having the origin for spread is not in general an H-
module.

A simple module is primary. For if M is a simple module, and

M', M" any two modules whose product contains M, of which M' does

not contain the spread of M, then {M, 31') contains no point and is the

module (1) ; but (31, 31') 31" contains 31, i.e. 31 " contains 31: hence

31 is primary.

34. There is no higher limit to the number of members that may he

required to constitute a basis of a prime module. This is not in conflict

with Kronecker's statement, proved by Konig (K, p. 2.34), that there

always exist n + 1 polynomials containing a given algebraic spread

which have no point in common outside the spread.

Example. Consider \l{l-\) straight lines through the origin

in 3-dimensional space, not lying on any cone of order 1-2. Draw a

cone of order / and a surface (not a cone) of order / through the

^/(/— 1) lines so as to intersect again in an irreducible curve of order

^l{l+\) with ^l{l-\) tangents at 0. Then no basis of the prime

module determined by this curve can have less than I members, where

/ is a number which can be chosen as high as we please.
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This can be proved by considering residuation on the cone. The

original h i(l-l) generators have a residual on the cone of ^/(/— 1)

generators, which again have a residual of i/(/-l) generators, of

which /-I can be chosen at will. This last set of generators is residual

to the irreducible curve and together they make the whole intersection

of the cone with a surface of order / having an (/-l)-point at O.

Hence there are / surfaces of order / containing the irreducible curve

which have an (/— l)-point at and in which the terms of degree I— 1

are linearly independent, while there is no surface containing the curve

with less than an (/- l)-point at 0. The prime module determined

by the curve must therefore have at least / members in it« basis. The

module has in fact a basis of / + 1 members, the / + 1 linearly inde-

pendent surfaces of order / containing it (including the cone) ; and

these can be reduced to / members.

In the case ?i-2 the curve is an ordinary space cubic determining

a prime module

(/l 1 fiy/s) = (jyW- V'W, WU - W'U, UV - Hv),

where u, v, w, u', v, w' are linear. The basis of three members can be

reduced to t\;o J\ — af^, f^ — bf^ provided constants a, b. A, X' and linear

functions a, yS can be chosen so that

/i = «(/x-«/.) + )8(/i-ft/,).

or (l-a-)8)/i + aa/; +W» = 0,

or 1 - a - )3 = Am + Am', aa = At? + A'r', 6y3 = Xw + A'tr'

;

and this can be done.

35. The L.c.M, of any number of primary modules ic-itk the same

spread is a primary module with the same spread.

Let J/i, J/a, ..., Mk be primary modules with the same spread, and

let M be their l.c.m. Then M has the same irreducible spread, since

the product, which contains the l.c.m., has the same spread. Also if

the product MM" contains M, and M' does not contain the spread,

then M" contains 3/, and M^... and M^, i.e. M" contains M. Hence
M is primary. The g.c.m. is not primary in general.

36. If M is primary and M' is any module not containing M
then MiM' is primary and has the same spread as M.

Let MlM' = M" . Then since MM" contains M, and M' does not

contain M, M" contains the spread of M. Also M contains M'; hence

M" has the same spread as M. Also if M^M.2 contains M" then
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M'MjMi contains M'M" which containsM ; and if iltfj does not contain

the spread of M (that is of M") M'Mo contains M, and M2 contains

31/M' or 31"; i.e. 31" is primary.

37. Hubert's Theorem (H, p. 474). 1/ F„ F,, F„ ... is an

infinite series of homogeneous polynomials there exists a finite number
k such that F,, = mod {F^ ^F^,.--, Fk) when h> k.

The following proof is substantially Konig's (K, p. 362). It must
be clearly understood that Fi, F2, F3, ... are given in a definite order.

In the case of a single variable the series Fi, F2, F3, ... consists of

powers of the variable, and if F,; is the least power then F^ = mod Fk
when h > k. Hence the theorem is true in this case. We shall assume

it for n—1 variables and prove it for n variables.

The series Fj, F2', F3', ... is called a modified form of the series

F„ F2, F3, ...if F^'^F^ and i'7 = i<^, mod {F„ F2, ..., i<VO for ^> 1.

Thus the modules {Fi, F2, ..., Fj) and (Fi, F^, , F-) are the same.

The theorem will be proved if we show that the series F/, F2, • can

be so chosen that all its terms after a certain finite number become

zero. We assume that Fi is regular in ;r„, and we choose the modified

series so that each of its terms Fi after the first is of as low degree as

possible in x,^, and therefore of lower degree in x^ than F/. The terms

of the series F^', F.>, ... of degree zero in Xn will be polynomials in

.T], X2, • , .^»-i and these can be modified so that all after a certain

finite number become zero, since the theorem is assumed true for 71 —

1

variables. Let F',,^, F'l^, F'l.^, ... be all the terms of Fi, F2, Fs, ...,

taken in order, which are of one and the same degree l> iu Xn', and

let fi^i/'i.^, ••• be the whole coefficients of xj in them. Then

f'l^tf'i^yf'^,--- are polynomials in n—\ variables; and we cannot

have /'j. = mod (/'/j,/';^, •• ,/\_i) for any value of i; for if

f\^=^AJ'r,^A2f'i,^...^A„^,f\^_^,\\x^uF\r-A,F\^-...-A,.,F\^_^

is of less degree than I in er„, which cannot be. Hence the number of

the polynomials f'l^.f'i,,, , or the number of terms F'l^, F\, ...in

the series Fi, F2', ...,'m finite. And the number of values of / is

also finite, the greatest value of / being the value it has in Fi'.

Hence the theorem is proved.

The theorem can be extended at once to an infinite series Fi,F2, ...

of non-homogeneous polynomials since they can all be made homo-

geneous by introducing a variable x^ of homogeneity.

The following is an immediate consequence of the theorem :
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Any module ofpolynomials Jias a basis consisting of a finite number

of members.

To prove this it is only necessary to show that a complete linearly

independent set of members of any module can be arranged in a definite

order in an infinite series. If / is the lowest degree of any member we

can first take any complete linearly independent set of members of

degree /, then any complete set of members of degree I + \ whose terms

of degree / + 1 are linearly independent, then a similar set of members

of degree / + 2, and so on. In this way a complete linearly independent

set of members is obtained in a definite order. It does not matter in

what order the members of a set are taken, nor is it necessary to know
how to find the members of a set. It is sufficient to know that there

is a definite finite number of members belonging to each set.

38. The //-module equivalent to a given module.
Consider a complete linearly independent set of members of a given

module M, not an ZT-module, arranged in a series in the order described

above ; and make all the members homogeneous by introducing a new

variable Xo- We then have a series of homogeneous polynomials

belonging to an ^-module J/o, whose basis consists of a finite number

of members of the series. The module J/o is called the H-module

equivalent to M, and a basis of M obtained from any basis of Mo by

putting ^-fl
= 1 is called an Hbasis of J/. The distinctive property of an

/T-basis {Fi, F^, ..., Ft) of M is that any member F of J/ can be put

in the form A^F^^ AiF.^ ... + AkFk where J.Fi (/= 1, 2, ..., k) is not

of greater degree than F. Every module has an H-basis, which may
necessarily consist of more members than would suffice for a basis in

general.

The following relations exist between M and its equivalent ff-

module Mo : (i) to any memberF of 31 corresponds a member Fo of Mo
of the same degree as F, and an infinity of members Xo^'Fo of higher

degree
;

(ii) to any member Fo of M^, corresponds one and only

one member of J/, viz. {Fo)x^=i; (iii) there is a one-one correspondence

between the members of Mo of degree / and the members of 31 of

degree ^ /.

If a;oFo = mod 3/o, then (i^o)x,=i ^ mod J/, and Fo = mod J/o

by (i), i.e. there is no member ^o^o of 3/o such that_Fo is not a member
of 3Io, and Mol{x^ =3Io. Conversely an H-module 31 in n variables

Xi, x.^, ..., Xn is equivalent to the module 3Ij.^=i if Ml{x^ = M, and not

otherwise.
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In any basis (Fi, F^, ..., Fk) of an ZT-module in which no member
is irrelevant, i.e. no Fi = mod (F^, ..., Fi-^ , Fi+i, ..., Fk), the number

of members of each degree is fixed ; as can be easily seen by arranging

Fi, F2, ..., Fk in order of degree. Hence in any H-basis of a module

in which no member is irrelevant the number of members of each degree

is fixed. On account of this and the other properties of an ^-basis

mentioned above an ZT-basis gives a simpler and clearer representation

of a module than a basis which is not an ^-basis.

Example. Find an ^-basis of the module {x^, x^ + x-^x^.

Take the ZT-module {xi^, x^x^ ^x^x-^ and solve the equation

.To JTo = mod (xi, x^Xo + x-^Xs),

or Xo ^To - Xx Xi + (x,Xq ¥ XxX^ X^ .

Putting a^o = we have

(^I'Xi + XxX-iX^^^i) - 0,

i.e. Xi = X3X, X<i =- XiX, when Xo = 0,

i.e. Xi=XsX+XoYi, X2=-XiX+XoY2.
Hence

a"oXo = Xi' (X3X + Xo Yi) + {x^Xo + x^x^ ( - XxX \- Xo F2)

= Xo \Xi J- \
— XxX^-^ + X<iXo + X\ Xg J. 2),

i.e. Xo = mod (xi^, X1X2, x^Xo + XiX^).

Again, if we solve the equation

Xq X — y) moo. [x-^'j X\X2, <^2'^o
•* ^1*^11))

Ave find 1^0= mod (xi', XiX^, xi, x^Xo + x-^x^
;

and if we solve

we find Zo = Q mod {x^, x^x^, x^, iZ^2^o + ^1^3).

Hence {x^, XiX^, x^-, x^Xo + x-^x^ is the ZT-module equivalent

to {x^, x^ + XiXs), and (xi\ XiX.2, x^, ^2 + ^1^3) is an /^-basis of

The extra members XxX2, x^ might of course have been found

more quickly by multiplying x^ + x^x-i first by Xx and then by x^. The

method given is a general one.

39. Lasker's Theorem (L, p. 51). Any given module M is

the L.c.M. of a finite nuinber of primary modules.

Let M be of rank r. Express its first complete partial w-resolveut

J)J''~^^ in irreducible factors, viz.
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and let d, C^, ..., Cj denote the irreducible spreads, of dimensions

n-r, corresponding to Bx, Ri, •, Bj respectively.

Consider the whole aggregate J/, of polynomials F for each of

which there exists a polynomial F', not containing C,, such that

FF' = mod M. We shall prove first that Mi is a primary module

whose spread is C, (/ = 1, 2, ...
, j).

Let i^i , i^2 be any two members of Mi . Then since F^Fi = mod M,

SindFiFi =0 mod M, where neither jP/ nor F,' contains C,, we have

{A iFi + A^F;^ Fi Fi'^O mod M, where FiF.' does not contain C,.

Hence AiFi + AoFo belongs to the aggregate Mi, i.e. Mt is a module.

Again, since FF' = mod M, F contains Ci, and J/, contains C,.

Now, if Fu is the complete ?<-resolvent of M,

{F^)x^u,x,+...~-unr„ = mod M,

while (^.'"*).r=M,x,+...+«„z„ is the only factor of (i^w)x=ii,x,+...+««x,

which contains C,, Hence (^i'"Oj:=«,x,+ ..+ih,T» = mod 3i,. But the

polynomial (-ff,)j-=M,a;n-...+««x„ does not vanish identically (i.e. irre-

spective of Ml, Ms, ...,«») for any point outside C,- (§21); hence Ji,

contains no point outside C,, i.e. C, is the spread of Mi.

Lastly Mi is primary ; for if F"F'" = mod Mi, then

F'F"F"' =^ mod M,

where F' does not contain C, ; hence, if F" does not contain Ci,F'F"
does not, and F'" = mod J7, . Hence also if M"M" contains Mi, and

M' does not contain C,, J/"' contains 3/,. Thus J/i is a primary

module whose spread is C,. Also M contains J/,, for every member of

J/ is a member of J/j.

The module MjMi does not contain f, ; for if J/, = {Fi,F.,..., F^)

and i^i', Fo,..., F^ are polynomials not containing 6', such that

i^,i^/ = Omod J/ (/ = 1, 2,...,/-),

then FiF.'F: . . . F^'^ mod 3/ (/ = 1, 2, . .
.

, k).

Hence F^F^-.Fi- is a member of MjMi not containing C, ; and

therefore MjMi cannot contain C,.

Since MjMi does not contain C,, (M/Mi, MjM., ..., MjMj) does

not contain any of the spreads C,, Co, ..., C^-. We can now prove

that if <^ is any single member of (M/Mi, MiM^, ..-, MlMj) which

does not contain any of the spreads Ci, Cs, ...,Cj, then

M^[M„M,,...,3Ij, (31,^)1

Since M contains [J/j, Mo, ..., 3Ij, {M, «^)] it has only to be proved

that the latter contains M, or that

i^= mod [J/„ M.„ ..., Mj, {M, «^)] requires i^=0 mod Jf.
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We have F=0 mod (31, «^) =/<!> modM =/<!> mod Mi ;

but F=OmodMi; therefore /<^ = mod ill/i, and, since <f>
does not

contain Ci,

f= mod 31; = mod [31^, 31., ... , M,\

Hence/<^ = mod [3/, ,31.,,..., 3Ij\ {31131, ,..., 3I/3/j) = mod 3/(§ 28),

and F=f<f> mod 3/= mod 3J. Hence J/= [31, , M„ ..., 3Ij, {31, </.)].

Now tlie spread of {31, 4>) is of dimensions < n -r, since ^ does not

contain any spread of 31 of dimensions n- r. Hence the same process

can be applied to {31, ^) as to 31; and we finally arrive at a module

{31, (f>,
<jy', ...) with no spread, which is the module (1). Hence

3I=[Q,, Q.2, ...
, Qk] where Q,, Q.,, ..., Q^ are all primary modules of

ranks ^r.

40. Comment on Lasker's Theorem. The above is in all

essentials the remarkable proof given by Lasker of this fundamental

theorem. He considers ^-modules only and makes use of homo-

geneous coordinates, in consequence of which his enunciation of the

theorem is not quite as simple as the one above.

Any module among Q^, Q^, ..., Qk which is contained in the l.c.m.

of all the rest is irj'elevant and maybe omitted. It will be understood

in writing 3I=[Q,, Q^, , Qk\ that all irrelevant modules have been

omitted. Those that remain will be called the relevant pi'imary

modules into which 31 resolves, and their spreads will be called the

relevant spreads of 31. A relevant spread which is not contained in

another of higher dimensions is called an isolated spread and the

corresponding module an isolated primary module of 31. The other

relevant spreads and modules are called imbedded spreads and modules

of 31. All the relevant spreads of 3£ whether isolated or imbedded

are unique. Also the isolated primary modules are unique, but the

imbedded primary modules are to some extent indeterminate.

A process by which ^i, Q-z, , Qk can be theoretically obtained,

without bringing in any irrelevant modules, is described in (M). The

isolated spreads are found from the irreducible factors of the complete

M-resolvent after rejecting all factors which give imbedded spreads. To

these correspond unique primary modules of 31 which can be found.

Let Ji'"* be their l.c.m. The isolated spreads of 3Ij3P^ are the relevant

spreads of 31 imbedded to the first degree. To these correspond

indeterminate imbedded primary modules of J/ which are chosen as

simply as possible. Although not uniquely determinate the l.c.m.

of each one and J/<"> is unique, and the l.c.m. of them all and ili'"' is
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a unique module J/***. The isolated spreads of MjM^^^ are the relevant

spreads of 3/ imbedded to the second degree ; and the l.c.m. of the

corresponding (indeterminate) primary modules and J/""' is a unique

module ^p\ The process is continued until a module J/'*^ is obtained

such that J//37*'' = (l), when there will be no more relevant primary

modules to find.

41. An unmixed module is usually understood to be one whose

isolated irreducible spreads are all of the same dimensions ; but it is

clear from the above that this cannot be regarded as a satisfactory

view. It should be defined as follows :

Definition. An unmixed module is one whose relevant spreads,

both isolated and imbedded, are all of the same dimensions ; and a

mixed module is one having at least two relevant spreads of diflferent

dimensions.

An unmixed module cannot have any relevant imbedded spreads.

A primary module is an unmixed module whose spread is

irreducible. This cannot be taken as a definition because the meaning

of unmixed depends on the meaning of primary.

Condition that a module may be unmixed. In order that a module

M of rank r may be unmixed it is necessar>' and sufficient that it

should have no relevant spread of rank > r. This condition may be

expressed by saying that 4>F^0 mod J/ requires F- Omod J/ where

4> is any polynomial involving Xr+i, , x„ only. For if 3/ contains a

relevant primary module of rank > r a <^ can be chosen which contains

it, and an F which does not contain it but contains all the other

relevant primary modules of M, so that (f> F- modM does not

require i^=0mod3/; while if 3/ contains no relevant primary

module of rank > r there is no ^ containing a relevant spread of 3/
and 4>F=0 mod 3/ requires F=0 mod 3//(<^) = mod 3/ (§ 42).

A primary module Q has a certain multiplicity (^ 68). To a given

primary module Q'''> of multiplicity /x corresponds a series of primary

modules Q^\ Q'^, ..., QW of multiplicities 1, 2, ..., /x all having the

same spread as Q'*** and such that Q"*' contains Q<p-') and is contained

in Q^P+^K Q<'' is the prime module determined by the spread of Q^^

and is unique; but the intermediate modules Q*^, Q^"^, ..., Q*^-^i are

to a great extent indeterminate (M, p. 89). Thus Q<'>, Q^, ..., (?W

may be regarded as successive stages in constructing Q^K Two
primary modules with the same spread and the same multiplicity such

that one contains the other must be the same module.
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42. Deductions from Lasker's Theorem. A module of

rank n resolves into simple (primarj/) modules of which it is the pro-

duct (§25).

1/ M' does not contain any relevant spread of M then MjM' = M.
Let MjM' = M". Then since M' M" contains M, and M' does not

contain any relevant spread of M, M" contains all the relevant

primary modules into which il/ resolves, i.e. M" = M.
It follows that if MjM' + M, M' must contain a relevant spread oi M.

Thus ifapolynomialFexists such that {x^—a-i) F, {x^^—a^ F,..., {xn-a.^F

are all members of M, while F is not, M contains a relevant simple

module whose spread is the point P{ai, a^, ..-, a^ ; for 31/P 4= 31.

Example. The module 31= (xi\ xi, x^ + xi x^ + x^x^x^ has a

relevant simple module at the origin; for XiXxX^ is a member of

M{i=\, 2, 3, 4), but XxX-^ is not. The simplest corresponding im-

bedded primary module, not contained in the l.c.m. of all the other

relevant primary modules of 3d, is {xx, x^, x.i, x^ ; cf. Ex. iii, § 17.

This example shows that it is possible for a mixed module 31 to contain

a relevant primary module of higher rank than the number of members

in a basis of 31. For the rank of {xi, xi, x^, x^) is 4.

If 31 is an Zf-module not having a relevant simple module at the

origin the variables can be subjected to such a linear homogeneous

substitution that Xn will not contain any relevant spread of 31, and we

shall then have 3I/(xn) = 31, and 31 will be equivalent to J/r„=i {i 38).

Thus the only condition {remaining permanent under a linear substitu-

tion) that an H-module 3/1 may be equivalent to the module 3Ixn=\ is

that 31 should not contain a relevant simple module.

A simple ^-module 31 is not equivalent to 3Ixn=i} ^^ f^ct i(fj-„=i

,is in this case the module (1).

If 31' contains any relevant spread of 31 then 31/31' =¥31. Let

^^=[^1, Q'i, ,Qk], and let 3f' contain the spread of Qi. Then

some power 31'^ of 3T contains Qi (§ 32), and Qi/3T^ ^ (1). Hence the

spread of Qi is not a relevant spread of

3I/3r = [q,/3r\ q,/3r, ...
, Qu/31"'], § 28 ;

and consequently 31/M'^ 4= M. Hence also M/M' =t= 31; for if 31/31' =

M

t\iQl^M/3I'^* = 31.

It follows that if '31/31' = 31 then 31' does not contain any relevant

spread of 31. If 3Io is the //-module equivalent to 31 we know that

Mo/{xo) = 'Mo (§38); hence x^ does not contain any relevant spread

of 3fo, i.e. no module has a relevant spread at infinity.
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If M, M' are any two modules such that M resolves into isolated

primary modules only, viz. Qi, Q^, ..., Qa, and (M, 31') into primary

modules Qi, Q.^, ..., Q{, of ichich Qi, Q^, ..., Qt have the same spreads

«*' Qii Qi, , Qk respectively, then

MIM' = WQ^, Q,IQ,', ..., Q,/Q,'].

The spread of (M, M') is contained in the spread of M; and it is

to be understood that if (3/, J/') does not contain the spread of Qi, then

^,' = (1). The spreads of Q'u+i, ,Qi are contained in those of

Qi, Q-2, •, Qky but do not contain any of the latter. Now we have

31/M' = 3I!{3I, 31') ^ IQ, ,Q,,..., Q,]/[Q/, Q.;, ..., Q{\

Hence the theorem follows, by the second part of § 28, provided

Qil[.Q:,Q;,...,Q{^-QilQ:-

This is true ; for QijQl contains Qil[Q^, Q^',--, Qi'], since [Q^, Q^', ..., Qi']

contains Qi', and, for a similar reason, Qi/[Qi, Q^', •, Qi] contains

Qi!QiQ.'-Q{ or QilQi.

43. If a module 31 of rank r is regarded as a module 31^*^ in s

variables Xi, x.^, ...,Xi, while ^g+i, -.-.^i, are regarded as parameters

;

and if F^''^ is a whole member of 3P*\ that is, a whole function of the

parameters as well as of the variables, then F^'\ regarded as a poly-

nomial in Xi, X.2, ..., Xn, contains all the relevant primary modules of 31
of rank %s; and. conversely, any polynomial which contains all these

primary modules is a member of 3I^*\ The-most important case is that

in which s = r.

In other words, to treat a module 31 as a module in s variables has

the sole effect of eliminating all the primary modules of 31 of rank > 5
;

and when *- < r it reduces 31 to the module (1).

Let M= (i^i, F^, ,.., Ft) ; then i^'> = A^F^ + A^F^ +...+ A,F,,

where Ai, At, , A^ are whole functions of ;ri, ^r.,, -., ^« and rational

functions of x^+i, ..., Xn, with a common denominator i)<*'. Hence
]y»)p(s) = Q QjQ(j jy^ ajj(j ^(») contains all the primary modules of 31 of

rank •$ s, since 7>*** does not contain any of their spreads.

Conversely, \i F^'^ contains all the primary modules of 31 oi rank ^ s,

and D^*\ a whole function of ^«+i, ..., x^ only, contains all the primary

modules of 31 of rank > s, then D^'^F*'^ = mod 31, and F^'^ = mod J/<*),

since 2)<'' in respect to 3/*** does not involve the variables.

The module 3/'''> resolves into simple modules, any primary module
of 31 of rank /• and order d contributing d simple modules to i/*""'.

By finding these simple modules we are able to find the primary
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modules of M of rank r ; and this completely resolves M if M is

unmixed.

44. IfM is a module of rank r < n and iio-one of the modules M,

{M, Xn - an), {M, a;„_i - a^-i , x„, - a,,), . . (M, ^,.+2 - a,.+2 , . . ., ^,i - a„) con-

tains a relevant simjyle module (a,.+2, , «« having non-special values)

then M is unmixed. In the contrary case M is mixed.

This theorem will be used later for proving that certain modules

are unmixed. We shall prove first that if M is mixed and does not

contain a relevant simple module then {M, Xn — ««) is mixed. Let

M' be the prime module determined by a relevant spread of M of

rank > r and < n, sinceM is mixed and has no relevant spread of rank n.

To prove that {M, Xu — «») is mixed it is sufficient to show that

{M', Xn - an) contains a relevant spread of {M, Xn — an).

Suppose this is not the case ; then (§ 42)

(M, Xn - an)l{M\ Xn ~ «„) = {M, Xn - «„),

i.e. {M, Xn - an)/M' = (M, Xn - a^),

and therefore M/3I' contains (M, Xn - «»)• Let F be any member of

MjM' and {F^, I\, ..., I\) a basis oi M; then

F= AiFj + ... + AkFk mod (a?„ - a„),

i.e. ^Xn=an = {A,I\ + ... + AuF^^Xn^an-

Here we may regard «„ as a parameter replacing Xn. Hence i'^is a

member ofM regarded as a module in n-l variables, and therefore

contains all the primary modules of il/ of rank ^n—1 (§43); i.e.

F= mod M. Hence MjM' contains M, which is not true. It follows

that {M, Xn — a,i) is mixed in general, i.e. if «„ has a non-special value.

By the same reasoning, if {M, Xn-a,^ does not contain a relevant

simple module, {M, Xn-i - «»-i, Xn - an) is mixed, and so on. Finally if

(M, .r,.+2 - ar+2, • ,Xn- a„) is mixed it must contain a relevant simple

module since it is of rank n - 1. Hence ifM is mixed one of the above

modules contains a relevant simple module. It follows that if no-one

of the modules contains a relevant simple module, then 3/ is unmixed.

Conversely if one of the above modules contains a relevant simple

module (or more generally if one is mixed) thenM is mixed. Suppose

for instance that (M, Xn-au) is mixed. Then since (M, ir„-a„) is of

rank r+1 it has a relevant spread of rank ^ r + 2. Hence there is a

whole function ^ of x,.+i, •, Xn-\ only containing this spread, and

a polynomial F in Xi, x^, , Xn such that

<f>F= mod {M, Xn - a„), while F^^ mod (M, Xn - a^.
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Let {F, ,Fo,..., Fk) be a basis of .V. Then

<i>F^AiF^+...^ AiFt mod {x^ - a„),

where we may assame that F, <f>, Ai, ... , At are whole functions of a„

as well as of a-j, ^Ta, ... a*,. Putting a-„ = a„

In this we can replace a„ by .r„ , and we then have

(<l>F)a„=^a:. = mod M.

But <l>a„=x„ is a whole function ofxr-ti,--, x„ only, and /*«„= j-„ * mod M,
since i^+ mod (J/, ^„ - «„). Hence Mis mixed. This completes

the proof of the theorem.

If M is unmixed all the modules are unmixed : nevertheless if

ar+2;->«n kuve special Tulues, some of the modules may be mixed not-

withstanding that M is unmixed.

Example. The module

J/= (M0M4 - M1W3, «i^ - tto'Ui, 11/ - u{Hi, uihti - Uoih')

is prime and of rank 2 (its spread being given by t^ = r^ = r^ = r^l)

while the module (M, C4M0 + C3U1 + Ciu, + CoUt) is of rank 3 and mixed.

For the latter has UoF, UiF, u^F, UiF&s members, where

F- c^Ui- + CiU^Vr. + CiiiiU^ + Coii:i' =t= mod (J/, dUo + C3U1 + C1U3 + CoUt).

Hence if Mo, Mi, Us, u* are linear functions of:ri,a-2, X3, Xt and (oi, a^, a,, at)

their common point, the module (J/, Xt-at) is mixed notwithstanding

that M is unmixed (cf. § 89, end).

45. IfMcontains a relevant simple module at thepoint ((ii,a^,. . .,a„)

tketi (J/, x„ — a„) contains a relevant simple module at the same point.

Let u, u , u",... be linear functions of x^, x-i, ...,:r„ containing the

point (oi, a.2, . , «„) and no other relevant spread of J/. Suppose that

{M, Xn—a„) does not contain a relevant simple module at (aj, «.,,..., a„);

then it may be assumed that (J/, u), (J/, u), (J/, u"),... do not either.

Let F be a polynomial such that uF= mod J/ and F+ mod J/.

Then uF=-0 mod (J/, u'),

therefore F=0 mod (J/, u) = u'F' mod J/,

therefore uu'F' - mod M= mod (J/, m"),

therefore i*^' = mod {M, u") = u"F" mod J/,

and i^= u'u'F" mod J/.

Similarly i'"= u'u". . .m«/^<'» mod J/.
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Now / can be chosen so great that «'m"...m*'* contains the relevant

simple module of Mat (ai,a2, •••,«») i
^^^ since i'^ contains all the

other relevant primary modules of 31 we have F= mod M, which is

not true. Hence {31, iVn — an) does contain a relevant simple module

at the point (aua^, • ,a„).

46. The Hilbert-Netto Theorem (Hj, Ne). 1/31' is any

module containing the spread of a given module M some finite power of
31' contains 31.

For 31' contains all the relevant spreads of 31 and some finite

power of 31' contains all the relevant primary modules of il!/(§ 32) and

therefore contains 31.

The theorem is proved in (Ne) for the case of two variables and in

(Hi) for the general case.

47. Definition. A module of rank r having a basis consisting of

r members only is called a module of tlie principal class (Kr, p. 80).

Hence a module {F-^, K,, ... , Fr) of rank r is of the principal class.

It is possible for the resultant of a module of the principal class to

vanish identically. An example is given at the end of § 12.

The ^-module equivalent to a given module of the principal class

is not necessarily of the principal class, e.g. the /T-module equivalent

to {xx, X2 + XxX^ has four members in its basis {xi, X1X2, xi, x^x^ + x-^x^^

§38.

A proper module is of rank ^ n and > 1.

A proper module with a basis consisting of r members is of rank ^ r

(cf. ex. §42) ; for the module contains some point P in the finite region

and a spread of dimensions n - r at least through any such point.

Nevertheless a module with a basis of two or more members may be

the non-proper module (1) ; e.g. {F, 1 -v F^ = {\)-

The unit module is sometimes said to be of rank w + 1 ; but it

is better to say that it is without rank, and that no module is of

rank > n. In the absolute theory a module can be of rank n + \.

If {Fx, F2, ..., Fr) is of rank r it does not necessarily follow that

{F2, Fs, ..., Fr) is of rank r - 1 . Thus (/,/ +ff ,f +ff^ is the same

as iffufi)^ and can be of rank 3, while (f +#i,/a +M) contains (1 +/)
and is of rank 1. If however the series Fi, F^, ..., Fr is suitably

modified beforehand (§ 37) then (Fs+u ., F,) will be of rank r-s
if {Fi, F2, •••, Fr) is of rank r. It will be sufficient to prove that

(F2 + (hFi, F3 + a3Fi, •••,Fr + arFi) is of rank r - 1 when Wj, as, •• • , «r
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are (at first) undetermined constants. If it is of rank s<r—l then

the module (^i, ^., ..., </»,) is of rank .*, where

<l>:
= K.iF, + a,F,)^k^(F, + a,F,)+...+Kr(Fr+arF^)

= k,-^Fr + K2F.+ ...+KFr

(\,i = A.,2ff2 + XfsOs + ...+ X,y«r, e = 1, 2, . . ., s),

and the A^ are all arbitrary constants. We may regard the s relations

A.,1 = A.^a., + • • • + ^r«r as determining the ^ constants ofo, «3> •••» ««+i,

leaving at least ar(s + 1 $r— 1) quite arbitrary, whatever the values of

the \^j are. Xow some spread of (</>i, «^o, ..., <t>$) of rank ^ is a spread

of (i^2 + cuFi , ..., Fr + UrFi) and is contained in Fr + OrFi, and therefore

in Fi (since Or is independent of the \^j), and in each of i%, F^, ..., Fr.

This would make (Fi, F^, ... , Fr) of rank j<, which is not the case.

Unmixed Modules

48. A useful test as to whether a given module is mixed or

unmixed is proved in § 44.

Theorem. A module of the principal class is unmij^ed. Lasker

proves this for /T-modules (L, p. 58). The following is a general proof.

It is clear that any module of rank n is unmixed, since it resolves

into primary modules which are all of rank n. Also a module of the

principal class of rank 1 is unmi.xed. Hence the theorem is true for

two variables, since in this case the module can onl)' be of rank 1 or 2,

We shall assume the theorem true for n — 1 variables and prove it for

n variables. We also assume that the members of the basis have been

modified if necessary so that, when (i^i, F^, ..., F,) is of rank r,

{F.,, B\, ..., Fr)\& of rank r- 1 (§ 47).

We prove first that a module M = (Fi, F^, ..., Fr) of rank

;•<« cannot contain any relevant simple module by showing that

(j^n — c„) F= mod M requires F=OmodM no matter what value,

special or otherwise, c„ may have.

Let {j-„ - c„) F^ A\F, + X.F, + ... + ArFr ;

then (X, F, + X^F. + ... + A'rFr)r,=cn = 0,

and (X,F,).^=e, = mod (F„ F,,..., Fr)s^=e^.

But {F.2, F3, ..., Fr)z^=e,t is a module of rank r— 1 in w - 1 variables,

so that (by the assumption) all its relevant spreads are of rank r — 1,

and (/'^i)xh=<„ does not contain any of them. Hence

(A'^,);r„=c„ - mod (F,, F„ ..., Fr):^=e.,

i.e. Xi^X,oFi + Xj3Fs+...+A\rFr + (x^-c,) Fj.

M. 4
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Substituting this value for A'l in the equation

we have {(X, + X,,F,) F,+ ... + (A; + X,,i^O i';}a-„=.„ = 0.

Hence, by the same reasoning as before,

X, + Xn F, = X2SFs+ ...+X^ Fr 4- (a^n - Cn) Y2,

X, + X,sF, + X^F, = XuF,+ ... + X,rFr + {a;n-Cn)Y,,

Xr + XirF^ + Xri'a + • •• + X,._i,,.i'T-l = («",i
- C.„) F,..

Multiplying these equations by F^, F., ..., F,. and adding we have

X,F, + X,F,+ ... + XrFr = (a:,,-c„){Y,F,+Y,F,+ ... + YrFr),

all the terms '^XyFtFj (i <j) cancelling from both sides. It follows

that

F= Y^F, + Y,F,+ ... + YrFr=OmodM,

and that (F^, F2, ..., Fr) does not contain any relevant simple module.

Now if (Fi , Fo, ..., Fr) were mixed then for some value of s ^ r + 2

the module {Fi, ..., Fr,Xs-<^s, •••,Xn — a^i) would contain a relevant

simple module (§ 44) ; but it does not, because it is of the principal

class. Hence {F^, F^, ..., F,) is unmixed.

49. Deductions from the theorem. A basis (F^, Fo, ..., Fr)

of a module M of the principal class of rank r is an H-hasis ofM or

not, and an H-basis of J/*'"' or not, accwding as the H-module determined

by the terms of highest degree in F^, F^, ..., Fr is of rank r or not.

Let i¥o be the ZT-module in x-^,x»,...,Xn, ^0 corresponding to the basis

{F-^, F^, ..., Fr), so that (i)/o)a-,=o is the ^-module mentioned in the

enunciation. Let (i'/o)a:„=o be of rank r. Then it follows by the same

reasoning as in the theorem that x^-,F^ = mod M^ requires Fq=0 mod M^.

Hence M^ is equivalent to J/(§ 38), i.e. {F^, F^_, ..., F,) is an iT-basis

of M. It is also an /^-basis of 3/('*. This follows in the same way by

considering the if-module J/o*'* in x-^, x^, •••, Xr, Xf^ corresponding to

(i^i, Fo^, ..., Fr) regarded as a basis of 3f<''>. The module (J/o('-%„=o is

a simple Z?-module not involving Xr+i, ••-, x,i.

If on the contrary (J/o).r„=o is not of rank r it is of rank < r, and Xo

contains a relevant spread of Mo of rank ^ r, so that Moj{x^ 4= M^ and M^
is not equivalent toM (§ 38). Hence {F^ , F^,..., Fr) is not an ZT-basis

ofiV/orof 3/<').

If (Fi, F2, ..., Fk) is an //-basis of a module of rank r the jfiT-module

determined by the terms of highest degree in Fi, F^, ..., Fu'ib of rank r.
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But the converse is not true in general when k>r; i.e. if the module

determined by the terms of highest degree in F^, F^, , Ftis> of the

same rank r as the module {Fi, F^, ..., Ft) the basis {Fi, F^,..., Ft) is

not in general an ^-basis when k> r.

50. Any power of a module of the principal clciss is unmixed.

Let the module be 31= (Fi, F., ..., Fr) of rank r. The spread of

31^ is the same as the spread of 31. Hence it will be sufficient to show

that AF= mod 31'' requires i^=OmodJ/^ provided A does not

contain any relevant spread of 31. When y = 2 we have

AF= mod 3P ; hence F= mod 31= A,Fi+...+ ArFr,

and A(A^F,+ ... + ArFr) = mod 31- = F^F^'^ mod (F., ..., Fr)\

where i^'^' = mod 31.

Hence {AA^

-

i^(») i'^ = mod {F., ..., Fr),

AAi- i^<') = mod (i^2, . .
.
, Fr),

J.^i = OmodJ/, and .4i = 0modJ/.

Similarly JL , = mod 31, axid F=AiF^+ ... + ArFr = mod 37-.

Xext suppose y = 3. Then since

AF=(iTsxod.3P,

F= mod 3P = Fii^<^) + </.(^),

where F('^ = A^F^+ ... +^rF,, and <^<2> = 0mod (F., ..., Frf.

Now A (Fi F('^ + <^<^)) = mod 3P = F, i^<^» mod {F^, ..., Fr)\

where i'^c-) = mod 3P

;

hence {A F^'^ - i^(^') i^i = mod (i^^, • • , Fr)-,

^i^O)

_

^(n =.Omod(F,,..., Frf,

F^'^ = mod 3P.

Thus every coefficient Ai in i^'^' (=AiFi+ ... +ArFr) is a member of

31 (as proved when y = 2), i.e. every coefficient of the terms of

F= FiF^^^ + </)'-* furnished by FiF^^^ is a member of 31; and the same

must therefore be true of the terms ofF furnished by </><^>. Hence

F= mod 3I\

Similarly, if .4-F=0 mod 3P, and the theorem is assumed true for

3P-^ we have F=Omod 3r-^ = FiF^--^ + 4>'^-^\ and can prove that

every coefficient iu i^f--' and «^f~^' is a member of 31. Hence

F= mod M\
4—2
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51. If M is a module of the principal class which resolves into

prime modules the module whose members consist of all polynomials

having a y-point at every point ofM is the module ]\P.

The theorem is true when y = 1. We shall prove it for ^P assuming

it for M''-\ Let M= (F„ h\ ... , F,) be of rank r and let i^^^) be any

polynomial with a y-point at every point of M.

Then i^"W = Omodiir-\

i.e. F^-'^ = ^Ap,,j,^ p,.F,'''F,''\..Fr''\\y\iem p, + 2h+ -'Pr^y-l.
Take fi,4, •••) ^« for the variables instead of x^, x.2, ,Xn, and move

the origin to any point (xi, x.2, ••, x,,) of 31. Then Fi becomes

Fr{^, + X„

and the terms of lowest degree in F"^ are

^-.4oo,. J).,. ...

uxn Oirr

. dF^ . dF\y^
'" axj '

where Ap^^p,, ..., p,. have their original values as functions of .Ti, ir2 , • • • , ;?».

This last expression is of degree y- 1 in f,, fa, •••, ^» and must vanish

identically, since F^'^^ has a y-point at every point of 3J. Now the

r) F- ri F-
r quantities fi

-- + ... + f«
—

' (i= i, 2, ..., r) are either capable of

taking any r values (fi, ..., f,i being undetermined quantities and

^1,..., Xn fixed quantities) or they are not. If they are, every Ap^^p^,...,^,.

vanishes. If they are not, every determinant of the matrix

bF\ d_F\ dF\

CXi 0X2
'"

OXn

dFr dFr dFr

uxi dx2
"'

dx,i

vanishes, i.e. (^'i, x.^, .., Xn) is a singular point of M (§ 29). Hence

every Ap„p^,...,pr vanishes for every non-singular point of 3/ and is

therefore a member of 31 (§ 22). Hence F^"^^ = mod 3P, which proves

the theorem.

52. Definition. The module whose basis consists of all the

determinants of the matrix

ih, ii-2, , I'k

Vi, Vo, ..., Vk
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where the elements u, v, w,... are polynomials, will be denoted by

(111,
?«2, • ••, «fc\

This is only an extension of the notation {^i, F«, •', Ft) for a

module 3/

If J/i is a prime module of rank r, and Fi, F^, , Fr any r

members of J/j such that J/= (Fi, F2, , Fr) resolves into 3/, and a

second prime module J// of rank r, then it may happen that J/i' must

have a certain fixed spread in common with J/j irrespective of the

choice of Fi, i^, ..., F,. Such a spread (if any exists) must be

a singular spread of J/i ; but it does not necessarily follow from J/i

having a singular spread that J// must contain the spread ; it depends

on the nature of the singularity. If Mi does not cut Mi in a fixed

spread then Mi' is unmixed, and is the module ichose memf>ers consist of

all polynomials having a y-point at eeery point of M^. In the contrary

case some power M^ of Mi will be mixed and will have the fixed spread

in which Mi cuts it as a relevant imbedded spread, ichile polynomials

i^'^' having a y-point at every point of Mi, but not members ofMi, irill

exist.

Example i. The square of the prime module J/j determined by an

irreducible curve in space of three dimensions having a triple* point,

the tangents at which do not lie in one plane, is mixed ; and there is

consequently a surface having a 2-point at every point of the cur^-e

which is not a member of Mi'.

Thus if

M, = f-^' '

-"'' ''\) =^ (xix, - x^, x,x, - xi\ ;rr

-

x^x^),
\Xi, X3, Xi J

the surface (^2^3 - ^1*)^ - (^2* ~ ^1^3) (^3° - ^I'^-i), after removal of the

factor Xi, will have a 2-point at every point of Mi, but is not a

member of M^ ; for the surface has only a 3-point at the origin,

whereas every member of Mi has a 4-point.

Vi, I'o, 1-3, v*
l
= (^i, Fo, F3, Ft),

?fl, Uo, Ms, «4\

ICi, IC2, IPs, wj

* A triple point is not a S-point. The general member of Mi has only a

2-point at the triple point of the curve.

It is evident that the module whose members consist of all polynomials having

a 7-point at every point of a given irreducible spread is primary and unmixed.
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where each u, v, iv is a homogeneous linear function of x-^, x^, x^, X4,

Ml being a prime module of rank 2, we have

UiFi + U2F0 + U3F3 + U4F4 = 0,

and two other similar identities. From these we can find the continued

ratio Xi-.x^'.Xa'. X4 as the ratio of four members of M^^ by expressing

each u, v, iv in full. The common factor of these four members is a

polynomial of degree 8 having a 3-point at every point of J/j, but not

a member of Mi. In this example M^ is mixed while M-^ is unmixed.

53 . Theorem . The module with a basis of r rows and k columns

'Ml, U^, ..., Uk^

3/=
I

^J' ^2, •••, Vk

Wi, W2, ..., IVk

is ofrank %k-r + 1 (0 < ^ - r+ 1 ^ w), and ifofrankk-r+l is unmixed.

Also if Dp„p.^....,pr denotes the determinant formed by the p^"^,

Pi"^, ..., p/" columtis of the basis, the general solution of the equation

^^P,,P2.-,Pr'^PuP-2.-,Pr=0 (PuP2, ...,Pr=l,2,...,k)

p=k p=k
*^ -^^PuP2,-,Pr^ 2 Up^,...,pr,pUp+ 2 ypuVi,-,Pr,p'^p'^---i

p=\ p=l

where Up^,...,p^,p,Vp^^.„^p^^p, ... are arbitrary polynomials subject with

the unknowns ^p^,p^,...,pr to the same law of signs as the determinants

I^Pupi,-,pri viz. each ^p,.p.:„...,pri ^Pi,P2. -.?'r,p> ••• chxxnges in sign {but not

in magnitude) for each interchange of any pair of suffixes ]h, ••
, p,-, P-

These two theorems will be proved together by a double process of

induction. Assuming both theorems for r- 1 rows and k-\ columns,

and also for r rows and ^ - 1 columns, we prove both theorems for r rows

and k columns. Both theorems have been proved for r=\ in § 48.

It is understood that M is a proper module, i.e. the determinants

of its basis all vanish for some point whose coordinates are finite, but

do not all vanish identically. After proving that M is of rank

^k-r+\ we assume that ifM is of rank k-r +\ the module

(U2 + a-iUi, M3 + ttatti , . .
.

, Uk + ttk lli\

V2 + (hVi, Va + asVu---, Vk + akViJ

where a^, a-^, ..., «<; are suitably chosen constants or polynomials, is of

rank k-r. This can be proved in a similar way to the corresponding

property in § 47. We shall also suppose the matrix to have been so
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modified beforehand that if the first s^ k-r columns are removed the

rank diminishes by s. It can be shown that the second part of the

theorem is true before modification if it is true after. The same is

true of the first part of the theorem, since the modification of the basis

does not alter the module.

The general proof will be sufficiently indicated if we suppose 3/ to

have 3 rows and 5 columns. Then

Ml U^ Ma Ui MgX

I'l ro «^3 i"4 i's

J

ll'l ICo tPs M*4 U's/

and we assume both parts of the theorem for the module

/U2 U-i Ui MjX

J/i = 1 i2 e-i I'i Pi
j

and also for J// = f
«^- «=« "^ «»)

.

If A, B, C are the determinants of the matrix formed by the last

two columns of the basis of J/, we have

.4 m, + Bvi + Cwi = Z>,45 (/ = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5).

Giving to i the values Pi, Pa, Ps and solving for C (or D^^ we have

i^a^PlPiPi ~ ^PiPi -^Pl« + J^PzPl -^P2« "• -^PlPi -^P34S»

Ut
This shows thatwhere -0/,^^ denotes the determinant

every determinant Dp^p^p^ when multiplied by Z>„ is of the form

JTiDus -f Jr^Bois + JTs 2)343. Hence if there is a point of the module

J/ for which D45 does not vanish the module must have a spread of

rank ^ 3 (or ^ -r + 1) through that point. If however D45 contains the

whole of the spread of J/ we move the origin to a point of the spread

and modify the last row of the basis by the other rows so as to make
the constant tenns in the elements of the last row all zero. After

doing this we change M4, M5, v^, Vs in the first two rows only to M4 + a,

M, + b, t'4 + c, Vi + d, where a, h, c, d are constants. We thus get a new
module containing the origin such that the new D^^ does not contain

the origin. This new module has a spread of rank ^ 3 through the

origin ; and since this is true for general values of a, h, c, d, it is still

true when we put a = fj = c-d^O; for no diminution in the dimensions

of the spread through the origin, i.e. no increase in the rank, could be

produced by giving special values to a, b, c, d. HenceM is of rank ^ 3

;

and we have to prove that M is unmixed if its rank is 3.
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Consider the equation ^Dpy'p,p.,Xp^p,^p.^~0 in which we suppose

P\ <P-2 <-lh, so that each term occurs once and once only. Multiplying

by 2^43 we have

^ K^PiVs -^Pi4« + -^i>3P, Lfpii5 + J\xPi •^P:,45) -^^IhlhP:,
~ ^'

In this the terms containing D^^^ are obtained by putting 2h= 1 and

giving p„ 2h the values (2, 3), (2, 4), (2, 5), (3, 4), (3, 5), (4, 5),

viz. A45 (A3X123 + i>^Xio4 + Ao-i"l?5 + ^4X134 + AsXisg + i>4sXi45),

and this is a member of (-Z>24r,, A45) and therefore of M^. But Mi is

unmixed and of rank 2, and A 45 does not contain any of its relevant

spreads; for if, after modification of the last two columns of M^ by the

first two, A4.5 contains a relevant spread of 3/i then every Dip^p^

contains the same spread, and consequently M contains the spread

and is of rank 2, which is contrary to the data. Hence

^^P2P, -^\p-2P, = mod 3fi

= A34 w^'234 + A35 W',.^ + A45 Tr',4, + A45 ir' ,4,

= (J)uW2 + Di^Ws + ^23 ^^4) W^'234 + • • •

= As {^4. W'.u + «^"5 ^^'235) + • • •

= 2 A2P3 ( '^'p.p.^w. + W'p.^p.^^W; + Jt'V2P34 ««*4 + W'p.^p,r,iv^) ;

or 2 A2P3 ^p.p. = (p2<Ps = 2, 3, 4, 5),

where A'^.p, = A^'ip.p, - 2 W'p,,p.^p iVp (]) = 2, 3, 4, 5).

The equation ^Dp.,p_, ^p.p^ = f> stands in the same relation to 3fi

as '^-Dp,p.,p^^ptp,i>, = to 31, and the general solution is

^P,P,= '^^'p,P:^P^P + '^^'pzP:<p'"P (P^''^,'^>4:,5)

which gives

^^PiPi — 2 ty p,p^p Up + ^ V Pip^p Vp + 2,W p.2P:,p ^p {,2^ ~ ^> "; 4, O).

P P P

Substituting these values for JC^p^p^ in the equation

2 A^l Pi p.! ^^ PlPiP3~^

it becomes, after simplifying,

A34 (^2u + f^'234 ««i + ^'234 Vi + W.-ii IV,) + ... - 0,

an equation in reference to 31, of which the solution is

^234 = - i^'234 Ml - V'.yn Vi - W'.,3i Uh + 2 lh:up Up +.. + .. (^^ = 2, 3, 4, 5)
V

and similar expressions for A'ass, -^245. -^ais- If in these and the

expressions found for Xip,p, we put

- U' -TT - V -V -W -W
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we have, for all values of jt>i, p-^Pi = 1, '^> 3, 4, 5,

^P^ P^P,
= 2 Vp,p,p,p Up + 2 Vp^ p^p^p 1^ + 2 Wp^p^p^p Wp (p = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5),

p p p

which proves the second part of the theorem for M.

To prove the first part, that 31 is unmixed, it has to be shown that

neither 31 nor {3I,x,-as, ..., a-„-a„) can contain a relevant simple

module, where 5 is any number ^ X- - /• + 3 (§ 44). Let

{x^ -Ci)F=0 mod (3/, ar^ - r/,, . .
. , ^„ - «„)

= 2Z)p„p.,....;,^ Xp„p^....Pr mod (a-, -«,,..., a-,, - «„).

In putting Xi-c^ = x»-ag= ...-Xn-an = in J/ the number of

variables is diminished but the rank remains equal to ^' — r + 1. Hence

\-^p„p,,...,pr)xi-Ci- ...=0 — \^ ^ pu—,pr,pUp + ••• j^i-Ci = •••=<> j

V

therefore

^Pi,Pi,...,Pr

= 2 Up^,...^p^,p Up+ ... + (xi-Ci) Yp^.p,,...,p^ mod (x^ - «^, . .. , x„ -«„),

and

(.ri - Ci) jP= (.Ti - Ci) 2Z>;,^,p,,...,p,. rp„p^...,^.mod (a^^ - a„ ... , .r„ -a„).

Hence, since (^^-a,,. --, a*,, — a„) is a module of the principal class, and

Xi - Cj does not contain its spread,

F-'S,Dp^,p.^,.,.,p,.Yp,.p^,...,p, = Omod(x,-a„ ...,«„-»„),

and F=0 mod (31, a*, - «, , . .
. , x,t - «„).

Hence (31, Xg-a^, ...,Xn- a„) cannot contain any relevant simple

module, which proves the theorem.
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Solution of Homogeneous Linear Equations

54. Homogeneous linear equations with constants for coejficients.

In a system of r independent equations with constant coefficients for k

unknowns Xi, X^, ,X]^ there are r independent solutions, where

r-¥r' = k, and the general solution is expressible in terms of the r'

solutions. The array of the coefficients of the r equations and the

array of the r solutions together form a square array

an ai2- aik

an a^. .ark

b^^ h". • ^Ifc

hr-i br'2 • • b/k

and the general solution is Xi = [x^h-a + i^Jb^i + . . . + iir'b/i {1=1,2,... , k),

where /Ai, /xj, ..., /a,' are arbitrary quantities.

The two arrays are called conjugate arrays ; but we shall find it

more convenient to call them inverse arrays. Their principal properties

are :— (i) the sum of the products of the elements in any row of one

array with the elements in any row of the other array is zero
;

(ii) the

determinants of one array are proportional to the complementary deter-

minants of the other array with a rule as regards sign
;

(iii) the

determinant of the combined arrays is not zero if the elements are

real. We shall not have occasion to use either (ii) or (iii) explicitly.

Homogeneous linear equations with polynomials as coefficients

(H, p. 483). Let there be r independent equations, viz.

ihX, + ^2^2+ • + UkX)
fc

= 0,

i^iXi+VsXa-J- . . + Vk Xk - 0, etc.

Then there is an array of solutions

J\\i Jni • ••> Jik

/an /22j • ..,u

yiij fi2i • ••
, JIk
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whose elements are polynomials, such that the general solution is

Xj = A,/u + A.2f^ + ... + Ai/u (i - 1, 2,-..., k)

where Ai, ^4o, ..., At are arbitrary polynomials. The rows of this

array are not independent.

The general case of r equations can be reduced to that of solving

a single equation. Consider first the single equation

F^A\ + F^X. + . . . + FtXi = 0.

The conditions imposed by this equation on X^ are merely that it must

be a member of the module (F,, Fa, ..., Fk)l(Fi). Let (/u yfn, ,/i'i)

be a basis of this module. Then the general solution for Xi is

Xi = Ai/n + ^2/21 + ••• +At-/n.

To each separate solution X^ =/ji there corresponds a solution

/fi,/j3, ,/jk for X, X3, ..., Xt, giving a rowyji.j^., ,/n: of the

array of solutions. The remaining solutions are those for which

-Yi = 0, when the equation reduces to

XaF,-^... + XtFt^O.
To each solution for X»,=fj.i {j' = /' + 1, /' + 2, ..., /") there corresponds

a row 0,/j:2,ff3, •,/fk of the array of solutions in which the first

element is zero. Similarly there are rows in which the first two

elements are zero, and so on. The method may give more rows

altogether than are necessary. Any row of the array which can be

modified by the other rows so as to become a row of zeros should be

omitted.

In the case of r equations we eliminate Xi, X2, •-., Xr-i,

obtaining i>,,. ...,^X,. + Z)i,2,...,r-i,r+, Xr+x + ... + Z>i,2,....r-i,tXt = 0, and

find the complete solution of this equation by the method just described.

To each solution there is a unique set of values for Xi, X^, , A'V-i

which are in general poljTiomials. In an exceptional case the unknowns

Xx, X2, ..., Xk may be subjected to a linear substitution beforehand.

The principal case. The principal case is that in which the module

'ill Wo ••• J<t\

(
is of rank k-r + 1. In this case it is seen from the equation in

Xr, Xr+j, ..., Xi above that Xt is a member of the module

Vi Vs-.Vk-lJ
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by
,§ 53, and similarly for each unknown. The complete array of

solutions is therefore obtained by putting any k-r-l of the unknowns
equal to zero and solving for the ratios of the remaining r + 1 unknowns.

The
I

, , |]r_ ._ [
solutions found in this way are of the type

where j(?i, 2h, •••, Pk is any permutation of 1, 2, ..., k.

Noether's Theorem

55. Noether's " fundamental theorem in algebraic functions " (N)

furnishes a remarkably direct method of testing whether a given

polynomial is a member of a given module or not ; but it onl)^ attains

complete success in its application to a module of rank a. A variation

of the method, depending on the same principle, can be applied

successfully to any module known to be primary, when the equations

to its spread in the form of § 21 have been found (M, p. 88).

Noether proved that if /, <;t were any two given polynomials in

two variables Xi, x^, without common factor, then the independent

linear equations satisfied identical^ by the coefficients of the power

products of Xi, X.2, in A'f+B'(f>, where A', B' are ordinary power

series with undetermined coefficients, were finite and determinate
;

and that any polynomial F whose coefficients satisfied all these

identical equations, when the origin was taken successively at each

point of (/, <^), was a member of (/, <;/>). Thus the conditions which

F has to satisfy in order to be a member of {f, <l>) can be collected

locally, so to speak, by going to each point of (/, (f>) to find them.

On going to a point not in (/, <^) we get no conditions, for at such

a point every polynomial is of the form A'/+ B'<f>. That the con-

ditions are necessary is evident; for if F=Omod(/, <f>) then F is

of the form A'/+ B'<i> wherever the origin is taken.

Konig (K, p. 385) proved the theorem for the case of a module

{fuA, ••,/n) of rank n in n variables; and Lasker generalized the

theorem in the Lasker-Noether theorem given below.

That the theorem is true for any module of rank n (not merely

for a module of the principal class of rank n, the case proved by

Konig) follows from the Hilbert-Netto and Lasker theorems. For,
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by Lasker's tlieorem, the module is the l.c.m. of a finite number

of simple modules ^i, ^o, •••> Qi', and if y is the characteristic number

of Qi = (/i,/\, ••,/h) and the origin is taken at the point of Qi, we

have

F= Pi/i + FiA -^ •• + PhJ'h (where Fi, Po, ..., P,, are power series)

= X,/, + X.J\ +...+ X»/» mod 0^ = mod Qi.

Thus F contains [Q^, Q., ..., Qi].

56. The Lasker-Noether Theorem (L, p. 95). 1/

M^iF^F,, ...,Ft) and F=P,F, + P,F,+ ... + P^F^,

where Pi, P^, -.., Ft are ordinary power series, there exists a poly-

nomial 4* not cantaining the origin such that F<t> = mod 31.

Let Qi, Qo, ..., Qi be the relevant primary modules into which

J/ resolves, and let Qi, Q», ..., Qv be those which contain the origin,

aud Qi^ri, ..., Qi those which do not. Then, assuming the theorem

to be true, it follows that

F^Qmod.[q„q,,,..,qil

since ^ cannot contain the spread of any of the modules Qi, Q^, ...,

Qr. Conversely if i^= mod [Q^, Q,, ..., Qr] and <^ = mod [(?,+!, ..., Q,],

where <f> does not contain the origin, then i^</> = mod J/. Hence the

aggregate of all polynomials F which are of the form

PiFi + P.F. + ...+ PtFt

constitutes the module [Qi, Q^, ..., Qr].

Definition. A module which resolves into primary modules all of

which contain the origin, such as the module [Qi, Q,, ..., Qi] above,

Avill be called a Xoetherian module.

Thus a Noetheriau module, like an /T-module, ceases to be such

in general when the origin is changed. ^Moreover an /^-module is

a particular kind of Xoetherian module ; for all the primarj' modules

into which an /T-module resolves are ^-modules and contain the

origin.

In order that a polynomial F may be a member of a Noetherian

module {F^, F^, ..., jP*) it is suflScient that F should be of the form

Proof of the theorem. It is evident that the theorem is true for

a module of rank n or dimensions (§ 55). We shall prove the theorem

for a module of dimensions n-r assuming it true for a module of
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dimensions n-r~l. It will be sufficient to prove the theorem for

a primary module Q which contains the origin ; for it is clear that it

will then be true in general.

Let Q = (A,/,, ...,A), ^nd /=PJ, + P,/,+ ...+p,J,,

where Pi, Ps, •••, Pa are power series. Let Qo^ifi,/^, •••,/'/») be

the module whose members consist of all polynomials of the form

of/, and Qp the like module obtained by moving the origin to P
(and then back to O). Choose a point P so near to as to come
within the range of convergency of all the power series Pj, Pg, ..., P,,

for each member// of the basis of Qo when expressed in the form of/.

Then we have /' = mod Qp, i.e. Qo contains Qp. But it does not

follow that Qp contains Qo however near P may be to ; for might

be a special point of the spread of Q. We assume for the present

that is not a special point of the spread ; and we choose P to be

another point of the spread so near to that Qp contains Qo- Then

Qo = Qp-

Let u be a fixed arbitrarily chosen linear homogeneous polynomial,

and/' any member of Qo- Then

/' = mod Qo^O mod {Q, u)o-

But (Q, u) is of n-r-1 dimensions ; hence, assuming the general

theorem as regards (Q, u), there exists a polynomial
(f> not containing

such that

/'<^ = mod {Q, u) =pu mod Q,

where jt? is a polynomial. Hence, since/',/,', --,/',, are members

of Qo,

fl^i ^PiU mod Q (i = 1, 2, ..., h')
;

hence piU = mod Qo = mod Qp ;

but u does not contain P, and - can be expanded as a power series

when P is taken as origin ; hence

jt>i = mod Qp = mod Qo

= Pii/i "^Ih-if'i + ... + ViiJ'h'-

Hence

/>i = {PiJi +Pi'M + . • • + Ihh'f'id u mod Q (e = 1 , 2, . .
. , //).

Solving these // equations for/', /a', ...,/'/,- we have

I)/; = OmodQ,
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where

D^ pnU-i>i Pi"Jl ... p,uU

p^u p^u -
(t>o ... p.:],U

PhlU Ph-iU Ph'hU-<^h

63

= (- l)'*>i02--- <i>h'^odiU.

Now u contains the origin, but <^i, ^.j, ..., ^h' and consequently D do

not ; i.e. D does not contain the spread of Q. Hence /{ = mod Q.

Hence Qo contains Q, i.e., Qo'^Q-
This has been proved for a non-special point of Q. If is a

special point, choose P a non-special point of Q so near to that Qo
contains Qp. Then since Qp = Q \fe have again Qq - Q.

The above proof only differs from the proof given by Lasker in the

part relating to Qo^Qp- In this part Lasker's proof seems to be

faulty.
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IV. THE INVERSE SYSTEM AND
MODULAR EQUATIONS

57. A considerable number of the properties proved in this

section are to be found in (M) ; but tlie introduction of the inverse

system is new.

Definitions. The array of the coetticients of a complete linearly

independent set of members of a module M of degree ^ t arranged

under the power products wj, wg, ..., w^ of degree ^ ^ is called the

dialytic array of the module M for degree t.

The linear homogeneous equations of which this array is the array

of the coefficients are called the dialytic equations of M for degree t.

Thus the dialytic equations of M for degree t are represented by

equating all members of M of degree ^ ^ to zero and regarding the

power products oi x^, oc.2, .-, Xn as symbols for the unknowns.

The array inverse (§ 54) to the dialytic array ofM for degree t is

called the inverse array ofM for degree t.

The linear homogeneous equations of which this array is the array

of the coefficients are called the modular equations ofM for degree t.

The modular equations for degree t are the equations which are

identically satisfied by the coefficients of each and every member ofM
of degree ^ t. They may not be independent for members of degree < t

and they do not apply to members of degree > t (see § 59).

The sum of the products of the elements in any row of the inverse

array for degree t with the inverse power products cdi~^ w^"', ..., w^-*

is called an inversefunction of J/ for degree t.

Thus the modular equations of M for degree t are represented by

equating all the inverse functions of M for degree t to zero, taking

each negative power product {x^^ xi^ ... x/"')~^ as a symbol for " the

coefficient of xf^ xi'^ ... x/" in the general member of 31 of degree t."

We shall also say that a polynomial jP= 2ap„...,p„a7i^' ...a:/« and

a finite or infinite negative power series £"= ic,,„
...,,/„ (a^i'^i ... ir„''»)~^

are inverse to one another if the constant term of the product FB
vanishes, i.e. if 2ap„p,,...,p„Cp„p, p„ = 0. Thus any member of J/ of

degree ^ t and any inverse function of M for degree t are inverse to

one another.
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Au}' inverse functiou of M for degree t can be continued so as to

become an inverse function of J/ for any higher degree (§ 59), and when

continued indefinitely becomes an inverse function of M without

limitation in respect 'to degree. If all coeflScients after a certain stage

become zero the inverse function terminates and is a finite negative

power series. In the case of an ZT-module the inverse functions are

homogeneous (§ 59) and therefore finite.

In order that a function may be an inverse function of J/ it is

necessarj' and sufficient that it should be inverse to all members

of J/; hence ifM contains M' any inverse function of J/' is an inverse

function of M. The whole system of inverse functions of J/ can there-

fore be resolved into primar)^ systems corresponding to the primary

modules of J/. The inverse functions of a Xoetherian primary module

are aU finite (§ 65) but not in general homogeneous. The inverse

functions of a non-Noetherian primary module are all infinite power

series (§ 65).

We shall regard inverse function and modular equation as con-

vertible terms, and use that term in each case which seems best suited

to the context.

A module is completely determined by its system of modular

ajuations no less than by its system of members. The two systems

are alternative representations of the module. Also the properties of

the modular equations are very remarkable, and it is necessary to

consider them in order to give a complete theory of modular systems.

As there is a one-one correspondence between the members of a

module J/ of degree ^ t and the members of the equivalent ZT-module

of degree t, so there is a one-one correspondence between the modular

equations of Jl/or degree t and the modular equations of the members

of the equivalent ZT-module of degree t. These last are called the

modular equations of the jff-module of (absolute) degree t.

58. Theorem. The number of independent modular equations

of degree t ofan H-module (Fi, F^, ..-, Fr) ofrank r is the coefficient

of of in

where U, l^, ..., Ir are the degrees of Fi, F«, ..., F^
Since the whole number of linearly independent polynomials of

degree t is the number of power products of degree t, or the coefficient

of y in (l-j*)-", the theorem will be proved if it is shown that the

M. 5
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number N{r, t) of linearly independent members of {Fi, F^, •-, Fr)

of degree t is the coefficient of x' in

{1 - (1 - a;^') (1 -J-')...(l- x^')} (1 - a-)-".

This is easily seen to be true when r-1.

Since any member of (F^, Fo, ..., Fr) is a linear combination of

elementary members, we have

Nir,t) = N{r-l,t) + p,

where p is the number of polynomials diF,., (^^Fr, •••, <>ipFr of degree t

of which no linear combination is a member of (i'^i, F^, ••, Fr-i), or the

number of power products wi, og, ••-, wp of degree t-lr of which no

linear combination is a member of (Fi, F2, ..., Fr-i), § 48. Hence

p + N(r -I, t-lr) = number of power products of degree t-lr

= coefficient of a* in a-
*
(1 - x)~'^

;

and

N {r,t)= N {r - \, t) -N {r-\,t - /,.) + coefficient of x in x'' ( 1 - x)-'\

Hence, assuming the theorem for N{r- 1, t), it follows that N{r, t)

is the coefficient of of in

{ 1 - (1 - x^) ... (1 - >-!)} (1 - .t)-" (I - >)

+

x^- (1 - xy\

or in {1 - (1 - x') ••• {l-x''-^) (1 -J^)] (1 -^)-",

which proves the theorem.

This result is independent of the coefficients of jP,, F.^, ..., Fr;

hence it follows that any member of {F^, F.2, ..., Fr) is expressible in

one way only in the form

X^i^l + X^W^ + ...+ X^'-'^Fr,

where JT'** (as in §§ 6, 7) is a polynomial in which Xy, x., ..., Xi occur

only to powers as high as .ri''~\ ..., Xii~\ the variables having been

subjected to a substitution beforehand.

The theorem can be applied to any module (F^, F.., ..., Fr) of

rank r if (Fi, F2, ., Fr) is an ^-basis, i.e. if the if-module deter-

mined by the terms of highest degree in Fi, F^, .., Fr is of rank r

(§49). In this case the number 0/ independent modular equations/or

degree t is the coefficient of x*^ In (1 —x^^) ... (1 -^j-) (1 -a?)~"~^ An
important particular case is the following :

The number of independent modular equations of a module

{Fi, F.2, •••, Fn) of rank n such that the resultant of the terms of

Ugliest degree in F^, F2, •, Fn does not vanish is /1/2 .../„- 1 for

degree l-\, and l^l»... In foi' any degree ^ /, where

1= I1 + I2+ ••• +ln-n.
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This is also true for any jET-module (jPi, jP,? •••> F^) of rank n
;

but the number of modular equations for degree t will be the sum of

the numbers of modular equations of all degrees $ t, so that there is

one modular equation of degree / and none of any degree > /.

59. Any inverse function of Mfor any degree can be continued

so as to give an inversefunction ofMfor any higher degree.

By carrying the continuation on indefinitely we obtain a power

CJ, oJ^ COj -

l-

L^V

1^2—

1+3.

m

1+1

Z+2-

---1+5

O) ,C0_(O
-t -z

series (finite or infinite) which is an inverse function of M for all

degrees without limit.

Let {F„ F.2, ..., Ft) be an ZT-basis of 31. Then any member F
of 3/ is a linear combination of elementary members w.jp} no one of
ichich is of higher degree than F. Let / be the lowest degree of any
member of M. Write down the dialytic array of M for degree /,

viz. the array of the coefficients of such members of the ZT-basis as are

5—2
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of degree /. Their terms of degree / (corresponding to the compart-

ment / of the diagram) are linearly independent, for if not there would

be a member of M of degree < I, which is not the case. Next write

down the rows of the array representing such members of the basis as

are of degree / + 1, and members obtained by multiplying members of

degree I by Xi, x^, ..., x^, so as to obtain a complete set of members
of degree l+l linearly independent as regards their terms of

degree /+1, these terms corresponding to the compartment /+1 of

the diagram. Proceeding in the same way we can obtain the whole

dialytic array for any degree.

To obtain the inverse array for the same degree first write down
square compartments 0, 1, 2, ..., /-I with arbitrary elements corre-

sponding to degrees 0, 1, 2, ...,/- 1, and then a compartment / inverse

to the compartment / of the dialytic array. Each row of the com-

partments 0, 1, 2, ...,/- 1 can be continued so as to be inverse to the

dialytic array for degree /, since the determinants of the compartment

/ do not all vanish. This completes the inverse array for degree /. All

its rows can be continued so as to be inverse to the dialytic array for

degree / + 1, and a compartment /+ 1 of new rows can be added inverse

to the compartment / + 1 of the dialytic array. This completes the

inverse array for degree /+ 1; and we can proceed in a similar way to

obtain the inverse array for any degree.

This diagram or scheme for the dialytic and inverse arrays of a

given module il/will be often referred to. The ease with which it can

be conceived mentally is due to the fact that it is obtained by working

with an ^-basis of M. Each pair of corresponding compartments

l + i form inverse arrays, and in combination form a square array,

showing that the combined complete arrays for any degree have the

same number of rows as columns. In the case of a module of rank n

the compartments of the dialytic array eventually become square and

the total number of rows of the inverse array is finite. To a square

compartment in either array corresponds no compartment or rows of

the other array. In the case of an //-module the compartments are

the only parts of the arrays whose elements do not vanish, i.e. the

inverse functions are homogeneous.

Definition. The negative power series represented by the rows of

the inverse array continued indefinitely will be called the members of

the inverse system, and Ei, E^, E^, ... will be used to denote them, just

as Fi, Fo, Fs, ... denote members of the module.
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Tlie system inverse to (1) has no member. The system inverse to

(xi, x,, ..., a-,,) has only one member £=l; and the modular equation

1 = signifies that the module contains the origin.

60. Properties of the Inverse System. Before attempting

to show in what ways the inverse system may be simplified we consider

its general properties.

Definition. If A^=2cpj,p., p„ (ari^^/^... a?/*)~* is a negative

power series (no pi negative), and A any polynomial, the part of the

expanded product AE which consists of a negative power series will

be denoted by A.E&nd called the A-derimte of E. Thus

A negative power series E= ^Cp^,p^, .... p, {x^^x^ ... a:/")~^ is or is

not an inverse function of a module M according as every member

jP^Sa^jp.^, .,p x^X2' ••• x^'* of M, or not every member of 3/,

is inverse to it, i.e. according as every ^(ip^,p^,...,p^Cp^^p^,...^p^-0 or

not. Suppose E an inverse function and F any member of M. Tlien

x^x}^...x^* F=1 apj_ p^_^ p^ Xi^*^ . . . x^** " is a member inverse to E;

hence every 'S.Op^^
p^. .... p^ Cp^+i^, _. p^+,^ = 0, and

or Xy^Xi ... a", " . jE^, is a member of the inverse system. Hence ifE
is a member of the inverse system of M so also is a*! arg^ ... .r»". E, and

if Ei , E2, , Eh are members so also is Ai . Ei + Ao . E.2+ • . . -^ A^ . -£*

a member, where A^, Ao, ..., xl» are arbitrary polynomials.

In a slightly modified sense which will be explained later (§ 82)

the inverse system of any module JI has a finite basis [iS'i, E^, ..., £"*]

suck that any member of the inverse system is of theform

A^i . Ei + JTa.Es + ... + JTh . Ek,

where A'l, A'o, ..., Xt^ are polynomials.

This theorem is evidently true in the important case in which the

total number of linearly independent members of the inverse system

is finite, \nz. in the case of a module of rank n and in the case of

a module of rank r when treated as a module in r variables only, or,

in other words, in the case of a module which resolves into simple

modules.
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Regarding the inverse system as representing the modular equations

ofM we shall write M= [E^, E.„ ..., Eh] as well as M= (F^, F^, ...,Fk).

Here M is the l.c.m. of [E^], [Eo], ..., [Eh] and the g.c.m. of

(F,), (F,), ..., (F,).

Definition. A module M will be called a principal system if its

inverse system has a basis consisting of a single member, i.e. if

M= [E].

A module of the principal class is a principal system (§ 72), but

a principal system is not necessarily of the principal class. A
principal system is however the residual of a module {F) with respect

to any module of the principal class which contains, and is of the same

rank as, the principal system (cf. § 62).

61. The system inverse to M=(Fi, F^, •••, F]^ is the system whose

Fi-derivates {i=\, 2, ..., Jc) vanish identically.

In other words, in order that E may be a member of the inverse

system of J/ it is necessary and sufficient that Fi.E (/=1, 2, ..., k)
00

should vanish identically. For if jE'=2c,yj, ,„..., ^^(.ri^^^a^'^... a;/'*)-^ is

any member of the inverse system, and Fi = 1ap^^p^^_,,_p^x^^£C2^ ...Xn"^,

then -ii • -O' = 2^1>l,i52.-.Pre ^^^l+9l'-'Pre+5»\.^l ^2 •Xn J
p q

= 2 (a^i X.2 ... Xn ) ^(hi,P.2, ••- Pn^'Pi+tv < Pn + f/re
~ ^'

g p

since every ^a^^,
..., p„epi+<7j. ...,p,j+.z„

vanishes {x^'^ ...Xn'^Fi being inverse
p

to E). Conversely if Fi.E=0, then Sa^^
Pn^^Pi+ii p„+«„ = ^'

p

i.e. Xi'^ ... Xn"-Fi is inverse to E, and every member of 3/ is inverse

to E, i.e. ^ is a member of the inverse system.

Similarly if M= \_Ei, E^, •••, E^] the necessary and sufficient con-

dition that F may be a member of M is that F. Ej {j= 1, 2, ..., h)

vanishes identically.

62. The modular equations of M/(Fi, F^, ..., Fi) are the Fi-deri-

cates of the modular equations of M, i.e.

[E„E„ ...:Eh]KF„ F,, .... F,) = [..., F,.Ej, ...].

For the necessary and sufficient condition thatF may be a member

of the residual module is

FFi = modM (e = 1, 2, ..., k)
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or FFi.Ej=0 (i = l, 2, -.., k; j^\, 2, ..., k)

or F.{Fi.Ej)^0.

Hence [..., i^;. ^, ...] is the residual module (§61).

63. ^4 sy&tem of negative power series with a finite basis

[£'), E,, ..., Eh] of such a nature that all derimtes of E^, Eo, ..., E^

belong to the system is an inverse system of a module if Ei

(i—\, 2, ..., h) has an Fi-derivate which vanishes identically.

For there are polynomials F such that the i^-derivate of each of

Ey, E., ..., En vanishes identically, the product FiF^.-Fh being one

such polynomial. Also the whole aggregate of such pol3momials F
constitutes a module 3/; for if F belongs to the aggregate so does J i^.

Consider the dial)i;ic and inverse arrays of M obtained as in § 59.

Since every member ofM is inverse to every member of [E^ , jE'o, . .
.

, E^^

all members of the latter are represented in the inverse array. If any

other povrer series are represented, viz. if there is a row of the inverse

array which does not represent a member of [Ei, E^, ..., E^], let it

begin in the compartment / + /. Then if we omit this row we can

add a row to the dial)i;ic array representing a polynomial of degree

l+i inverse to all members of [Ei, E^, ••• , E^] but not a member of J/.

This is contrary to the fact that 31 is the whole aggregate of such

polynomials. Hence the system inverse to J/ is [^i, E^, ..., Ejt].

Thus in order that E= 2cpj,p^ p^(j-/*j/-...jr/")-^ may represent

a modular equation of a module it is necessary and sufficient that

Cpj,p., p^ should be a recurrent function of pi, p-i, •••,/>,, that is,

a function satisfying some recurrent relation

p

for all positive integral values of Ij, L, ..., /,, where the a„ „ „ are

a set of fixed quantities finite in number. It may be that Cp ,p.„...,p

satisfies several such recurrent relations not deducible from one another

;

but it is sufficient if it satisfies one.

64. Transformation of the inverse system corresponding to a
linear transformation of the modular system.

If the variables in the modular system M are subjected to a linear

non-homogeneous substitution with non-vanishing determinant by
which M is transformed to M' it is required to find how the inverse

system [E^, E., ..., Ek] is to be transformed so as to be inverse to J/'.
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In other words, if the negative power series E is inverse to the

polynomial F it is required to find a power series E' inverse to the

transformed polynomial F'. It will be shown that an E' exists which

can be derived from E in a way depending only on the substitution

and not on the polynomial F.

Let i^=2«p^,...,pX'-"^/"> -^'=^2a',^....,,„^x''^...'r,;^

and let the coefficients Cp^^
p^ p^^

of E be represented symbolically

by c,'''c.f'...cj\ Then we have"jS'= 2c/^i...c/'^(.r/'^...r/")-^ and

since E, F are inverse to one another. Let the inverse substitution

be iCi' = a'iiXi + . . . + a'iM.?'„ + a/ (^ = 1, 2, . .
.

, w).

Then 2a',j,...,q^Ja'„«-i + .../''... (ffi',a.ri +.../" = 2
«j,j p^x^K..x,l''\

and we have

{coeff. oi x^'^
. . . Xn'^ in 2 a'^^ ...,,,̂ ^

(a'na:"! + .../\..(a'„i^i+ ...)^"} = 0,

i.e. 2a'gj...5^^(a'nCi+ ...f^.. (a'^iCi +...)'" = 0,

i.e. the power series E' =1 (a'^Ci + ...y^.... (a',aCi + ...f''(^i'^ ... ^n^")~^

is inverse to the polynomial F'- la'g^^ ,„^q^^Xi^ ... x^"'.

Hence the coefficient of (xi^x^- ... x^'^Y'^ in the transformed power

series E' is

c'^i , </2 «„,
= (a'u Ci + . . .

)'^i (a'21 Ci + . . . )«2 . . . (a',a Ci + . .
. X^

where, after expanding the right-hand side, ci^^c^^ ... c,/'» is to be pat

equal to c^^,
p^ p^^,

the coefficient of (.ri^^i ^2^2 . . . Xn^^y^ in iil For such

a transformation of F and E, when not inverse to one another,

2«Pi.P2. -.Pn^PvPi Pn ^^ ^^ absolute invariant.

The most important transformation is that corresponding to a

change of origin only. In this case, if

F= 2a,^ ...pX' • • ^/" and E = :$cf'

.

. . c/'^{xf' . . .x/'T\

and the new origin is the point (-Wi, -a.2, ..., -an),

then F' = l Up^ ...
,,^^

{x^ - aj'^ ...(Xn- ««)''"

and E' = 2 (c, + a,f' . . . (c„ + a„/» (x^"' . . . xj'"")-'.

It is to be noticed that if E is a finite power series it nevertheless

transforms into an infinite power series E'. In particular if E= 1
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then E' = ^a^^...aJ!'*{x^^xt^...xJ!'''y'^, the inverse function of

(.ri-ai, ..., «•„-«„).

For homogeneous substitutions another way of considering corre-

sponding transformations of F and E can be given, which however

excludes a change of origin. Represent E by

X Pi p> p«

Pl\p^\ ... pn\

instead of '^Cp^,p.^, ...,pj,x^^ ... x^'^)'^, and let the new ^ be defined

as inverse (or conjugate) to F='^ap^^p^ p^^i*^ • • • •^/'* when the

same relation 2a,, „ c„ » =0 holds as before. Then for contra-

gredient substitutions of Xi, x.,, ..., Xn and Ui, u^, •••, Un the poly-

nomial F and power series E will always remain inverse (or conjugate)

to one another if they are so originally. Also the members E of the

inverse (or conjugate) system of a module M, when expressed in the

new form above, are the power series with respect to which the

members (of the basis) of the module JI are apolar (§ 61).

65. The Noetherian Equations of a Module. The

modular equations ^Cp^^p^...^p^(xi'^xf'^... x/")~^ = of a module M
for degree t are finite because they are only applicable to members

of degree ^ t, and the coefiicients {xi^xf^ . . . xj''*)'^ in the general

member of degree t vanish when pi+...+pn>t. A modular

equation may however be finite in itself, i.e. every Cp^, p„ ..., p^ for

which P1+P2+ ••• +Ph exceeds a certain fixed number / may vanish.

If such an' equation is applied to a poljTiomial of degree > / it only

afi'ects the coefficients of terms of degree ^ /.

Definition. The Noetherian equations of a module are the

modular equations which are finite in themselves.

There are no Noetherian equations if the module does not contain

the origin. For if ^=0 is a Xoetherian equation of absolute degree /,

and w~^ a power product of absolute degree / which is present in E,

the derivate equation o).E = is 1=0, showing that the module

contains the origin. Every Noetherian equation has the equation

1-0 as a derivate.

On the other hand Noetherian equations always exist if the

module contains the origin, for the equation 1 = exists, and so

does the equation w^ = 0, where a> is any power product of less

degree than any term which occurs in any member of the module.
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The whole system of Noetherian equations of a iion-Noetherian

module J/ forms only a part of the whole system of modular equations,

and is exhibited by a scheme similar to but different from that of § 59,

with which it should be compared. In this new scheme the rows of the

dialytic array represent the members of the module arranged in order

according to their underdegree (or degree of their lowest terms)

instead of their degree (or degree of their highest terms). The first

set of rows represents a complete set of members of underdegree li

which are linearly independent as regards their terms of degree /i,

-Ir

f,+ l

-1,-^2-

l,+ 5

%
ir^

;t>>:

VltV:.

Iz J-'p~- - -
_H/T4- - 1 _

_ _ —
_ _ _ _ :: ^,+3-_--::

where A is the lowest underdegree of any member of M. These are

obtained from any basis of M, which need not be an jfiT-basis. The

next set of rows represents a complete set of members of under-

degree /j + 1 which are linearly independent as regards their terms

of degree A + 1, obtained partly from the basis of J/ and partly from

the set of members of underdegree A by multiplying them by

Xi, ^2, •., Xn', and similarly for succeeding sets. The compartments

li, k + \, ... correspond to the terms of lowest degree in the suc-

cessive sets.
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To obtain the corresponding inverse (or Noetherian) array first

insert square compartments 0, 1, 2, ..., /^—l with arbitrary elements

(or with elements 1 in the diagonal and the remaining elements zero)

corresponding to degrees 0, 1, 2, ..., li—l; and then a compartment Ij

inverse to the compartment ^ of the dialytic array. This completes

the array for degree /i ; all its rows are inverse to all members of J/
and represent Xoetherian equations. Next insert a compartment /^ + 1

inverse to the compartment A + 1 of the dialytic array, and continue

its rows backwards so as to be inverse to the first set of rows of the

dialytic array. This completes the array for degree h + l : and we
can proceed similarly to find in theory the whole of the Noetherian

array.

The object of the diagram is merely to exhibit the whole system of

Noetherian equations, which it evidently does. If i^ is a polynomial

for which all the Noetherian equations for degree t are satisfied, then,

up to and inclusive of its terms of degree t, i^ is a linear combination

of members of the module of underdegree ^ t, i.e. i^ is expressible

as far as degree t in the form JTiFi + JT^I^'i+.-.+XtFt, where

-Ti, J^aj •••, -i't are polynomials, and i^=Omod(J/, 0'+^). Conse-

quently if F satisfies the whole system of Noetherian equations

it is of the form P,F, + P,Fo 4- ... + P^^Ft, where P^, P., ..., P^ are

power series. Hence FF,i = mod 3/, where F^ has a non-vanishing

con.stant term (.§56); and, if J/ is a Noetherian module, i^=Omod J/.

Hence the whole system of modular equations of a Noetherian module
can be expressed as a system of Noetherian equations.

66. Modular Equations of Simple Modules. If in the

last article the rows of the compartment k + ' of the dialytic array

should be equal in number to the power products of degree k + i

there will be no Noetherian equations of absolute degree ^li + i.

In this case the Noetherian equations are finite in number and
can be actually determined (at any rate in numerical examples).

This can only happen when the module contains the origin as an
isolated point, and the Noetherian equations are then the modular
equations of the simple Noetherian module contained in the given
module. The simple module itself is (M, (>'•+') and l^ + i is its

characteristic number.

Thus the simple modules at isolated points of a given module M
can all be found by moving the origin to each point in successi(m and
finding its Noetherian equations and characteristic number.
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Let M have a simple module at the point {a^, a.,, ..., a„). Move
the origin to the point and find the Noetherian equations. They will

be represented by finite negative power series

and all derivates of the same. Also any such system represents

a simple module at the origin ; the fact that the coefiicients of

El, Eo, ..., Eh are recurrent functions (§ 63) placing no restriction

on them when finite in number. Let Ei = ^ c^j, p^, .... p^ [x^'^xi^

.

. . ar/")"^

be of absolute degree yf-1. Moving the origin back to its original

position, that is, to the point (-«i, -«2, •••, - ««)» the equation Ei =

becomes (§ 64)

2 (ci + a^f' (c, + a.f' . .
.
(c, + «„)"" (a'/'^s"' • • •

«•/")-' = 0,

where, after expanding (cj + a^f^ . . . (cn + a-nf"', each Ci^

.

. . c,i^" is to

be put equal to the known constant Cq^,q^
q^^

which it represents.

-A-lso c^j, q^, ..., q^^
= if qi + q.2+ +gn^ Ji- Thus

{c, + a,f' (c, + a,T' . . : (c„ + a,0"" = (l +
1)''.

• • (l +
'^f'

a.^'al' . . . af"

__ y Pi 1>2 Pn~
"?'l> ?'2. ••. fji^l ^2 ••• (ill i

where ^p^.^g, ...,,,„ is a whole function of pi, p2, , Pn of degree y,- 1.

Hence the modular equations of any simple module at the

point (t»i, «2, •••, ttn) are represented by power series

^"Pl,Pi,--;Pn^^ <^2 •••O'n {j^l ^2 •••Xn )
=0

and their derivates, where ^pj,,,^,...,^,^ is a whole function ofpi, p2,---,p„.

Conversely any system of equations (finite in number) of this type

with all their derivates is a system of modular equations of a simple

module at the point («!, a2, ..., «m)-

The following is a consequence of the above. The general solution

for the recurrent function Cj,^, p^, ..., p^^ (§ 63) satisfying a set of re-

current equations 2 a^^, p^ p^ Cp^+i^ , ... , p^+i^ - for all positive

p

integral values of li, 4> •••> 4, when the corresponding polynomials

^<^pi,p2,-,Ph^^^'^^^---^^"^ ^^^^® ^^^^ ^ finite number of points

(rti, a^, •••, a«) in common, is "^Aiii^ai^ ...an'^, where J^ is a whole

function of pi, p^, ..., Pn dependent on the point (a,, a^, •., a„) and

involving linear parameters. When the polynomials have an infinite

number of points in common tliere can scarcely be said to be a general

solution for fp^.p2....,p,^.
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Properties of Simple Modules

67. Theorem. If the resultant of {Fi,F.i,...,F^ does not

tanisk identically the number of Xoetherian equations of any simple

module of (i^i, F.y, ••,Fn) is equal to the multiplicity of the corre-

sponding solution of Fi = F2= = Fn=^0 given by the resultant.

This theorem is proved for the case » = 2 in (Mi, p. 388) and for

the general case in (L, p. 98). Both proofs are very complicated

;

and a simpler proof is given here.

By the resultant of(Fi,F2,.-.,F„) we shall understand the resultant

with respect to Xi,^^, ...,a:^-i, viz. a polynomial in j-n, the variables

having been subjected to a homogeneous linear substitution beforehand-

Move the origin to any point of (i^i, jPo, ... , i^„). Then, if .r^ is the

highest power of d-n which divides the resultant, C is the multiplicity

of the solution of Fi = F.^ ...= Fn = corresponding to the origin.

Let Q be the whole simple module of (Fi, Fo, ..., Fn) at the origin,

and N the number of its modular equations. We have to prove that

Consider first the specially simple case in which the origin is not

a singular point of the curve (F^, F^, ..., F„). The terms of the first

degree in Fo, Fi, ..., Fn are then linearly independent. For simplicity

we may suppose them to be .r,, ^s. •••, •r,,. Then Fi can be modified

by F.2, i^3, ..., -F,, so that its terms of lowest degree reduce to the single

term ^Z. Hence the modular equations of Q, or Noetherian equations

of (i^j , i^;, . .
.

, Fr,), are u;-^+' = ^1"^'+- = . . . = ^r' = 1 = (§ 65), so that

N -p. Also the number of points of intersection of i^i= i^o = . . . = jP„=
that coincide with the origin isp, so that C=p. Hence C=N.

Consider now the general case. Let Fi, Fo, •,F,^ be w poly-

nomials whose coefiicients are arbitrary except that they satisfy the

N equations of Q. Then {F, , i^^, • • • , F^) and (F/, F^, ..., F^) have
the same simple module Q at the origin, and the same N. It can be

proved also that they have the same C. By the Lasker-Noether

theorem (§ 56), since {F^, F,, ...,F„) and (F,', Fo, ..., i^„') have the

same Noetherian equations, there e.xist polynomials ^1, ^o, ..., ^„ and
^1'. ^2'j •••> 4>n, none of which vanish at the origin, such that

cf>iFi^Omod(F,', F:, ..., F,:) and ^/i^'^O mod (i^i, i^„ ..., i^„).

Hence the module (^iF^, <f>oF2, ..., <f>nF„) contains {F^, Fo, ..., Fn),
and the resultant of the former is divisible by that of the latter (§ 11).
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But the resultant of (<f>iFi, (fi^F-i, ... ,(j>n-l'\) is the product of 2"

resultants of which one only, the resultant of (i'^i, ^2, ..., jF„), has Xn

as a factor. Hence the resultant of (Fi, F^, .., Fn) is divisible by as

high a power of ^,i as the resultant of {Fi, F^, ... , Fn), and vice versa
;

i.e. the two resultants are divisible by the same power oi x^.

Now the resultant of the tenns of highest degree /i, 4j •••, 4 in

Fif-F^, ..-, Fn does not vanish, for the coefficients of these terms are

absolutely arbitrary if A, 4, •••, 4 are all chosen as high as the

characteristic number of Q. Hence the equations Fi =Fo' = .. .=F\'=0
have no solutions at infinity, and the number of their finite solutions

is /i4---4j taking multiplicity into account. Also the sum of the

values of ^^ for all the points of (Fi, F», ., Fn) is liL-.-ln (end of § 58),

i.e. is equal to the sum of the values of C. Also each point of

(Fi, Fz, ..., Fn) except the origin comes under the simple case

considered above ; for even if the curve (F^', F3', ..., Fn) has any

singular points other than the origin, Fi does not pass through them,

since the origin is the only fixed point of Fi'. Hence the values of C
and iV^ are equal at each point of (i'Y, F2, ..., Fn) other than the

origin, and are therefore also equal at the origin. This proves the

theorem.

68. Definitions. The multiplicity of a simple module is the

number of its independent Noetherian equations.

This number has a geometrical interpretation when the theory of

the resultant is applicable; but in general it has onl}^ an algebraical

interpretation.

The multiplicity of a primary module of rank r is the multiplicity

of each of the simple modules into which it resolves when regarded as

a module in r variables only.

Thus there are four important numbers in connection with any

primary module, viz. the rank r, the order d, the characteristic number

y, and the multiplicity /x.

A primary module of rank ;• will be said to be of the jrrincipal

Noetherian class if there is a module {F-^, F^, •, Fr) of rank r which

contains it and does not contain any primary module of greater

multiplicity with the same spread. On moving the origin to any

general point of the spread any member of the primary module will be

of the form P^Fi + F^F^ + ... + PrF,., where PuP^^-.yPr are powei-

series.

In other words, the primary modules into which a module of the

principal class resolves are said to be of the principal Noetherian class.
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Any prime module is of the principal Xoetherian class ; but in general

a primary module is such that any module of the principal class which

contains it determines a primary module of greater multiplicity. For

example, 0'- is of multiplicity n + l, but any module of the principal

class of rank n containing 0- contains a simple module at the origin of

multiplicity 2" at least.

IfM is a module of rank n the number of its modular equations is

finite and equal to the sum 2/x of the multiplicities of its simple

modules. In order that we may have F-H mod J/ the coefficients of

i^must satisfy the 2/x. equations (which will not be independent unless

F is of sufficiently high degree). Any set of Syx linearly independent

polynomials such that no linear combination of them is a member ofM
is called a complete set of remainders for M; and has the property that

any polynomial F which is not a member ofM is congruent mod M to

a unique linear combination of the set of remainders. The simplest

way of choosing a complete set of remainders is to take the polynomial

1 of degree 0, then as many power products of degree 1 as possible,

then as many power products of degree 2 as possible, and so on, till

a set of 2pi power products has been obtained of which no linear

combination is a member of M. We shall call any such set a simple

complete set of remainders for M.
If M- [^Ei, Ei, ..., Ei^ is a simple Xoetherian module no member

E of the system [£"], E^, ..., j^\] can have the same coefficients

(assumed real) as a member F of M ; for if E and F had the same
coefficients the sum of their squares would be zero. Hence if the

members of the system [Ex, E^, ..., Ex\ have their power products

changed from negative to positive they will form a complete set of

remainders for M.

69. A Xoetherian principal system [£"1] is uniquely expressible as

a system [E] suck that the polynomial F with the same coefficients as E
is a member of the module \E^0.

Let Ei, E^,..., E^ be a complete set of linearly independent

derivates of E^ all of less absolute degree than E^, and let Fi,F^,...,F^
be the polynomials having the same coefficients as Ei, E«, ..., E^.
Then Eo, Es, ..., E^ are the members of the system

[E,]IO = [x,.Ex, x,.Ex,...,x,.L\-];

and F2, F3,..., F^ is a complete set of remainders for the module
[Eij'O. Hence there is a unique i^ such that

F=^F, + \.,F,+ ...+X^F^ = mod [E^yO.
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The member E of [^£"1] with the same coefficients as F is unique, and
the system \_E'\ is the same as the system \_Ei\. A homogeneous

Noetherian equation is already in its unique form.

70. If E is homogeneous and of absolute degree I the numbers of
linearly independent derivates ofE of degrees V and l-V are equal.

Let E^, E-i, ... , Esr be the members of the system [^] of degree /',

and jPi, F^, ... , Fl the members of the module [£"] of degree /', and

Gi, G2, ••, Gjiif the polynomials which have the same coefficients as

El, E^, ..., En; so that Fi, ..., Fz, Gi, ..., (r^v-form a complete set of

linearly independent liomogeneous polynomials of degree /'. Then the

Fi-, F2-, ..., -Fi-derivates of i^ vanish identically, and the Gi-, Go-, ••

,

6rjvr-derivates are the derivates of degree / - /', and are linearly inde-

pendent ; otherwise some linear combination of Gi, G^,..., Gn would be

a member of the module {E^. Hence the numbers of derivates of

E of degrees /' and l-V are equal.

71. The modular equations ofa simple module Q of the principal

Noetherian class consist of a single equation E=0 and its derivates;

that is, a simple module of the principal Noetherian class is a principal

system (M, p. 109).

Take the origin at the point of Q. Then the modular equations of

Q are Noetherian, and the characteristic number y of Q is 1 more than

the absolute degree of the highest modular equation. Also since Q is

of the principal Noetherian class it is the whole Noetherian module

contained in a certain module 3I-(Fi, F2, , Fn) of rank n. By
choosing the degrees li, I.2, ..., In of Fi, F.2, ..-, Fn to be ^ y we may
as.sume (F^, F^, ..., Fn) to be an iT-basis of 31 (§ 49).

Now if i^ is any polynomial of degree /i + 4+ ••• +4-w- 1 such

that XiF, x^F,.. . , x^F are all members ofM then F itself is a member.

We prove this for 2 variables referring for the general proof to (M, p. 1 10).

When w = 2, we have

XiF=A,Fi + A2F2, x.F=BiFi + B,F.„

where A^, Bi are of degrees =$4-2 and A^, B. of degrees ^ U -2.

Hence x^ {A^F^ + A^F^ = x^ (ByF, + B^F^),

or (x^A-t-XiBi) Fi = (xiB2-XnA<2) F2,

or x.2Ai-XiBi = (j = XiB2-x.,A2,

since XiA^-XiBi is of degree <4 and cannot be divisible by Fo.

Hence Ai, ^2 are both divisible by Xi, and F^O mod (Fi, F^.
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Suppose ^=[-£'1, E., ..., Eh], where each Ei is relevant, that is,

not a member of the system [E^, ..., Ej-i, Ej+i, ..., Ej^]. Then the

conditions that j:iE, .i\F, ...,x„i^ are to be members of M require

only that the coefficients of F should satisfy all the derivates of

Ei= Eo= ... - Eh-0 (but not these equations themselves) and all the

modular equations of the other simple modules of J/; i.e. IJ^.-la-h

equations in all. But these conditions require F= mod M, or that

the coefficients of i^ should satisfy all the lJ-2 -K modular equations of

M, which are equivalent to hL. In — 1 independent equations as applied

to i^ (§ 58). Hence the liL...ln-h equations as applied to i^ are

equivalent to no less than liL...ln — l independent equations. Hence
A^l, and Q = [Ei].

The converse of this theorem, viz. that a simple principal system is

of the principal Xoetherian class, is true in the case of 2 variables (Ms),

but not true in the case of more than 2 variables. Thus

[xr- + Jr.r'- + j-j"*-] = (^j- - jr.f, x^- - X3-, x-iO^s, J-j^r,, j-jJ-o)

is a principal system which is not of the principal Noetheriau class.

72. ^4 miidule oj the principal class of rank n is a principal

.9i/$tem. Let [E^], [E..], ...
,
[E^] be the simple modules into which the

given module resolves, and 71, y>, ..., ya the characteristic numbers,

and ff,, rto, ..., aa the ^i-coordinates of the points of [Ei], [E..],..., [Ea].

The given module [Ei, E2, ..., Ea] will be proved to be identical with

[E, + E,+ ...+Ea].

Since Xi - ai contains the spread of [£",], (xi - «,)^»" is a member of

the module [Et], §32, and {x^-a^^i.Ei vanishes identically (§ 61).

Hence from the equation Ei + E.,-*- ... ^ £"« = we have

(x, - a.J^ {x, - a,y\ ..(x,- aaY'^ .E,^0.

The operator on the left hand is a polynomial in ^'1 - a^ in which the

constant term does not vanish ; hence if we apply the inverse operator

(.ri-ao) ^'-...(xi-aa)""'^ expanded in powers of (^i-«i) as far as

(xi-aiY''^ we shall obtain ^^i = ; since (j-i-a,)'.^i vanishes

identically when / > yj.

Hence Ei, and similarly E.,, E3, ..., Ea, are all derivates of

E, + E.+... + Ea and the given module [E, ,E,,...,Ea] = [E^ + E.,^...^ Ea].

If M is a module of the principal class of rank r then J/'*"* and
all its simple modules are principal systems. Hence any module of the

principal class, and its primary modules, are principal systems (§ 82).

M. 6
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73. If a simple module 31^ of multiplicity fi is a jyrincipal system

[E], and M'^' is a simjAe module of multiplicity (jl contained in M^, and

MJM'^'^M"^", then 3IJ3I"^'' = 3I'^', and /x' + fi" ^ ^ (M, p. 111).

The modular equations of 31J31'^' are the i^-derivates of E=0,
where F is any member of 31',,.' {% 62). Let Fj, F^, ..., F^- be a

complete setof remainders for J/ '^'. To these can be added i^^+i,..., F^
so that Fi, F2, ..., Fy. is a complete set of remainders for 31^. Also

each of -F^'+i, ',F^ can be modified by a linear combination of

Fi, F.2, ..., F^' so as to become a member of 3/V ; and vre will

suppose this to have been done. Then the F^-+i-, • • • , i'^^-derivates of

E=0 are modular equations of 31"^", and are linearly independent,

since no linear combination of F^'+i, ..., F^is a, member of 31^. Also

any other i'-derivate of E - 0, where i^ is a member of 31'^- , is

dependent on the yu. - /*' equations already found, since

_F= x^F, + KF, + ... + X^F^ mod 31^,

which requires, since F=0 mod 31'^,

Aji^j + X._F.2 + ... + X^.F^' = mod J/V-,

or Ai = Ao = . . . = A^. - 0.

Hence the i^-derivate of E=0 is the (A^+ii^^+i + ... + A^ F^)-derivate,

and the number of modular equations of J/'V is /«. - /*', i.e. fx.- fx.' + fi".

x\lso since 31'^'31"^- contains 31^, 31'y.' contains 3I^j3I"^" which is

of multiplicity /x. — /x" = fx. Hence 31'^' - 3IJ3I"^".

It is true in general for unmixed modules of the same rank that if

31 is a principal system containing 3/', and 31/31' = 31", then 31', 31"

are mutually residual with respect to 3I(ct § 24, Ex. ii).

In (M, p. 112) the opinion is expressed that if 31^ is any simple

module of multiplicity ft, and J/'^- any module contained in 31^, then

the multiplicity of 3IJ3I'^' cannot exceed /*-/*'. This is not correct,

as the following example shows.

Example. Let

J4 - [E^, E^'\ = [{x^x^y^ + ix^Xi)-\ (xiXa)-^ + (x.,Xe)-^],

and J/'^' = (xi , X2, 0'^) = \_xf^, Xt'^, X5~'^, xf'^'\,

so that /A = 2 + 6 + l = 9, ^' = 4 + 1-5.

Then 3IJ3r^>=[E„ E,]/{x„ x,) = [x^.E^,x,.E„x,.E„x,.E,]

= [X,i , Xi , X5 , Xg J
= lU ^,

Hence (since 3IJ3I'^' = 3r^') 31'y.- and 31'^- are mutually residual

with respect to 31^; and the multiphcity of 31^,131'y,' is fx'>/x-tx'.
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It can be proved that if J/^ is simple and contains J/V the

multiplicity of J/^/J/,i' cannot exceed l + ^(/x— /x')- or J + 4 (/*-/*')'

according as ft — /*' is even or odd.

74. If a simple H-module M^ of multiplicity /x is a principal

system [jE*] with characteristic number y, and if M'^-, J/'V' are

mutually residual icith respect to M^, and ijh, /I'j, /x"j are the numbers of

linearly independent modular equations of M^, M'^-, M'\- of degree I,

then fi.'i'
4-

fj."i-
= fii- = /x, ., where /' + /" = y - 1 (M, p. 112).

Here E is homogeneous and of absolute degree 7 - 1 ; and we have

already shown that fti' = fti (§ 70). The /tt",- modular equations of

J/'V- of degree /" are i^'-derivates of E= 0, where F' is a member

of J/'^' of degree /'. Hence fi"r- is the number of members E' of

J/V' of degree /' of which no linear combination is a member E of M^ ;

for E.B vanishes identically. There are fif polynomials in all of

degree /' of which no linear combination is a member of J/^, and /x',. of

these are such that no linear combination of them is a member of M',^',

while the remainder fii—fj.'r can be modified by the /xV so as to be

members of J/V- Hence

h-"i- = f^r- H-'r, or fi'i+ix"i^ = fi,=fxi:.

Thus the values of /x", are known for all values of / in terms of the

values of /x, and /x', for all values of /.

75. If M is any module of rank n in Xi, x^, , ita, ond Mo the

equivalent H-module in x^, ..., a*„, x^, and fi.,n the number of modular

equations of {M^j:^=q of degree m, then the number of modular equations

of Mfor degree m is

This is immediately seen by considering the scheme of § 59

carried as far as degree m. The number of rows in the compartments

0, 1, 2, ...,/- 1 of the inverse array is the number of power

products of degree ^ /- 1, and each such power product inverted

represents a modular equation of (J/o)^^_o- This number is therefore

1 +/X1 + /1X2+ ... ^-/xj_i. The numbers of rows in the succeeding com-
partments are /xj, /x,+j, ..., /x„

; and II,n is the total number of rows,

viz. l + /xi + /x.+ ...+/x„.

Also the total number of modular equations of M, or the sum of the

multiplicities of its simple modules, is equal to the multiplicity of

6—2
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76. If M' is any module of rank n and /x' the sum of the multi-

plicities of its simple modules, we can choose n members Fi, F.,, ..., F,i

of 31' such that the resultant of their terms of highest degree does

not vanish. If then the sum of the multiplicities of the simple

modules of M={Fi, F^, ..., Fn) is /a the sum of the multiplicities of

the simple modules of 31/31' is />i-/a' (§§ 71, 73), and if 31/31' =31"

then 31/31" =31'. The important point is that 31' is unrestricted

except that it is composed of simple modules. The simple modules of

31 are principal systems, but not those of 31'. These remarks are

intended to point out the generality of the following theorem.

If {Fi, F-i, ..., Fr/) is an H-basis of a module 31 of rank n, and
31' any module contained in 31, and 31" the residual module 31/31'

,

then 31', 31" are mutually residual with respect to 31, and

H'l'- H"i" = H'i'+i''- Hv' = Hi' — H"v + 1",

ivhere l' + l" -^ 7i + I is the sum of the degrees of Fi, F^, ... , Fn, and Hi,

H'l, H"i are the numbers of modular equations of 31, 31' ,
31" fon'

degree I.

This gives the values of H"i for all values of / in terms of the

values of H'l for all values of / ; for Hi is known by § 58.

The theorem is a generalization of the Brill-Noether reciprocity

theorem (BN, p. 280, §5, "Der Rieraann-Roch'sche Satz"). It ex-

presses the reciprocal relations between the numbers of the conditions

which must be satisfied by members of 31' and 31" in order that the

product M'31" may contain 31.

A somewhat more general theorem is the following

:

If {Fi, F2, •-, F]^ is an H-basis of a module 31 of rank n such

that the H-niodule determined by the terms of highest degree in

Fi, F2, •••, Fk is a principal system with characteristic number y, and

if 31' is any module contained in 31, and 31" the residual module

31/31', then 31', 31" are mutually residual with respect to 31, and

H'v-H"i=H'v^i'-Hi> = Hi-H"r^i, where /' + /" = y-2.

We shall prove this more general theorem which includes the other.

We must prove first that the simple modules of 31 are all principal

systems*. Let 3Io, 3Iu', 31^' be the ^-modules in cci, x^, ..., Xn, Xo

equivalent to 31, 31', 31". Then (jyoX,=o is a principal system ; and

* The converse that if M is a module of rank n whose simple modules are all

principal systems (^/o)io=o ^^ ^ principal system is not true. For example, if M
is the moilule in 2 variables determined by 3 points in a plane, then (iV^)- =o has

the modular equations a;i~'=.T2~' = l = 0, and is not a principal system.
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the multiplicities /*, /*', /*" of (3f,)a:j,=o, {M^\^,>, {Mo"\=f, are the sums

of the multiplicities of the simple modules of M, JT, M" (§ 75). Let

Q be the module determined by the a points forming the spread of M,
and Q' the residual module M:Q'. Also let ^o', ^o" be the ^-modules

equivalent to Q, Q'. Then, since QQ' contains M, Qo'Qo" contains

J/o, and (Qo'^o ")^=o contains (Jl/o)xo=o, which is a principal system.

Hence also (Qo"\=o contains (J/o).r«=o/($o')iy,=o whose multiplicity is

fi — a.: i.e. the sum of the multiplicities of the simple modules of

Q" ^ fi — a. This is only possible when the simple modules of 3/ are

all principal systems ; for if [^i, ..., Ef,] is the simple module of J/ at

the point P (say), the corresponding simple modules of Q', Q" are P and

[Ej,B.2, ..., Bh]'P, and the multiplicity of the latter is k less than that

of [Ei,E2, ...,Eh]; so that ft-2^>/x-a, lk^a = a, and ^ = 1. It

follows that M' and J/" are mutually residual with respect to M.
It also follows that /x = /i' + /i", and that (3Io\^^o and (3/o")i^=o are

mutually residual with respect to (Mo)x^^o- Hence MV+i+/*"r = /*r+i =/*i-

(.§ 74). Also H'l =l+fi^' + fju.'+ ...+ /!.',.(% 75). Hence

= (/*V+i + A*'; +2 + • • • + mV+i-) + (I + /*i" + f^"+ ••+ P-"i')

= 1 + (/r+r + th") + (/*V+i--i + th") + • • - + (mV+i+ m'V)

= 1 +/ii+/i^4- ...+fir = Hi';

i.e. jfiTV - ^"r = H'l'+i" — Hr = III - H"r+r.

Modular Equations of Unmixed Modules

77. We have hitherto specially considered modules of rank ii,

that is, modules which resolve into simple modules. The jfiT-module

of rank n is of a special t)*pe, since it is itself a simple module, "and its

equations are homogeneous. The general case of a module of rank n

is therefore that of a module which is not an ZT-module. When
however we consider a module of i'ank < n it is of some advantage to

replace it by its equivalent /T-module, which is of the same rank but

of greater dimensions by 1. We shall not avoid by this means the

consideration of modules which are not ^-modules, but the results

obtained will be expressed more conveniently. We shall therefore

assume that the given module J/ whose modular equations and pro-

perties are to be discussed is an ^-module in n variables Xi, x^, ..., x^.
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By treating any If-moduleM of rank r (whether mixed or unmixed)

as a module 3/*'"' iu r variables Xi, 0:2, , a^r^^ will resolve into simple

modules and have only a finite number of modular equations, viz. a

number /x equal to the sum of the multiplicities of its simple modules.

The unknowns in the modular equations will be represented by negative

power products of a^j, ^.,, ...,av while the coefficients will be whole

functions of the parameters Xr+i, -, ^m- The module determined by

these modular equations will be unmixed, viz. the l.c.m. of all the

primary modules of 31 of rank r (§ 43) ; and will be the module 31
itself if 31 is unmixed. We proceed to discuss these equations and

shall call them the r-dimensional modular equations of 31(or the modular

equations of iHf*'"') since they are obtained by regarding the module 31

as a module iHf *'"' in space of r dimensions. J/**"* is not an J7-module.

The dialytic array of J/<''>. We choose any basis {F„Fo_,..., Fi)

of 3d as the basis of 3l <'">. This is not in general an /^-basis of 3P'\

The module iHf^,. i=...=x„=o determined by the highest terms of the mem-

bers of the basis of i)/'*"* is of rank r (assuming that x^, x.,, ..., x,, have

been subjected to a linear homogeneous substitution beforehand) and

is therefore a simple ^-module whose characteristic number will be

denoted by y.

Construct a dialytic array for J!/''*) whose elements are whole

functions of Xr+\, ,Xn in which each row represents an elementary

member w,i^- of 3I^''\ where w,; is a power product of Xi, Xo, ..., Xr

(cf. § 59). The first set of rows will represent the members of the

basis which are of lowest degree /, the next set a complete set of

elementary members of degree / + 1 which are linearly independent of

one another and of the complete rows in the first set, the next set a

complete set of elementary members of degree / + 2 linearly independent

of one another and of the complete rows in the first two sets, and

so on.

In comparing this with the scheme of § 59 there is the obvious

difference that the elements of the array are whole functions of

Xr^\, •••, Xn instead of pure constants ; and there is the more important

difference that the compartments I, /+ 1, ... do not necessarily condst of

independent roivs, because the array is not constructed from an H-

basis of 3I^'^\ It is only the complete rows of the array that are inde-

pendent. The elements in the compartments are all pure constants

independent of Xr+\, .", Xn- The diagram of § 59 serves perfectly

well to illustrate the dialytic array although its properties are now

different.
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111 each compartment we choose a set of independent rows such that

all the remaining rows of the compartment are dependent on them, and

we name them regular rows and eMra rows respectively, and apply the

same terms to the complete rows of which they form part. In the

compartment y the regular rows wiU form a square array, and the same

will be true of the compartments y+ 1, 7 + 2, .... Eventually a com-

partment S > y will be reached such that the number of rows in the

whole array for degree 8 is exactly /x less than the whole number of

columns, where /a is the number of modular equations of 3/''"' as men-

tioned above. After this all succeeding compartments S + 1, 8-2, ...

will consist of square arrays only without any extra rows.

We can now modify any extra row of the array by regular rows so

as to make all its elements which project beyond the columns of degree

y - 1 vanish, and this leaves its elements in the columns up to degree

y- 1 whole functions of ^r + i, •••,•?» of the same degrees as they were

before. If this is done with all the extra rows projecting beyond the

columns of degree y-1 the array may be said to be brought to its

regularform in which the whole number of rows of the array for degree

y — 1 is /i less than the whole number of columns, and all the compart-

ments y, y + 1, ... are made square. The extra rows, modified so as to

end at the columns of degree y-1, represent members of J/''"' of degree

y-1 which are not elementary members ^iFj.

We may further modify the regular form of the complete array for

degree y- 1 so as to reduce the number of rows in each compartment

y— 1, y-2, ... succes-sively to independent rows. The elements of

some of the rows of the array for degree y — 1 may thus become frac-

tional in Xr+i, ..., .r„, and the whole number of compartments will in

general be increased, so that the last (or first) compartment will be

numbered l' <l. Supposing this to be done we can choo.se a simple

complete set of remainders for J/*""' consisting of all power products of

.ri, X2, •,JCr of degree </' and as many power products of each

degree I" ^ /' as the number of columns of the compartment /" exceeds

the number of rows of the same. We denote these power products in

ascending degree by wi, w.,, ..., w^ (so that u>i = l) and all remaining
power products to infinity in ascending degree by w^ + 1, 0)^+2, .... The
two series a>],w.>, ...,ta^ and w,u + ],w^^o, ... overlap in respect to the

degrees of their terms.

The basis ofM used for constructing the dialytic array of J/'*"' must
be one in which each member is of the same degree m x^, x.2, ..., Xra&m
Xi, x-i, ..., Xn. We shall say tliat M is a perfect module if the array
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of M^'''> as originally constructed has no extra rows, i.e. if the basis

(Fi, F,, ..., F,) is an ^-basis of iJ/w

78. Solution of the dialytic equations of J/*''. We return

to what has been called above the regular form of the dialytic array

of J/''">. Each row represents a member of il/*'"* and supplies a

congruence equation mod J/*'"'. Solving these equations, regarding

w,oi+], t^M+'-i' ••as the unknowns, we have

Diiip + Dy^wi + Dp2oy2+ ... +Z>p^w^ = OmodiV'"' (;j = /u,-f 1, /a+ 2, ...).

There are two slightly different cases according as the degree of

<jip < y or ^ y. If Wj, is of degree < y we use the regular form of the

array for degree y — 1 for solving for w^. D is then the determinant

of this array formed from the columns corresponding to w^^^+i, w^+-2, -•,

and Dpi the determinant formed from the columns corresponding to

w^+i, ..., a>p_i, coj, 0)^^+1, .... If Wp is of degree ^ y we must use the

array up to the degree of w^, in order to solve for w,,. D is the same

as in the former case except for a factor independent of Xr+i, •••, .^h

(since the compartments y, y + 1 , • • • are square and all their elements

are pure constants) by which the equation can be divided. Also Dpi

is a sum of products of determinants of the regular form of the array for

degree y ~ 1 with determinants from the remaining rows of the larger

array, so that the n.c. f. of the determinants of the array for degree

y - 1 can be divided out, and we obtain in both cases

(A) Eo)p + EpiWi + ... + Bpfj,iOf^ = Omod3/^'"> (^j = /*+ 1, /u,-f 2, ...).

This equation is homogeneous in .Ti, x^, ••, ^'n, and each Bpt is

homogeneous in ^,.+i, ..., a-n. Also, owing to the fact that the re-

mainders Wj, W.2, ..., o)^ are a simple set, each u)p is congruent modil/'"**

to a linear combination of those power products W], w^, ..., w^ which

are of equal or less degree than Wp. Hence Rpi vanishes if the degree

of Wi exceeds the degree of Wp. Also E=l ifMis perfect (cf. ^ 81).

79. The modular equations of J/<''. If the coefficient of

u}p = Xi^xt^...Xr'' in the general member of 3/'''> of any degree is

represented by w_^, = (.r/''.r./^..a'/''")~' we have

w-iWi + w_oW2+ ... -^(ji.pttip + ... = mod 3/**"^

and, by (A),
oc

^(w_]Wi+... + o)_^w^)= 2 (o_,, (^,,iWi + i?p2<«2 + --- + ^i>/oiW^) mod J/''"'.

P = M+ 1
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Here coefficients of wi, o).., ..., w^ on both sides are equal, i.e.

(B) i?a,_,= 2 ^^,o>_^ (/=1, 2, ...,/*).

This is the complete system of modular equations of M^^\ or r-dimen-

sional modular equations of M, and the system includes all its own

derivates. R and all the Rp, are definite whole functions ofxr+i, -••, ^n-

If any other complete system were given and solved for ci>_i, o)_2, ..., <u-^

in terms of w_^_j, iii_^_^, ... the result would be the unique system (B).

Since in (A) Rotp and ^p,w, are of the same degree in .ri, j*? •••, -^nj

so in (B), jKcu_, and Rpi^-p are of the same degree, i.e. all terms in one

equation (B) are of the same degree in j-j, ^r^, ..., ^„. Also since (§ 78)

Rpi vanishes if the degree of w, exceeds the degree of w^ there is no o>_p

on the right-hand side o/'(B) of less absolute degree than <•)_,; but every

o>_p of the same degree as w-, and not among w_i, ai_2, ..., w_^ will

appear on the right-hand side of (B).

(B) is the complete system of r-dimensional equations of the L. CM.

of all the primary modules of J/ of rank r ; and will decompose into

separate distinct systems corresponding to the separate primary

modules of rank ;• if J/ has more than one irreducible spread of rank r.

The 7i-dimensional equations. We can obtain the whole system of

w-dimensional equations of ^/corresponding to the system (B) as follows

:

o}-p or {xx^x.2'^...xf'^)~^ represents the whole coefficient oi a-i'^Kr.!'-....
r/'"

in the general member of J/<'">, i.e. it stands for

the summation extending to all values of pr+i, ••, Pn only. If this be

substituted for each (.r/^ . . ;r/')~' in each of the equations (B) the

whole coefficients of the power products of Xr+i, •••, x^ will represent

the ?j-dimensional e<^iuations. This will be the whole system of

n-dimensional equations of M if J/ ?> unmixed, as tee shall assume

hereafter is the case.

The whole system of modular equations of a mixed module may be

regarded as consisting of the separate systems corresponding to the

primary modules into which it resolves.

80. The system of homogeneous equations

(C) i?a._, = 2/?p,a,_p (/=1, 2, ...,/x)

obtained from the system (B) by retaining only those terms on the right

hand in which Rpi and w.^, are of the same degrees as R and a)_,
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respectively is the complete system of equations of the simple H-module

determined by the highest terms in cci, x^, ..., Xr of the members of an
H-basis of J/C"'.

This can be seen by considering the diagram of § 59 assuming that

it had been constructed from an ^-basis of J/*'*'. The compartments

/, /+ 1, / + 2, ... in the two arrays in §59 are the dialytic and inverse

arrays of the simple ZT-module determined by the highest terms of the

members of the ^-basis ; and the modular equations of this simple

^-module are represented by the compartments 0, 1, ..., /, ^+1, ...

of the inverse array. The system (C) is that which is represented by
the compartments of the inverse array.

81. If B -\ the module M {assumed unmixed) is perfect. Since

M is unmixed every whole member of J/*'') is a member of J/ (§43).

Also, since ^=1, there is an inverse array of iV/<''' each of whose

compartments consists of independent rows in which all the elements

are pure constants. Hence there is a corresponding dialytic array

having the same property. From this it follows thatM is perfect (§77).

82. The r-dimensional and /7-dimensional equations

of M.

If the system (B) is a principal system, i.e. if all its e(i[uations are

derivates of a single one of them, each simple module of J/''* is a

principal system ; for if F is a polynomial containing all the simple

modules of J/*'' except one, then M^'''^l{F) is the last one, and is

a principal system (§ 62). The converse is also true (see § 72). Also

the unmixed module M in n variables is a principal system, as we

proceed to prove.

Let the r-dimensional equation of which all the equations of the

system (B) are derivates be
00

where Rp^,p.^,...,p^ is a homogeneous polynomial in Xr+i, , x,, of

degree Pi+p2+ • +Pr + ^- The integer 8 may be negative, but the

more unfavourable case for the proof is that in which it is positive.

Let Cp^^p^ p^ be the coefficient of
^^''^l---

^»^" in ^pj.p^, ...,Pr'
®^ *^^*

Pr+\ + +Pn=Pi + • +Pr + ^- To couvcrt thc equatiou into an n-

dimensional equation we put
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as in § 79, and we have

P q

or, e<iuating the whole coefficient of J^/^J- -^w* to zero,

p

which is homogeneous and of absolute degree /r+i + • • + A. - S-

Similarly the general w-dimensional equation obtained from the

coefficient of x"''-+^...xj"'* in the ^/^...r/''-derivate of (1) is

2cp..p,.....p.(;r,^-^..^/^-V;;+l^-^'^^..;r,"--'^r = 0, (3)
p

where t^, ..., fr, nir+i, ..., »J» are any n fixed positive integers (in-

cluding zeros) such that ^i+ ... +^r'^ a fixed limit t (since there are

only a finite number of linearly independent derivates of the original

r-dimensional equation) and (.r/^-^'.-.^/'-'^j-;";^^-^'...^,"""''")-^ is

zero if any one of the indices /?i-^i, ..., pr—tr, mr+i—pr+\, -i ^n—Pn
is negative.

Consider all the n-dimensional modular equations of degree I, that

is, all the equations of the system (3) of absolute degree /. The

absolute degree of (3) is

rrir^i + . . . + m„ - 8 - fi - . .
.
- ^r = ^.

Hence each of /Wr+i, •••» w„ is equal to or less than 1+8+ t; and

every equation (3) of absolute degree I is a derivate of the single

equation (2) if Ir+i, , /„ are all chosen as high as 1 + 8+ t. Hence

there is a single equation of which all the modular equations ofM of

degree /are derivates, and any equation (2) in which Ir+i, ••., l„ are

not numerically specified will serve for the single equation.

It follows that the inverse system of any module M has a finite basis

[El, E.2, ..., Ek\ ; for J/ resolves into a finite number of primary

modules of the same or of different ranks, and each primary module

of rank r has a finite number of r-dimensional equations, and a smaller

number of r-dimensional equations of which all the others are derivates,

and an equal or still smaller number of n-dimensional equations of

which all the others are derivates.

83. If (B) is a principal system it does not foUow that (C) is a

principal system (footnote §76). If however (G) is a principal system
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(B) is a principal system. For the basis equation of the system (C)

must be the homogeneous equation

and all the other equations of (C) must be of less absolute degree.

Now the system (B) is unique and any equation obtained from it

R^ W_i + ^2<^-2 + • • • + RpOi-p + . . . =

must be the result of multiplying the equations of (B) by R^, R^-i, .,Ri

and adding and dividing out R. Hence the equation
CO

R<^-i= "^RpiOi-p

is exactly the same derivate of Roi-n = ^Rpf^o-p as the corresponding

homogeneous equation R(a_i = 'S,Rj,i(D_p is of R<Ji-^ = %Rp^i>i_p.

If (C) is a principal system the formulae of § 76 apply to any two

modules M', M" mutually residual with respect to J/ when regarded

as modules in r variables. If (B) is a principal system, but not (C),

the formula /x = /x' + ij." applies, where ix, /u.', fx" are the numbers of

equations in the systems (B), (B'), (B") for M, M\ M". This follows

from § 73 by summing for all the simple modules of il/*'"'.

84. Modular equations of an //-module of the principal

class.

In the case of an ^-module (i^i, F^, ..., Fr) of rank r (C) is a

principal system (§71); and R=\, since {F^, F., .., F,.) is an H-

basis of J/<''> (§ 49). Also, if F^, F., ..., F^ are of degrees l^, k, ..., k,

a complete set of remainders for Jif"* consists of the /i/a--- 4 factors

of Xx^~^Xi'^''^ ...Xr^~^, since this is a complete set of remainders for

{xi^, Xi\ ..., xj''), cf. §58. Hence the system (B) for 31 consists of

the single equation

{x,''-'

.

.
.
xj'-y^ = 2 Rp^,

,^ ,,. (xf\r.r- . .
.
x,'0-' (4)

and its derivates, where ]h+ . - . +pr^li+ •• +lr-r, and consequently

Pi ^ li for one value at least of i. The corresponding M-diraensional

equation is (§ 82)

9

or, by equating coefficients oi x'^\ ^...r„" ^ on both sides,

{Xi Xi ...Xn ) -^Cp^^p^ p^^^Xi ...Xr X^_^^ . .
. U7„ ; .

P
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When Fi, F., ••, Fr are general with letters for coefficients, the

Cj^ p, p^ are rational functions of the coefficients and on multiplying

up by their common denominator K we can write the equation

Kixyxt-\..-vyV = ^K,^,,.^ ,^{xr'x,^...x:*)-\ ...(5)

p

where Pi+ Pi^ • +Pn = /i + 4 --•-•+/« - n, and at least one pi ^ /,

(<= 1, -2, ..., r) and every pj <lj (j ^ r+ 1, ..., n). This is the n-

dimensional modular equation of (Fi, F., , Fr) of which aU others

are derivates, Ir+u , /« being unspecified numerically. More ex-

plicitly it is the unique modular equation of the simple module

(Fi, F.„ ..., Fr, J;:i\, ..., .r,/"); for it is a relation satisfied by the

coefficients of the general member of (Fi, F., ..., Fr) of degree

/i
4- 4 + . . . 4- /„ - B in which Pj<lj (j =^r + l, ..., n), i.e. it is the unique

relation (§ 58) satisfied by the coefficients of the general member of

(F„...,Fr,x[%,...,xJ-^)

of degree l^ + ...+ln-n. The coefficients ^p^,p.^ p„ are whole

functions of the coefficients of Fi, F., ..., Fr of a similar kind to the

resultant of (F^, ..., Fr, ^^y+v •' •^'''") ^^^ ^^ degree 1 less than this

resultant in the coefficients of each of Fi, F^, ..., Fr, viz. of degree

Li - 1 in the coefficients of Fi where Z,/,- = liL...ln = L. The vanishing

of Kp^^
,,.^, ..., p^ is the condition that

x,''x,^...x:'^ = Omodi{F„ F,, ..., Fr, x';:i\, ..., .r/")

(§61, since the ^i^'x2''-...jr/"-derivate of (5) then vanishes), whereas

the non-vanishing of the resultant is the condition that every power

product of degree 1^+ ... + 1,^
— 71+1 is a member of the module. It is

probable that some of the quantities ^pj,p.„ ...,p„ factorise but that

they have not all a common factor. The resultant of

(F„F.,,...,Fr,x';.t\,...,xJ'^)

is <-V '"(§«)•

85. Whole basis of the system inverse to M^''\ The

simplest whole basis [£"1, F., •••, Fu] of the /--dimensional system inverse

to an unmixed ZT-module J/ of rank r, or the simplest expression for the

system of ei^uations (B), satisfies the following conditions : (i) each

Ei {i-1, 2, ..., k) is a whole member of the inverse system, i.e. its

coefficients are whole functions of the parameters Xr+i, •••, x^;
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(ii) all the members Ei, E,, •, E,, are relevant; (iii) any whole

member of the system [Ei, E.2, ..., E,^ is of tlie form

Xi . Ex + X^ . E2+ ... + X,, • Eh,

where Xi, X^, ..., Xn are whole functions of ^v+i, •••, Xn as well as

of Xi, x^, ..., Xr) (iv) El, E., ..., Eu have as high absolute under-

degrees in x^, x^, •••, Xr as possible. A whole basis, as distinguished

from a simplest whole basis, is defined by (i) and (iii).

A basis (i^i, F.^, ..., Fk) of J/ furnishes a whole basis o( M^''\ and

any whole basis of M^'"> satisfying the condition con-esponding to

(iii) above is a basis oi M. A simplest whole basis* of J/^'' is one in

which the degrees of Fi, F^, , F„ m x^, x., ..., x,. are as low as

possible.

If {Fi, F2, ..., Fr) is any module of rank r containing M such

that {Fx, jPs, •••, i'"'r)a.,^i=...=x„=o is of rank r, and M= (F„ F^, ..., Fw),

and the degrees of Fr^i, , F^ in Xx, x^, , x,- are as low as possible,

the basis {Fi, F^, , Fu) will be called a ivhole basis of J/<'' in

reference to {Fi, F^, ..., Fr). All of -^,+1, ..., i'V are to be relevant,

but some or all of i^i, F^, , F,. may be irrelevant for a basis of M.

86. Properties of //-modules mutually residual with
respect to an //-module of the principal class.

Leti^i, F2,-.,Fr, of degrees l^, L, ...,1,., be any r members of the

unmixed ^-module M of rank r such that

is of rank r ; and let 31' be the residual module (i^,, F^, , Fr)/3I.

Also let (Fi, ..., Fr, F'r+i, •, F'r+h) be a whole basis of l/'C' in

reference to (Fi, F^, ..., Fr) = [E]. Since F'r+i is of as low degree

in Xi, X2, ..., Xr as possible the terms of F'r+i of highest degree in

Xi, X2, ...,«,. do not form a member of the module

(Fi, F., ..., i'T).v+i = ...=x„=o,

and are therefore of degree /',.+i ^ /j + 4 + ••• + A- - ?' iu Xi, x^, ..., Xr.

Also, since E begins with terms which represent the modular equation

* A simplest whole basis of il/C' is a whole basis which approaches most nearly

to an H-basis ; but is not necessarily an Jf-basis. For example,

(.riS Xj3z2, XiX-y^, To*, Xi^ X^^ + Xi^X^Xi, X^^X^ + Xi^X-^X^)

is the basis of a module M of rank 2, and a simplest whole basis of M '-', but not an

H-basis of M'-'; since Xi^x^-X'i^x^ is needed for an /f- basis of il/t2), i,ut is irrelevant

for a basis ofM or whole basis of ilf C^'.
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of {F„ F,, ..., i^^)^^^j=...=x„=o of degree h + l,+ ... +lr-r, F'r^i.E

will begin with terms of absolute degree ^ + ... + 4- »"-
^'r+. in

cc^, a:., ..., scr which do not vanish identically.

Now M, M' are mutually residual with respect to {F^, ..„ Fr) or

\_E\ Hence

3f=[^]/3/'= [^-j/CFx, ..., Fr, F'r,„ ..., F'r,^)

= [i^V+1 . F, F'r,.. E,..., F'r^n . El
This basis of the r-dimensional system inverse to J/ is a simplest

whole basis [Ei, E^, ..., Ek] as defined in §85. x\ll its members are

relevant, for if (say)

F'r+k . E= {A\F'r,i + ... + AVli^'r+A-l) . E,

then

F'r,,-X,F'r.,-...-Xn-,F'r,n-i = Omod(F„ F„ ..., Fr),

which is not the case. Also any ;•-dimensional modular equation of

3/ is a derivate of E~ 0, and if a whole equation, is F'. E= 0, where

F' is a whole functiou of a*i, aro, ..., ;r„, since [E] is a whole basis
;

and if F is any member of M, FF'. E vanishes identically, i.e.

i^jP'=Omod(i^i, F., .... Fr)
and

F'=OmodM' = A\F'r,i+...+A\F'r+^modiFi, F,, ..., Fr),

and F'.E = A\.E\ + X2.E.+ ..+X„.E\.

Finally the absolute underdegrees of Ei, E.2, .., E^ are as high as

possible since the degrees of F'r+i, ..., jPV+a in a\, x^, ..., Xr are as

low as possible. The coefficients of the terms in Ei and F'r^i which

involve the parameters ar^+i, ..., x^ to the least degree involve them

to the same degree, so that E^, E., , En and F'r^.i, F'r+2, •, F'r^n

are of the same degree of complexity in this respect.

It follows from the above that if M' is the residual of a given

unmixed H-module M of rank r with respect to any H-module

{Fi, Fn, ..., Fr) of rank r containing 31, and if

M' = {F„ F,, ..., Fr, F'r^u ..., F'r^,).

where i^V+i, •••, F'r+h are all relevant, then h is a fixed number
independent of the choice of F^, F.y, ..., Fr, viz. the number of members
in a simplest whole basis [E^, E^, ..., Ek] of the system inverse to J/<'">.

Also if the degrees of F'r+i, ..., F'r+h in respect to Xj, x.., ..., Xr are

made as low as possible the degree of F'r+t in respect to Xi, a*,, ..., Xr
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is l-ai and in respect to x^, a\, ..., x^ is l-ai+ (3;, where I is the

sum of the degrees o/F„ F., ..., F,. diminished by r, a^ is the absolute

degree of the terms with which Ei begins, and Pi is the degree of the

coefficients of these terms in Xr+i, •.., x^.

87. The Theorem of Residuation. As in the last article

let 31 be any unmixed ^-module of rank r, and (F^, F2, ..., Fr) any
module of rank r containing 31, and 31' the residual module
(Fy, Fo, ..., Fr)/3I, so that 31, 31' are mutually residual with respect

to (Fi, F2, ..., Fr). In geometrical terminology 31, 31' are residuals

on (F.2, Fs, ..., F,) determined by the section F^. Replace F^ by
another member F^ of 31, which we will suppose to be of the same
degree as F^, giving another section of (F.,, F3, ..., Fr) through 31,

and let 3Ii' = {Fi, F^, ..., Fr)/3I be the residual section or module.

Also let i'^' be a section through 31',

F' being of the same degree as Fi,

and if, - {F',F„ ..., Fr) 131' the

residual section or module. Then 31',

3Ii are coresidual on {F^_, F3, ..., F-)

having a common residual 31; and

3Ii is any other residual of 3f'. The

theorem of residuation says that every

residual 3Ii of 31' on (F2, F3, ..., Fr) is also a residual of 3Ii, i.e. to

every section F' through 31' there corresponds a section F through 3Ii'

having the same residual section on (F2, F^, ..., Fr). This theorem is

a generalization of Sylvester's theory of residuation (Salmon's Higher

Plane Curves, Chap, v) and the Restsatz of Brill and Noether*

(BN, p. 271). Besides this relation oi 31' to 3Ii there are properties

connecting them both with 31 which are proved in the last article, viz.

the number of members over and above Fi, Fo,., Fr (or F-i', Fo,..., F,)

required for a basis of 31' (or M^) is equal to the number of members

required for a whole basis of the system inverse to J/*'' ; and the

number of members required for a whole basis of the system inverse to

JW'*'"' (or Mi^^^) is equal to the number of members over and above

Fu F2, ..., Fr (or Fi, F2, ..., Fr) required for a basis of 31.

* It would be more correct to say that the Bestsatz can be deduced from

the theorem proved here; but not such extensions of it as have been made to

surfaces etc., because these bring in mixed modules. The module M may be

composed of any primary modules of rank r; and corresponding to each one which

is not of the principal Noetherian class M' must contain a residual primary module

with the same spread.
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The polynomials Fi, Fi, F' aaid the modules 31, M', Mi, Mi

having been defined as above it is required to prove that there exists

a polynomial F such that Mi, Mi' are mutually residual with respect

to (F, Fo, "-, Fr). Let /x, /«.', /*!, ft/ be the numbers of r-dimensional

modular equations of 31, 31', 3Ii, 3Ii ; then

fi.+ fL =11. + fi.1 -fi! +lii-lili...lr

and therefore each equals /t, +/ii'. Let </», 41, ^, 0i' be general mem-

bers of 31, 31', Ml, Ml with coefficients involving linear parameters.

Then

F'Fi' = mod MM' - mod (Fi, F,, ...,Fr) = FFi mod (F,, . . ., Fr),

(1)

where F is a polynomial of the same degree as Fi, jP/, F'. Also

F,<l>i' = mod J/J/j' = Xi'Fi' mod (F.,...,Fr), (2)

and 4<f>i'
= mod MMi = XF; mod {F., ..., F;);

hence by cross multiplying and dividing out <i>iFi,

A7<^ = Xi^i models, •.., Fr)^Qmo^{Fi, F,, ..., Fr),

:. A7 = 0mod(i^„ F., ..., Fr)l3I=QmQA3I'.

Similarly Fi<i>i - mod 3/
'J/x =X 'F' mod {F.^, ..., Fr), (3)

where X' = OmodJ/;
.-. X'X^ = 0moA3I3I' = XiFimodi{F.„ ..., Fr) (4)

Multiplying (1), (2), (3), (4), and dividing out F'FiFi^X'Xi,

<t>i4i' = XiFjnod(F,, ..., i^,) = Omod(i^. F„ ..., Fr).

Hence 3Ii3Ii' contains (F, F., •., Fr) ; and since J/j, 3/j' have only

Ml J H-i /'-dimensional modular equations, while (F, F.^, ..., Fr) has

Mi+Mi' and is a principal system, it follows that J//''^, J//'''^ and con-

sequently 3Ii, 3Ii, are mutually residual with respect to (F, F^,-., Fr).

The theorem has been proved on the supposition that the modules

are ^-modules and the degrees of Fi, Fi, F' are equal; but it is

true without any of these restrictions. In the case of modules which

are not /^-modules the region at infinity must be regarded as non-

existent and the usual conception of residual and coresidual must be

slightly extended. Thus if through a point P on a plane cubic curve

two lines are drawn parallel to two asymptotes cutting the curve again

in Q, B, then F is residual to Q and Ji, and Q, R are coresidual. If

through Q a line is drawn cutting the curve again in two points these

two are residual to R, i.e. a curve (viz. a conic) can be drawn through

them and R which does not meet the curve again except at infinity.

M. 7
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As an illustration of the general theorem we may suppose M to be any

unmixed module of rank 2 in space of three dimensions. Then Fi,

F2 are any two surfaces containing M whose whole intersection con-

sists of a finite number of irreducible spreads (excluding infinity)

;

and to each spread or curve corresponds a primary principal system of

{Fi, Fo). M contains a certain part of some of these principal

systems and no part of others ; M' has to contain the whole of the

latter and the residual part of each of the former. These conditions

determine M', and similarly for M^ and Mi.

88. Perfect Modules. Definition. If a module Jf of rank

r in w variables and the corresponding module J/''"' in r variables have

a common ^-basis of which each member is of the same degree in

the r variables as in the n variables then M is called a perfect module.

Any module of rank n is perfect, by definition.

All unmixed H-module of rank n-1 is perfect ; for its basis is an

^-basis of 3/("-i>.

A7i H-module of the principal class is perfect (§ 49).

A module of the principal class which is not an H-module is not

necessarily perfect. For example, the module (^1", x» + x-^x^ whose

^-basis is {x^, XiXo, xi, x.2 + x-^x-^, § 38, is not perfect since x^ + XiX^ is

of less degree in Xi, x» than in Xi, x^, X3.

A prime module is not necessarily perfect. For example, the prime

module of rank 2 whose spread is given by m = Xmi = X-'m3 = A*?<4, where

u, Ui, Us, M4 are linear, has an ^-basis

(uUi - U1U3, m/ - U^Us, Ui^Ui - UUi, UiU^ - ui) = (y,/ , /a, /a)

and no other member than uu^, — u^Us of degree 2. But it has a second

member X^f + A2/2 + A3/3 + {k^Xi + K^^f which can be made of degree 2

in Xi, x-i] hence it is not perfect.

89. An H-module M of rank r is perfect or not according a^ the

multiplicity of the simple module Mxr+i=...=xn=Q *^ equal to or greater

than the number of modular equations of Jf"' or of 3I^\^_^^=...=xn=o-

The difference between the two numbers when Mis unmixed is the total

number of ext?'a rows of the dialytic array of J/'''* when carried as far

as degree 8 (§ 77), and when Mis mixed is still greater. The property

affords the simplest test for deciding whether a given module is perfect

or not ; for the two numbers can generally be found. For example,

the prime module M in § 88 is of rank 2 and order 4, while the

multiplicity of 3Ia-,=...=.cn=o is 5, so that 31 is not perfect. The
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property may also be stated in the form that an H-module M of rank r

is perfect or not according as J/*'^*j-r+j=...=i„=o is perfect (i.e. unmixed)

or not.

90. A perfect module is unmixed. If M is perfect the module

J/*'"' has an ^-hasis of which each member has its highest terms

independent of the parameters Xr+i, , x^. Hence the dialytic arra)*

of J/'*"* constructed from an Z^-basis has pure constants for the

elements in all its compartments; and a non-vanishing determinant D
can be selected from the array for any degree t which is a pure con-

stant. Let ^F be a member of M, where </> is a whole function of the

parameters only. Then i^ is a member ofM *'"' and if we insert a row

in the array representing i^it will be dependent on the rest, i.e.

F=\,F, + X,i^,+ ... +Xpi^p,

where F^, F», ..., Fp are the members of J/^"") represented by the rows

of the array, and Aj, X,, ..., \p are rational functions of .tv+u •••, x^.

Equating coefficients on the two sides of power products of x^, Xi, ...,Xr

corresponding to the columns of the determinant D mentioned above,

and solving for Aj, A.,, ..., Ap, we see that XiD and consequently A, is

a whole function of Xr+i, .., x„. Hence i^ is a member of M, since

Fi, F.2, ..., Fp are all members of M; and </>i^=0mod3/ requires

F= mod J/. Hence J/ is unmixed.

IfMis a perfect module oj rank r and M' a module in ^r+i> •,^n
(indejjendent of Xi, x^, ••-, x^ the l.c.m. of M, M' is the same as their

product MM'. For if the F above is a member of the l.c.m. of M,
M' the elements in the row representing i^ are all members of M', and

the A, are linear functions of them and therefore also members of M'.

Hence
i^- 2 A,i^, = modMM ', i.e. [M, M'] = MM',

since A^ = mod M' and Fi-0 mod M.

91. The number Hi of modular equations of degree I of a perfect

H-yyiodule M of rank r is the coefficient of .?/ in

(1 + /iio: 4- /A.,^ + ... + fty-xx''~^) {l-xY'",

where y is the characteristic number, and /x^ the number of modular

equations of degree m, of the simple module 37zr+i=...=x„=o-

For the general member of 31 of degree / is (§ 90)

A,i^i+A.i^,+ ... +Api^p,

where Aj, A.,, ..., Ap are whole functions of Xr+i, , Xn, and cannot

vanish identically unless Aj, A.,, ..., Ap all vanish identicall)'. Hence
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the number of linearly independent members of M of degree / is the

total number of terms in \, Ag, •> \- Now the number of the

polynomials i^i, I^\, ..., Fp which are of degree m is fim less than the

number of power products of Xi, x^, ..., Xr of degree m, and the

number of terms in each corresponding X (of degree l-m) is the

coefficient of x^ in ^™ (1 - xj'^'^. Hence the number of linearly

independent members of M of degree / is less than the number of

power products of a^i, x.^, ..., x^ of degree / by the coefficient of .r' in

(1 4-/x,,ir + /A2a^+ •• ^HX^) (1 - xy~'"'
;

and this coefficient is the value oi Hi. § 75 is a particular case.

92. If M is a perfect H-module of rank r such that the shnple

module Mxj._^^=...=xn=o is a principal system, and M' a perfect H-
module of rank r contained in M, the module MjM ' is perfect.

The jx and /*' r-dimensional modular ecjuations of M and M'
begin with the /«. and /*' modular equations of 3/a-r^j=...=x„=o and

M'xy^-^=...^Xn=o- Also the ^- f*-' r-dimensional modular equations of

MjM' are the i'^'-derivates of the modular equations of 3/, where F'

is any member of J/', and begin with the i^'a;^+i=...=a;n=o-derivates of

the modular equations of Mx^+^=...=xn^(i, that is, with the modular

equations of J/a;^^i=:...=a;„=o/iV/V+i= ••=^n=o. These are /^-yu,' in

number, since Mr^^^=...=xn=Q is a principal system containing

iWar^^j=...=:r„=o. Hcnce MjM' is perfect (§81).

93. We may sum up some of the relations between different

kinds of modules.

A module of the principal class is unmixed and a principal system,

and in the case of an jST-module is perfect.

Any power of a module of the principal class is unmixed, and in

the case of an ^-module is perfect (§ 89, end), but is not a principal

system ; e.g. (xi, Xof is not a principal system.

A module of rank k — r + 1 whose basis is a matrix with r rows and

k columns is unmixed, and in the case of an ^-module is perfect

/O X X \
(§ 89, end), but is not a principal system ; e.g. the module (

* ^ I

\Xi X^ y}/

is not a principal syst,em.

A primary module of the principal Noetherian class is a principal

system, but not perfect.
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The following is a brief explanation of the theory of ideals of algebraic

numbers* and functions and the relation in which the theory given in the

preceding pages stands with respect to it.

Gauss {Disquisitiones Arithmeticae (1801)) was the first to consider the

laws of factorisation in a domain of whole numbers other than that of rational

whole numbei-s 0, ±1, ±2, He proved that two given complex whole

numbers a+ h J —\, c-^d J —\ {a,b,c,d rational integers) have always an

H.c.P. and that any such number is a unique product of prime factoi-s.

Kummer {J. reine angew. Math. 35 (1847), 40 (1850), 53 (1857)) in extending

the research to a larger class of whole numbers found that these properties

were no longer abs<5lut«ly true. Nevertheless he succeeded in making such

numljers amenable to all the simpler laws of rational int^ers by introducing

certain ideal numbers not existing in the domain considered ; and thus laid

the foundation of the theory of factorisation of whole algebraic numbers.

Finally Dedekind (D), by using ideals instead of ideal numbers, extended

the theory to the whole numbers of any algebraic corpus and to whole

algebraic functions of one variable (DW) ; while Kronecker (Kr) extended

the same theory of factorisation to algebraic functions in general. Kronecker

went still further ; he gave the first steps of a general theory of ideals of

algebraic functions (Kr, p. 77) under the name of modidar system*. In this

general theory factorisation plays only a subsidiary part, since an ideal which
is not prime is not in general a product of prime ideals.

Modules of whole rational functions (as defined pp. 1, 2 above) are ideals

and modules in the sense of Dedekind ; and the theory of such modules is

the necessary starting jK)int of the general theory of ideals.

An algebraic number is any root a of an algebraic equation

oo^jr'"+ ai.1-™ -» + ... + a„.=

The following are notable general accounts of the theory of algebraic numbers

:

D. Hilbert. "Bericht iiber die Theorie der algebraischen Zahlkorper" {Jaliresb.

d. dentschen Math.-Verein., Berlin (1897), Bd. iv).

H. Weber. Lehrbuch der Algebra (Brunswick, 2nd ed. (1899), Bd. ii, p. 553).

G. B. Mathews. " Number" {Ency.Brit., Cambridge, 11th ed. (1911), Vol. 19,

p. 847).

For other references to the arithmetic theory of algebraic numbers and
fnnctions see (D), (DW), (K), and (Kr), p. xiii.
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in which the coefficieMts a^, ai, ..., a,n are rational integers. We may suppose

that a^ is positive, and that ao, aj, ..,, a,„ have no common factor other than

1, and that the equation is irreducible in the rational domain. There is only

one set of values of Cq, aj, ... , a,„ satisfying these conditions for an assigned a.

a is called a whole (algebraic) number if aQ=l, and is called n fractional

number if ao4: 1. Thus an algebraic (as well as a rational) number is integral

or fractional, but cannot be both. In any case aoa is a, whole number ^, and

a=(ilao, i.e. the denominator of any fractional algebraic number a can be

rationalized, while the numerator remains a whole algebraic number /3.

All roots of any equation ^"+ Ci.r"~* + ...+c„= (whether reducible or

not) in which Cj, C2, ...,c,t are rational integers are whole algebraic numbers.

For all irreducible factors of the left-hand side are of the type

We omit the proof of this as of most other properties to be stated. Hence

any number is whole if it satisfies any equation of this ty^je.

If a, ^, y, ... are whole numbers a + /3 and a0 are also whole numbers

(D, p. 145); and so also is any whole rational function of a, /3, -y, ... with

rational integral coefficients.

A whole number a is said to have another /3 as a factor, or to be divisible

by ^, if a= /3-y, where y is a whole number.

A whole number e is called a unit if it is a factor of 1 ; or f is a unit if e

and 1/f are both whole numbers. Thus if in the above equation a„= ±a„,= l

all its roots are units.

Two whole luimbers a, /3 are said to be equivalent (as regards divisibility)

if a= f^ where e is a unit ; for then any whole number which divides either

a or ^ divides the other. Such equivalence of a, fi is denoted by a ~ /3.

A corpus of algebraic numbers is the aggregate of all rational functions

(with rational coefficients) of any finite set of given algebraic numbers

oi, 02, ..., (Ik- ^11 numbc^rs of the corpus are rational functions of a single

element

a= Ciai +0902+... +Ci.ai.,

where Ci,C2, ..., cj. are rational integers so chosen as not to be connected by

special relations.

The corpus generated by a is denoted by Q, (a) and the aggregate of alge-

braic integers included in the corpus by w (a). The order of the corpus and

of a is the degree of the irreducible equation of which a is a root.

Thus Q(l) is the corpus of rational numbers and w (1) the aggregate of

rational integers.

Any rational function of any finite number of elements of Q, (a) is an

element of Q, (a), and any whole rational function with rational integral co-

efficients of any finite number of elements of « (a) is an element of a (a).

Any corpus C (a) includes Q (1), for ala= l.

If aQa;"^+ aiX"^-^ + ...+am= is the irreducible equation of which the

element a of the corpus Q (a) is a root, the other roots a, a", ... , a*'""') are
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called the conjugates of a, and Q (a), ..., Q (a*'""^)) the conjugates of Q (a).

If a is an element of Q (a) then Q (a) is the same as Q (a), and if not, not.

The corpus generated by a, a', ..., a("'~^) is called the Galoisian domain

corresponding to Q. (a). The conjugates of any number ^=f{a) of Q (a) are

^=f(a'), ..., /3('»-J)=/(a(— D).

The product ^ ^ ... i3<'"~i) is a rational number (being a symmetric fimction

of a, a, ..., at™"')) and is called the iiorm of ^ and written norm |3.

Since ;3 and norm 3 are both numbers in Q (a), norm jS//3 is a number in

Q (a). Moreover if j3 is a number in <o{a), then /S', ..., /S*"*"^* are whole

algebraic numbers, and norm 3/jS is a number in a> (a). If /3 is a unit,

/S*, 3", ...,
3^"»~i) are all algebraic units, and norm 3= + 1. Conversely,

if ;3 is a number in a (a) such that norm 3= ±1, /3 is a unit in a>{a).

Bt —

1

Norm (aM+/3t?+...) is defined as n {d')u+^^v-\-...\ u, v, ... being inde-
t =

terminates.

Q (a) is a domain of rationality, co (a) is called a proper holoid domain

(Konig), that is, a domain in which every sum, difference and product, but

not every quotient, of two elements is an element of the domain. A proper

holoid domain in which every pair of elements a, 3 have an H. c. F. in the

domain (defined as a factor 8 of a and of 3 such that every common factor of

a, 3 is a factor oi" b) is called a complete holoid domain. a> (a) is not neces-

sarily complete.

The simplest example of this last statement is the domain a>{y/— b)

which is fully discussed by Dedekind (D, p. 73). If x=a + b .J~^5 {a,h

rational) then (a: -a)-+56^=0, and in order that x may be whole 2a and
O'+ bh^ must be rational integers, i.e. a and 6 must be integers. Consider

the two whole numbers 9, 3 (1 + ^ -b). If these have an H.c. F. in « (^/ - 5)

it must be 38, where 8 is a whole number m. ta{sj — b) which divides 3 and

\+J — b. But 3 and 1 + ^—5 are non-factorisable in to(^— b); hence 8= 1.

Hence the H. c.F. (if any) of 9, 3 (1 4-J -b) is 3 ; but 2 - J — b is a factor of

9 and 3 (1 + ^/— 5) and is not a factor of 3. Hence there is no H. c.F., and

o) (\/ — 5) is not complete. That 3 is not factorisable in «a(v' — 5) is shown

by putting 3= (a+ 6 J— b)ic-\-d J — b) from which it follows that

9= (a«+568)(c«+5cP)

and that one of a-+ bh^, c'+ bcP is 9 and the other 1, since neither Ciin be 3.

Also if d-+ bl^=9 the only solutions are rt=±3, 6= and a= ±2, 6= +1 of

which the latter must be rejected since ±2+^/— 5 does not divide 3.

Similarly for 1 + ^-5. The numbers 3, 1 + ^-5 have however a common

factor {l + sf^)/s/2 or v/- 2 + V-5 not in a(y/^^.
Another point requiring notice is the distinction between a non-

factorisable niunber and a prime number. A non-factorisable number in

0) (a) is one which has no other factors in a (a) than such as are equivalent to
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itself or 1. A prime number is one which cannot be a factor of a product

j8y without being a factor of /3 or of y. Thus 3 and 1 + J~b are both non-

factorisable in &)(>/ — 5), but neither of them is prime ; 3 is a factor of

(l + \/-5)(l — \/ — 5) but not a factor of l+,y-5 or 1-^^-5; and

1 + V — 5 is a factor of 6 but not a factor of 2 or 3.

In a complete holoid domain eoery non-factorisahle element is pnme and
every prime element is non-factorisahle (K, p. 15).

Let TT be any element of the domain which is non-factorisable, and let a^

l)e divisible by tt and ^ not divisible by v. Then the h.c.f. of j3, tt ~ 1
;

H.C.F. of 0/3, aiT~a; H.C.F. of a^, tt ~ H.C.F. of afi, air, 7r~ H.C.F; of a, tt ;

i.e. H.C.F. of a, TT ~ TT, or a is divisible by n ; hence tt is prime. Again

if TT is prime and equal to 7ri7r2, one of tt,, -^2 is divisible by tt and the

other is a unit ; hence rr is non-factorisable.

It is to be noticed that the proof depends only on the notions of product,

quotient, and h.c.f., and is therefore applicable to any domain in which each

pair of elements a, ^3 has a product a^, and an h. c. f. b (defined as above), and

may or may not have a quotient y, defined by a= ^y.

In a complete holoid domain any element which is not an infinite product

of factors {not counting unit factors) is a unique product ofprime factors if

equivalent factors are regarded as the same factor.

For any element which is not prime is a product of two factors neither of

which is a unit ; each of these again if not prime is a product of two factors,

and so on. Hence any element which is not an infinite product is a product

of prime factors pi^p^^ ...pr^. This resolution into factors is unique in the

sense of equivalence; for if jo/' ... p^ ~qx^^ ... q^", where q^, q^, ..., q» -iVQ

primes and none of them units, pi must be a factor of g-i or q-2 ... or q^, and if

a factor of q^, then pi~qi; from which the rest follows.

The domain of all algebraic integers is a complete holoid domain
(D, p. 247) but contains no prime numbers, since any number a has an

infinite number of factors, e.g. ^a. This property of completeness is peculiar

to numbers ; it does not hold for functions, not even for relatively whole

algebraic functions of a single variable.

No number in w (a) can be an infinite product, for otherwise its norm,

which is a rational integer, would be an infinite product of rational integers.

Hence if a (a) is complete each number in it is a unique product of prime

factors.

All the above remarks concerning algebraic luimbers (with the exception

noted) apply mutatis mxitandis to algebraic functions. The only diflference

is that there are two kinds of whole algebraic functions, relative and absolute.

An algebraic function is any quantity a which satisfies an algebraic

equation

in which the coefficients /!(,, x4i, ... , J„, are whole rational functions of

n variables x^., .^2, ...,.r„.
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n is called a relatively whole (algebraic) function if Jo does not involve the

variables. In this case the numerical coefficients of Jj, A-i, ..., A,„ may be

any real or complex numbers, whether algebraic or not. Moreover z is whole

relatively to Xi , x.2, ..., .*v if Jo involves x^^i, ... , x„ only.

a is called an absolutely whole (algebi-aic) function if J„= l and the

numerical coefficients of Jj, J^t ••• » -^m *re rational integers.

In the case of functions Q(l) is the corpus of rational functions, and

(o{l) the aggregate of whole rational functions.

In still continuing to speak of algebraic numbers it will be understood

that what is said applies equally to algebraic functions. In considering the

proi^erties of algebraic numbers we naturally regard the numbers of a corpus

Q (a) and the domain o> (a) included in it as the principal subject of investiga-

tion, since these answer the most nearly to the numbers of Q (1) and a> (1).

Q (a) and more especially a (a) are further subdivided. Dedekind defines

a module in X2 (a) to be the aggregate of all numbers (or functions)

0101+ 0^0-2+0303+ ...,

where oi, oo, ... are fixed elements of Q (a) and «i, 02, ... any elements of a (1),

that is, rational integei-s in the case of number modules and whole rational

functions (i-elative or absolute) in the case of function modiUe.s. If oi, a^, ...

are whole numbers, that is, elements of o> (a) instead of Q (a), the module is a

module of whole numbers. Any module of whole numbers (or functions) has

a finite basis (/xi, fio, ... , m^) ; and any module of fractions with a finite basis

(oi, Oi, ... , ojfc) is practically the same thing as a module of whole numbers,

since oj, a.,, ... , aj can be multiplied by a rational integer a so as to become

whole numbers /x,, /X), . -
. , /^t , and then any element of the module (oi, a^, . . .

, aj)

is equal to the corresponding element of the module (fii, fi-2, ...,/**) divided

by n. There are modules of fractions with infinite bases ; but they seem to

be unimportant, and it would be simpler to restrict the mejining of the term
module to a module of whole numbers or functions. A module would then

be defined as any aggi-egate of elements of co{a) such that if ai, a., are any
two elements of the module, oi + a-y and aoi are also elements of the module,

where a is any element of oj (1).

An involution of whole functions is any aggregate of elements of » (a)

such that if aj, a, are any two elements of the involution, aj +03 and caj are

also elements of the involution, where c is any constant. In the absolute

the<3ry the elements of w (a) are absolutely whole functions and c a rational

integer.

Dedekind's definition of an ideal is similar but still more fundamental.

An ideal is any aggregate of elements of o> (a) such that if oi, 02 are any two
elements of the ideal, 01 + 02 and fiai are also elements of the ideal, where /x

is any element of a (a). Every ideal has a finite basis (oj, oo, ... , a^) and Ls a

finite module (oj, 02, ..., oj) ; but not everj- module of whole niunbers or

functions is an ideal. In the domain of whole rational functions an ideal

and a module are identical.
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Kiimmer had found that the integers of a corpus did not necessarily

satisfy all the simple laws of rational integers, or in other words they need

not form a complete holoid domain. It occurred to Dedekind (and apparently

independently to Kronecker) to consider in this case not the individual

integers of a corpus only but sets of integers. For this purpose Dedekind

made use of the ideals already defined. We shall in the first place consider

ideals from a rather abstract point of view. The remarks apply also to

some extent to modules and involutions.

The aggregate of elements of an ideal (aj, ao, ..., o^) constitutes an image of

the properties possessed in common by all the elements of the aggregate, and

especially of properties of divisibility (if any) common to ai, a^, ..., ajt. The
term ideal should strictly be applied to these properties common to all

the elements, whatever they may be : but it is more convenient and

concise to define the ideal as the aggregate of elements itself. This point of

view, viz. that the ideal is a set of properties rather than a set of numbers or

functions, is the justification for saying that each element of the ideal con-

tains or is divisible by the ideal, since it possesses all the properties in

question. Kronecker makes use of another image, in some respects simpler,

viz., aiUi + a2U2 + ... + ajcUk or ai + a2ti+... +Qtit*~S where ^l, «i, «2> •••> %
are indeterminates. This is not called an ideal because the term had

already been appropriated by Dedekind with a different meaning, but it

takes the place of Dedekind's ideal.

Thus at the outset we can form a natural conception of what should

be meant by saying that an ideal (ai,a2, ..., ot) contains or is divisible by

another {^\,^2, ...,^i). The conditions should be that each of 01,02, ..., at

is an element of {^1,^21 •> ^i) ; foi" ^^ elements of (01,02, ..., at) will then

possess all the properties possessed in common by all the elements of

Oij i32> •••>/3j)> and this apart from the fact that we may be unable to state

explicitly what these properties are.

Again we can give a natural meaning to the g.c.m. and the L.C.M. of two

ideals. The g.c.m. or h.c.f. of (oj, 02, ...,0^) and (/3i,/32, ..., A) should be an

ideal (71,72? •••) contained in both such that every ideal contained in both is

contained in (yi, 72? •••) There is one and only one such ideal, viz. the ideal

(o,, 02, ...,ak,ki,(i2, ..., A)> cf. § 23. The l.c.m. should be an ideal (•yi,y2> •••)

which contains both and such that every ideal which contains both contains

(yij 'y2> •••)• Again there is one and only one such ideal, viz. the ideal whose

elements consist of all elements of « (o) contjiining both (01,02, ..., 0^.) and

Oij /32j •••) /Sj)- These elements constitute an ideal V)y definition.

But the crux lies in the difficulty of attaching a natural meaning to the

term 'product. The product of two ideals should be an ideal whose pro^^rties

consist of the product of the properties of the two ideals, and to this product

of properties we cannot attach a meaning a priori from the definition of an

ideal. Moreover the aggregate of the products of any element of (oi , 02, . . ., ot)

and any element of (/3i, /i2> •••) i^i) does not constitute an ideal. The best that

can be done is therefore to define the product of these two ideals to be the
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ideal (..., ai^j, ...), i = l, 2, ..., it,i=l, 2, ..., l. This ideal includes all products

a3 of elements of the two ideals, and in addition all sums of such products.

It could not be told beforehand to what a theory based on so tentative

a definition might lead.

We may say that the fact of an ideal containing another is a case of true

divisibility if it always follows as a necessary consequence that the first

is the product of the second and a third ideal (the converse being true

by definition). This is exactly what Dedekind proved to be the case for all

ideals of algebraic numbers and relatively whole algebraic functions of one

variable, but only by means of a long series of subsidiary theorems. It

followed that any such ideal could be uniquely expressed as a product

of prime ideals. We know however that this is not true for ideals of

functions of more than one variable, since it is not true for modules of

rational functions. Also it is not true for ideals of absolutely whole algebraic

functions of one variable ; e.g. (x) contains {x, 2)* but is not the product

of (x, 2) and a third ideal ; for the residual {x)l{x, 2) is (x), and (.r) is not

the product of (x, 2) and {x).

Kroneckei*'s theory (Kr) concerns whole algebraic functions in general,

and one of its remarkable features is that it applies to absolutely whole

as well as to relatively whole functions. The absolute theory is based

on the following fundamental theorem, which is proved by Konig (K, p. 78) :

1/ fxifii-'ifi «''e any k polynomials in Ui^u-,, ...., n any product of

coefficients of fx,ft, •••j/t taken one from each, and Hi, 112, ... ^^^ coefficients of

the polynomialfIf2 ... ft ; then n satisfies identically an equation of the type

np+n<')n''~Vn*^*n^~^+ ... +n'''>=o,

where Il(*) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree i {i= 1, 2, ..., p) in Hi, IIo, ...

with rational integral coefficients.

Kronecker gives the theorem in the second of the two memoirs referred

to in (Kr), having discovered it after the first memoir was wiitten. He
states it for two polynomials /i,/2 in a single letter u or x. Konig gives

the theorem in the more genei-al form above. It is not generally necessary to

introduce more than one letter or indeterminate ti. If we suppose /i,/2, ...,fk

to be polynomials of degrees lifL, ...,lk in a single letter u the number of

the quantities n is (li + 1) (^2+ 1) ••• (4+ 1)> while the number of the quantities

Hi , 112 , . . . (which are sums of the quantities n) is only li + l^+ .-.+lt+ l; Siodf

_ {ll + l2 + ...+ll:)'.

^
ly\h\...h\ '

* In the relative theory (x, 2) = (1), but not in the absolute theory. In the

absolute theory a module in n variables can be of rank n + 1 (cf. § 47) ; such in fact

is any module which has some rational integer (bat not unity) as a member, or

any module which has no spread and is not (1). In both the absolute and relative

theories the non-proper module (1) is without rank.

t The value found for p by Konig for the case k = 2 is (li + l.2+l)\lli\(L,+ l) !,

which is not symmetrical in li , lo . It can be proved that p need not be greater
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Let the coefficients of fi,/^, ••,fk be absolutely or relatively whole

algebraic functions of ?i variables .v^yX^, ..., .v,i. These all belong to and

determine a corpus of functions. Let Mi, Mo, ,..,31^. be the ideals deter-

mined by the coefficients of fufi-, •••^fk respectively, and M the ideal

(ill, 112,...) determined by the coefficients oi f^f^ ...fk. Then n is any

element of the basis of the ideal MiM^... M^.,eind n(') is an element of

the ideal J!/"' (and of the involution M^).

Kronecker says that a quantity n which identically satisfies an equation

of the above type (where n(*) is any element of the i^^ power of a given ideal

M) contains M in the voider sense of the word, n contains M in the strict

sense if it is an element of M, i.e. if it satisfies a linear identity of the above

type. One ideal contains another (in the wider sense) if each element of (the

basis of) the first contains the second (in the wider sense) ; and if each of two

ideals M, M' contains the other (in the wider sense) M, M' are said to be

equivalent in the wider sense. We denote such equivalence by M~ M',

having already denoted strict equivalence by M=M'. Kronecker also

remarks that (in the wider sense) if M contains M' and M' contains i/"

then M contains M". Consequently if M~ M' and M~ M" then M' ~ M".

If M, Ml, M2, ..., i/fc have the meanings given to them above we have

M~MiM2...Mk.
This conception of wider equivalence is of considerable importance, and

is specially applicable to Kronecker's theory. To any ideal M of a, given

corpus of functions there corresponds a vinique closed equivalent ideal M^t

within the corpus. The elements of Mq consist of all whole functions 11 of

the corpus which satisfy identically an equation of the type

n"+ n(') n" ~ 1+ n(2) n''-^ + . . . + n f**'= 0,

where n(*) is an element of M\ Any n which satisfies identically an

equation

n'^+ no(i) n"^ " ^+ no(2) n''"^+ . . .+ no^""^ = 0,

where Hq'*) is an element of M(,\ satisfies a linear identity of the same type

and is an element of M(,. All ideals in the corpus equivalent to M are

equivalent to Mq. A closed ideal may have relevant imbedded spreads; the

closed modiTle (^i^, a;iX2) is an example.

If {speaking in the wider sense) M' contains M" then MM' contains MM",
and conversely if MM' contains MM" then M' contains M" ; consequently

if MM' -MM" 'then M'~M".
This theorem is not true for strict (or linear) equivalence, i.e. if MM' =MM"

it does not follow that M'—M" (see § 24, Ex. i) unless M \h an unmi.xed ideal

of rank 1 (defined below).

than the smaller value given above, while for some of the products H the value of

p is less. In the cases of tbe first and last product 11 it is evident that p = l.

If l^ — l„=.1, p is 3 for the middle product H, and 6 for the others, except the first

and last.
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Let M={ai,a.>,...,ai:), J/'= (ai', 02', ..., a'if), J/"= (ai", a/, ..., a'V')-

Then if J/' contains J/" each element a of the basis of M' satisfies an

identity

a'*' + a<l)a'p-l+a(-)a'p-2 + ...+n(p)=0,

where a(') is an element of M"\ i.e. a homogeneous jx)lynomial in ai", a*", .••, a'V'

of degree i with whole fiuictions of the corpus for coefiicients. Putting

a'aj= a we have

where a(') a/ is an element of {MM")* ; hence a contains MM", i.e. J/itf

'

contains MM". Conversely, given that MM' contains MM", a'oj contains

J/J/" where a is any element of M', i.e. we have an identity

where ^/^ is an element of (J/J/")*=(ai, no, ..., an)* {ai',a.{', ..., a'V')*- Hence

this identity is homogeneous and of degree py in ai , a*,..., a^, and aiTanging it

in power products of these, each coefficient is homogeneous and of degree py in

a', oj", a2", ..., a'V- There are k such equations for the same a', viz. when
^'= 1,2,...,/-. The resultant of the k equations with respect to ai,a2,...,at

is a homogeneous equation in a, a/', 02", ..., a'V' oi degree kpip.2...pt, since it is

homogeneous and of degree pip^...pjcjpj in the coefficients of the^"**> equation.

Also since the resultant is homogeneous in a, ai", ao", ..., a'f, and is found by

a piu-ely algebraical process, we can find the coefficient of a'
*'''*^"""'** in it by

supposing all of a^'jao', ..., a'V' to be zeros. The resultant then becomes the

resultant of {a'a^)^, (a'aa)*^, ..., (a'at)"*, viz. a'*"''^"'**. The coefficient of this

term is therefore 1. Hence a contains M", 1.6. M' contains M".

The above properties are true not only for ideals but also for modules

and for involutions whether of absolutely whole or relatively whole algebraic

functions.

Kroneckers way of considering a set of whole algebraic quantities

a,),ai, ..., ai (numbers or functions) is more direct than Dedekind's. He
sets them in a frame or form*

a,,= ao+ai ?«+ a2 «"^+ ... +aj m',

where u is an indeterminate. Instead of power products of one indeterminate

?t we could use I indeterminates «i, lu, ..., Ui or jwwer products of any less

* We use the term form here and later as meaning a representation which is

not a function but is subject to algebraic laws and operations. The form becomes
a function of u if m is regarded as a variable or parameter.

The notation a„ for a form is copied from Konig ; and the notation for an ideal

J/= (00, tti, ... , aj) is the same as that used in the text for a module. Kronecker's

notation is quite different ; e.g. he uses M for an element which is denoted above
by o, and the term modular system as equivalent to divisor system or basis.
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number. The indeterniinates serve merely to sepai-ate the quantities

oq, ai, ...,aj. Kronecker then expands norma,,, in powers of u, viz.

where Fo,Fi, ..., F^ are whole rational functions of A'i,a;2, ...,^n.

If Fo, Fx, ..., Fk have an h.c.f. D, which may be a rational integer only, or

a whole rational function of x^, oc^, ...,^n, then, having regard to the fact that

norm a„ is the product of the above factors, we may say that ao, ai, ..., ai have

something in common of the nature of a factor, which may be called their

ideal common factor, and may be represented by the form a„. So long as

this factor D, which is the complete partial resolvent of rank 1 of the module

(i^Q, i^i, ..., Fj^, is only taken into account, while the partial resolvents of

higher rank are neglected, Kronecker's theory is a theory of factorisation

only.

Dedekind had established a theory of factorisation of whole algebraic

numbers, which he subsequently extended to relatively whole algebraic

functions of one variable. Considering that the factorisation of whole

rational functions is exactly parallel to that of whole rational numbers

the question naturally arises whether the factorisation of whole algebraic

functions is parallel to that of whole algebraic numbers. Kronecker proved

that it was absolutely parallel.

Kronecker says that a„ and norma„ are primitive or tinit forms if />= !.

This is legitimate in a theory of factorisation. Later he says that they

are properly primitive only if the module* (Fq, Fi, ... , F]c)= {l). If 2)4=1

then norm aJD is a unit form. Kronecker names a„/(norm a,JD) an

"algebraic modulus or divisor," which may be interpreted, an "equivalent

of a,t" in respect to divisibility and factorisation. Kcinig names a„/f„, where

e„ is any unit form in w (a), an ideal whole quantity of « (a) ; and accepts the

rather absurd paradox that the sum of two such quantities is their h.c.f. It

would be preferable to name «„/?„ an ideal whole form. He proves that such

ideal forms can be uniquely resolved (in the sense of equivalence) into products

of prime ideal forms, and shows how for a given form the prime factors can

be actually found.

To compare two forms a^ and o„' Kronecker considers the fraction Ou'/^h

and rationalizes the denominator by multiplying numerator and denominator

by norm a„/a„, which is a (strictly) whole form in a (a). If the new numerator

a„' norm anjay, is divisible by the D of the new denominator norm a„ then the

form a„' is said to be divisible by the form a„. If further the quotient of

* The module (Fo, Fi, ..., fj) is the aggregate of all whole rational functions

Af)F() + AiFx + ... + A,it\, and the ideal (jPo, Fy, ..., JFJ in the domain w(o) is the

aggregate of all functions ^oFo + ^iFi + ... +PicF^, where /So , /3i , . . . , /3jt
are elements

of w(a).
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a„' norm a„/a^ by Z) is a unit form, then a„7a«=fK7fH> where e„, e„' are both

unit forms, and the ideal forms a„, a„' are equivalent as regards divisibility.

The divisibility of aj by a^ is the same thing as the divisibility of the

ideal (V, oj', ... , aV) by the ideal (o^j, ai, ... , a,) in the ease of algebraic

numbers and relatively whole algebraic functions of one variable ; but not

in other cases. This, as we show below, is a consequence of the fact that in

these two cases {F^, F^, ..., Ft)= {D).

Let J/ be the ideal (oq, oj, .,., a,), and, as before, let

norm a„= Fo+ FjM+ . . . + /^ u* (k= Im).

Then, in the Galoisian domain Q (a, a, ..., aC""!)), the ideal (F^, Fi, ...,Ft) is

equivalent to the product of J/" and its conjugates M', M", ..., J[/'("'~i), by the

fundamental theorem ; and another ideal (F,^\ /\', ..., F'^) obtained in a

similar way from any other basis of J/" is equivalent to (/'q, Fi, ..., Ft), i.e. a

homogeneous equation of degree p exists between Fi, Fq, F^, ..., ^t, in which

the coeflBcient of Fi'' is 1, and the other coeflBcients are whole elements of the

Galoisian domain. By rationalizing the equation it follows that the modules

{Fq, Fi, ..., Ft), (Fo, Fi, ..., /"V) are equivalent. Hence we may define

the rank of the ideal M and of the form a„ to be the rank of the module
{Fi^, Fi, ..., Ft). We may also say that the ideal M is unmixed in the

wider sense if the closed module equivalent to {Fo, Fy, ..., F^) is immixed.

A principal ideal is an ideal (/3) having a basis consisting of a single

element /3.

It can be proved without diflficulty that the only ideal in a given corpus

Q, (a) equivalent to a principfd ideal {fi) is the ideal {ff) itself.

The ideal i/" above is called an unmixed ideal of rank 1 if {F^, Fi, ..., Ft)
is a principal ideal, i.e. if {F,^, F^, ..,, /*)=(/)) =}=(!).

Suppose now that J/^=(an, oi, ..., aj) is an unmixed ideal of rank 1, and
that the form a^ is divisible by a„ in the sense defined above. Then, putting

norm a„ „ ^ „ . .

we are given that (ao'+ai'M+ ...+aVM'')(/3o+3i«+...+/3i_j?<*-') is divisible

by D. Hence al^ is divisible by D, i.e. a^^j=D^ij. Hence

Multiplying by a«, and putting Fi=D^i, we have

Ot' (<^o+<^i«+ ... +0tttO= (/3«)+AiM+ ... +^i. i-jtt*-') (ao+ aiw + ... +a,«').

Hence 0«>, ^a, ••., ^i,i-i) (oo, oj, ..., a,) -(0(00, 0i, ..., <t>t)
= {ai'),

since
{(f>Q, <f>i, ..., (fn.)= {l), and (a/) is a principal ideal. Hence

(oo', a/, ..., aV) = (..., ^.7, •••) (oo, «!, .... a,) (i= 0, 1, ..., l', j= 0, 1, ..., k-l).

Conversely, if an ideal (a©', a,', ..., aV) contains an ideal (ao, aj, ...,a,) the
form a,,' is divisible by the form a,,, since a,- norm a„/a„ , and therefore also

a/ norm a„/a^, is divisible by D.
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Hence an ideal (oq, a^', ..., a'i>) which contains an unmixed ideal

(oo, oj, ..., oj) of rank 1 is the product of {a^, a^, ..., oj) and a third ideal

(..., fiij, ...), i-^- it has (ag, a^, ..., aj) as a true factor. This includes

Dedekind's priucipal result, since all ideals considered by him are unmixed

ideals of rank 1. If the ideal {ad, a/, ..., a'jO is also unmixed the quotient

{..., ^ij, ...) is also unmixed. Hence there exists a theory of factorisation for

the whole aggregate of unmixed ideals of rank 1 in a corpus St (a).

It folloios that an unmixed ideal (oq, ai, ...,' «;) of rank 1 can he multiplied

by a second \mmixed ideal of rank 1 so as to become the principal ideal (0),

where /3 is any element of {oq, oj, ..., ai).

If it be true that any ideal of rank 1 must contain an unmixed ideal of

rank 1, which is obvious in the two cases considered by Dedekind, but has not

been proved in general so far as I know, then any unmio:ed ideal of rank 1 is

a unique product of unmixed prime ideals of rank 1. For, assuming the truth

of the hypothesis, it can be shown that any two given unmixed ideals J/, M'
of rank 1 which have a common factor must have an h. c. f., viz. the unmixed

ideal M" of rank 1 such that (J/, M')= M"M"', where M'" is either (1) or of

rank > 1. It can be easily proved that the ideals M'\ M'" thus defined are

unique, and that any unmixed ideal of rank 1 which is a factor of M and of

M' is a factor of M"; hence M" is the h.c. P. of M and M'. In the cases

considered by Dedekind (J/, M') is itself an unmixed ideal of rank 1, and

M"= {M, M'). I cannot say whether this resolution into prime factors is

exactly what is meant by Kronecker in his statement XIII, p. 89 ; and

I cannot attach any true meaning to the parallel statement XII1°, p. 92,

regarded as an extension of XIII.

Kronecker also considers another kind of divisibility of a form a,/ by

a form a,j, which is more adaptable to the general theory of ideals. A form

a,/ might be defined as divisible by a„ if the ideal M'= {ad, aj', ..., a'i>)

contains the ideal M={ao, a^, ..., ai) in the strict sense. This definition is

open to the objection that a,/^„ could be divisible by a„/3,j Avithout a,/ being

divisible by a,j. The objection disappears when a wider definition is taken,

viz. that a„' is divisible by a,j if M' contains M in the wider sense.

The necessary, and sufficient condition that any given ideal

M'={ad, ai', ..., a'v)

may contain any other given ideal J/=(ao, aj, ..., ai) in the wider sense is

that the ideal corresponding to a^ norm ajuu contains the ideal {Fq, i^i, ... , Fk)

corresponding to norm a„ in the wider sense, which is the same thing as

containing the module {Fq, F^, ..., Fk) in the wider sense. In other words,

it is necessary and sufficient that each of the k-l+ l' + l coefficients a" of

the form a^' norm ajou should satisfy identically an equation of some degree

p which is homogeneous in a", Fq, Fi, ...,Fk, the coefficient of a"'' being 1,

and the other coefficients whole rational functions.
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